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Foreword
This year has seen the bfuth oI the state of Isruel.

It is to the people of the new nation that this
book is dedicated knowing that they, Iighting
for independence, will welcome this story oI
another people's struggle
ueation oI a cultwe,

fior

heedom, and their

You are holding in your hands one of the most important works ever
a virtual manifesto against the ghettoization,
the racist pigeonholing, that has aflicted the pubiic's appreliation of this
great music since its beginnings as ragtime a century igo. It exposes the
liesand misconceptions that have surrounded this .urii, the atLmpts*
made anew, it seems, each decade-to deny that jazzis one of the leading
creative artistic forces of our time. And it does this by convincing its
readers of the special beauty of this great music of thi Afro-A.uJ.^n

.

written on jazz music. It is

people.

This book was written in the days when i2nd Street in Manhattan
was the worltl capital of some of the most exciting, experimental develop

II music. "The Street,', as it was known io
musicians and their followers, was a block{ong strip between Fifth and
Sixth avenues where the nightclubs nightly featured the greatest names in
2Oth-century U.S. music. Edward "Duke', Ellington, iViilirm ,,Count"
Basie, Art Thtum, Coleman Hawkins and dozeis of others, includinp
young musicians still in their twenties, such as charlie parker
"Dizzy" Gillespie, led bands in the small rooms carved out of the Lasements of brownstone houses on that block. Here the new jazz of the
1.940s, known popularly.as bebop, gained a wide audience both through
live pe{ormances and through the broadcasting of such performancls
from clubs like the Royal Roost on the Mutual radio n"t*o.k.
Jazz: A People's Music, first published in 1948, is a book that
reflects the exciting musical-and social-events of its time. In many
wals its message is just as daring today as it was forty years ago.
Thg! messag!-that the music we call jazz is i.o*poient part of
the wodd body of creative music, a grcatmusic every bit ai important in
terms of its complexity, creativity, dynamic range and emotional depth as
$e great, celebrated music of the pist-was , Sold enough one in i94g.
The alleged social inferiority of. jazz-inferior because it ias created by an
allegedly."racially inferior" people-was a commonprace in those days.
Indeed, the very concept that jazz music was as *uih concert music as
ment in post-Wodd War
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dance music, as much composition as it was song and improvisation' was
considered by many to be the height of pretentiousness.

Both Eliington and Gillespii caused uproani when they took their
orchestras into earnegie Hall in the 1940s; there were many "friends" of
jazz who believed that smoky, airless rooms filled with the smell of stale
ilcohol, which never opened until just a few hours before dawn, were the
only proper places for this "hot" music. The "soul" of the music, they
thought,could thrive only where night creatures bred'

the myth was itself so inbred into the fabric of popular understand
ing of the sources and meaning of the music that it was even inscribed in
public policy. For decades, the New York City police department- fingerprinted jazi musicians and issued a special "cabaret card"' a kind of
semi-apartheid pass card, without which no musician could work in an
establiihment that sold alcohol. An infraction of the law could get a
musician's card revoked. Thus, several important musicians were for
several years denied the right to work at their chosen profession in the
only venue available to them. The singer Billie Holiday was one of the
betier known examples. Pianist and composer Thelonious Monk spent
several years in obsiurity during the early 1950s because of this New
York City-style "pass" law.
It was againit the attitude that created such draconian public-p-olicy
that this book was written. And in writing Jazz: A People\ Music,
Sidney Finkelstein, the distinguished Marxist critic and editor, was in step
with the world outlook of some of the most outspoken and experimental
jazz musicians of the day.
In many ways this is a very topical book. Finkelstein wrote an interpretation of jazz that countered many of the more popular notions then
circulating in the music and general press. The new iryz of the postwar
era-the music called bebop-was, in a sense, fighting for its place in the
sun. Aside from the difficult struggle to make a living faced by Parker,
Gillespie, Monk and the others, there was also the struggle for the
legitimacy of the music, not so much among listeners or musicians as
among journalists, publicists and, possibly most important, record companiei. Although the new jazzhada nationwide, appreciative audience, it
suffered a virtual boycott from the major big-business recording companies'
The situation was so bad that it is possible that much of the music created
by the pioneer generation of modern jazz musicians would not have been
documented at all if it had not been for the enthusiasm of a few enterprising fans who opened what began as basement recording operations to
"publish" this music on phonograph records. When Finkelstein wrote
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about the modern iazz of. the 1940s being a kind of beacon of anti
commercialism directed against the increaiing trivialization and commodification of popular culture, he wasn't kidding.
Modern iazz was under assault in a numbei of other ways as well.
There were numerous attempts to divorce bebop from jazz hiitory. This
took the form, principally, of manufactured "feud" between the young
-a
grneration of- musicians and their elders, referred to in the prlss as
"moldy figs.".Some unfortunate remarks by Louis Armstrong disparaging
the new music (listening to Gillespie, he ieferred to the lattEr,s .rsi-. ,s
"Chinese music") occasioned an attempt by the guardians of the ,,pure,,
jazz to mount a big publicity campaign in favor of an ossified, muslumlike version of New Orleans music, which became known as .,Dixieland,,
jazz. Musicians were brought out of retirement, touted as great discoveries in the "lost" art of "real" iazz, andplaced on pedestals fiom which the
so-called purists could attack the new, vital jazz music of the current day.
Those who didnt understand the new music (and some who may
h2ys fgared itJ violently attacked it as having norhing at all to do with the
jazz that had gone before; and the new sbund wis so new that there
seemed to exist two types of" iazz-prewar and "modern."
.All .sorts of mythologies were put forward, not only concerning
modern jazz,batthe music as a whole. It was African; it wai not African.
It was the music of unschooled, unlettered musicians who played more
from the heart than from the intellect. It was the music oi the night,
booze and sex. It was, indeed, anything but a serious creative expressio"n, a
music of _song and dance, a music of composition and improvisation. It
was anything but a musical expression invented and inipired by the
-the
Afro-American people who, at
beginning of this century,
found
-modern,
themselves joining the rest of the population in creating a
multinational, multiracial urban U.S. culture.
The musicians themselves, however, understood exactlv who thev
aqd what they were doing, in spite of all the adversity that surroundei
ryere
them.-But their fight was not an easy one. Ellington wrote suites and
extended compositions that are still denounced by erstwhile "supporters"
of
accomplishments. When Gillespie and parker first appeired pub.his
li_cly. with_a racially mixed, modern jizz quintet at nightciubs in New
York and Hollywood, the fact that they played whole sels as if they were
concerts, not announcing e_ach song and not telling jokes between songs.
insulted audiences who had come to be "entertained'" in the *rnre. o"n.
expects when one goes to the circus or listens to a stand-up comedian. Of
course, these same musicians also played in concert{ike situations, in
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theaters such as the Apollo in New York or the Paradise in Detroit. But
the audiences there were different: largely Afro-American, along with
people of other nationalities, their respect for the music was greater than
that of the casual nightclub patron.

ground
Jazz musiciant-ulso knew that the harmonic and rhythmic
revolutionary
of
vanguard
in
the
was
1940s
late
they were breaking in the
developments in ihe arts and technology, in philosophy-, social science and
politici. The modern iazz of the 1940s was a music that sough^t, for.the
iirst time, to consciously define the musical product of the AfreAmerican
people as a component of world developments in culture'

' 'All of thii is reflected here by Finkelstein

who, working from

a

Marxist-Leninist perspective, seizes the initiative and makes bold analyses
and projections about this art form.
Thi value ol Jazz: A People\ Music lies in its recognition on the one
hand of jazz as a world musii-a recognition long overdue-and, on the
other hand, of it as a music undergoing a profound revolution in structure
and content.

The jazz "revolutiori' of the '40s is one of

the

-most -profound
enigmas of .onte*potary culture. In many ways, it sounds less like atal
revSlution with each pissing year. The connections between a blues
played by charlie Parker and a blues played by such mentors of his as
jot nny ilodg"t or Willie Smith seenr- more obvious than ever. Indeed,
ih"r. ur. tim-es when one can listen to the music of the 1930s and early
'4Os-the pre-bebop iazz music-and follow those pieces with. some of
the seminal composifions of modern iazz, and wonder what all the fuss
was about.

is impossible to escape the deep revolutionary enthusiasm one
experiences whin listening to such records^as "Shaw Nuff-," "\izz.y
Afmosphere," "Things to Come," or Dexter Gordon and Wardell Gray's
,,The
ihase.;'Finkelstein goes to great lengths to demonstrate that bebop
is firmly wedded to the jaiz heritige. He also demonstrates the degreeto

Yet

it

which it was truly a "new" music. His critical, probing inquiry into the
problems faced by the young gener?tign of instrumentalists who were
making Americah m,riic in the 1940s is a welcome relief from the
Hollyiood publicist-style of writing that dominated so many of the books
and periodicals of the period.
-compare

this book with such works as Leonard
bne has only to
Feather's Inside Bebop (flobbins, NY, 1949), a book that combines
aspects of bebop "cultiim" with all the zeal of aHollywood "fanzine," to
gei a picture ofhow far removed Finkelstein is from the condescending,
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patronizing attitude that made it difficult for many to take this important
music seriously.
Finkelstein raises many important issues about the tasks that faced
jazz musicians as they embarked on making conscious
use of the fact ihat
theirs was one of the fundamentally imfort ant art forms of our era.
Indeed, bebop was a music that appeaied on the scene swathed in crisis: it
had a.quality that transcenfed ali previous jazzbutthat arso
not
only its own limits, but those inherent in the structure in"rpor.a,
which'iazz
worked. out its. problems overall. A music of song and dance, be'bop
seemed toteg.the question of the future of the song"form as the p.ir..y
structure for jazz creation-and this has been a f"undamental question
1 -----with which musicians have grappled for the last four decades.
. Thi:, in part, explains aspeas of the development of the music since
this book was written:. the experiments in extended form, modality,
so-called "f.red' jazz, and other approaches to musical creation tnut
made the use of the term"jazz" prbbler4atic as a label ua.qrrt t/a"r.rruin-g.contemporary North Americin improvised music that mut"i t*. oi"
of Afro-American sources.
Yet, d_esplte the various directions that music based on improvisation
has taken in the last four decades, the term "jazz" isstill the riost
r*f"r
for,literary purposes. Foi. oye thing, it dglines a tradition, und, *uy of
looking_ at mrsic that distinguishes itself from many other straini
of
music. In addition, it bec.omes increasingJy necessary with each passing
year to seize the word."jazz"
,from both purists and publicisti, frorn
opportunists and from those who, in HenryThreadgiil'jphrase, want to
recreate a"jazz'' of nostalgia, Iittered with ,ivirtuosoiof the graveyard.,,
Threadgill, a saxophonist and compose! is one of "the i"rainn
improvisers and bandleaders of our day, and, as an artist, he face;,;;;?
the. p.roblems relation
_to form, composition and improvis.ii"" irrrt
suggests_at the end of this book. But true to th.lrritrraition,
[r.nte\t911
Threadgill answers these problems in his own way-and in wivs.orpi.t"rv
different from those Finkelstein suggests. Thieadgill .orrni*, *iJb
variety of traditional and modern iiiz styres in a riusic that recalls the
buoyancy_of New orleans music to the mid-1920s, while.rprffi
ii,.
most-profound-harmonic, rhythmic and improvisaiional po.iitititi?, or
lodry'l most adventurous, criative music. Such recording', ,, frir-f lSi
!1st tlt-e Facts and Pass the Bucket (About Time AT 100tTft hi;
You Know the Number (RCA-Novus 3013-I-N)
points for an exploration into contemporary jazzat its "*."ti.ni,irriirg
Jazz music is an art with its ownianguage,its own tradition. During

.
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the last half-century, it has absorbed and transformed the fangyage of 1
*ia. ,rrg. the woild's culture; not just European music, but Asian and
"f have been absorbed by musicians working in this tradition.
*rican ftusic
As is suggested in the final chapter, American musicians have had to
find their o*"ri*uy of assimilating a multitude of influences. And while a
io*por., like John Cage sought to tame Balinese and other Asian
percussion *,rrl., to trri it int6 a kind of exotic wing of Euro-oriented

Blakey set up a iazz ttavdtw set in a
full of Cuban drummers and began improvising. The result, for
Blakey, was the development to maturity of.aiazzdrum style in which the
African and cuban iniluences can be deeply felt, but a style specifically in
the Afro-Am erican iazz tradition and by no means 'African" music'
The same can be said for Threadgill and some of his colleagues.
When, in the early 1980s, Anthony Divis wrote an opera based on the
life oi Malcolm X, he used his own small band as the basis for the

composed music, drummer

Art

,.*.i

orchestra that performed the music. Although critical reaction to "X"
*u. ,ni*.a (as it has been with all of Anthony Davis's music), the work

itself seemed to be an attempt to find a new form for the expansive
to the musiiian working intheiazz-tradition' .
-language
'tfi. available
tension, this constant dynamiC between the rhythmic, harmonic and melodic language used in iazz perfotmance on the one hand,

and the form in which irusicians express that language on the other, is a

J,azz, as a component part of the
finds it necessary to connect
always
States,
popular music of the United
yet
it is always stretching these
form,
song
the
and
i6.tt *itf, the blues

*uJot atiuirg force in iazz music.

limits. That David Murray, a major tenor saxophonist of
th. yorrng.. g"neration, can easily 1ni1"f1eel'improvisation and polytonality witni"n tfre context of the tiaditioml iazz quartet or octet, playing

ioi*r t" their

;^;y

compositions played by iazz _mus)cians for decades, is one of

"fthe
examples of this teniion at'work. When Murray works with the
it. !r*t
Iforid Sa*ophone Quartet, which performs a cappella.(i'e', without a
rhythm section), the song and bluei forms are stretched about as far

as

any musicians of our era have ventured.

Much is to be learned by listening to these continuers of the
adventurous, experimental tradiiion in 1azi. Bands like the Art Ensemble
of Chicago utiliie the innovations introduced by musicians like Ornette
Col.mrn] John Coltrane, Albert Ayler and Cecil Taylor in both tonal and
rhythmic ianguage in a music thai in some moments seems to dispense
*iit, tung"rg'u itogether-yet even this most avant'garde of musical
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gjorlps distinguishes itself by its continuing references to the blues and to
the larguage of the popular song.
what musicians have done iince /a zz: A peopre's Music was written
is to turn.the problem that Finkelstein saw as a llmitation into un uii.t;
iust as it is true that the conflict between language and form r,m pir..a
Iimitations on jazz, it is also true that this coiflic"t has been , r".&-it rt
has continued to make jazz the freshest, most dynamic musical impetus
and influence in the contemporary world.
This is nowhere truer ihan in the art and work of trumpeter and
composer Miles Davis. Davis, who began his career as a
Jrrilliaid school
d.rop-guq and learned his music as a prJteg6 of Charlie parler, h;,
the single most influential musician of tEe postwar era, after his ."enio..
Davis's career.spans all the major schools oi .lurzof the last four decades,
and an examination of his career yields a'wealth of informrtio, ura
enjoyment of the entire range of modern U.s. music. Davis has played
with many of the major musicians of the postwar era, and t*o br
bands-the
of 1955-57 that included John Coltrane, and the
-qgintg!
qujntel of 1965-69
with wayne Shorter and Herbie Hancock-are considered.by.many to be among the finest creators and interprete ri of
iiiz
music during those years.
But Davis's career is important for a more fundamental reason: More
!.han anyone else, Davis has constantly grappled with the i.nrion,
dialectical interplay and contradiction, be"t*een the advanced iiur-i,ni.,
rhythmic and melodic language of. jazz and the continuing necessity to
-'
find a form close to plRulai music in which to express tfrrtl-grrg"
For this reason, Davis's work has always been controversia'i. F6r the
past two decades, he has abandoned the traditional, pulsating 4/ 4 rhythm

t;;;;.

ii.

tt.

of. iazz in favor of a rhythmic structure closer ^to that"used
tr,e
conte,mporary.musical forms of rock-and-roll and rhythm-and-blues. To
the dismay. of the
-"p-urjys" _rr -hp_ audiences, he [ed the way in the
populariza,tion of a hybrid style dubbed
"fusion." yet Davis hdr"ff;;s
never a "fusionist." while others have allowed themselves to become
trapped in the rhythmic and harmonic prison implied
b tr," rimpiiiitv oi
contemporary popular music, Davis has used thii formas backdrop for a
set of wide-ranging improvisations which sometimes seem to ignore their

d

*"*ti

l,

relatively pedestrian setting. But in his latest recordings,
m
concert, Davis seems to have advanced even beyond tfiese liutationi,
integrating.both the contemporary rhythmic patterns and the latest generation of electronic musical instrumentation into a more holistic muslcal
approach.

xiv
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Davis's insistence on the use of rhythmic elements from contemporary popular music also reflects his desire to maintain his own version of
AfroAmerican creative music as a genuinely popular art' Many critics
denounced his 1987 release, Tuta, (Warner Bros. 9 25490-l) as a banal
exercise in "techno-pop." But one is compelled to challenge these sages to

find a "technepoy'' iecord this inventive, this full of the sound of
surprise-which is the hallmark of. the iazz tradition! It would be useful
for readers of this book to listen to the entire recorded output of Miles
Davis to get a good idea of how a maior artist in the contemporary jazz
solutions to the problems posed here.
tempted in a Foreword to recite chapter and verse of modern
in the four decades since Finkelsteins book was written. But
require another book. At the same time, it is useful to pass
along some advice. In the last decade or so there has been a kind of revival
ol jizz in the United States, although the results have been mixed. One
aspect that can be misleading is an emphasis on the music of the 1940s
and 1950s in a way more suggestive of nostalgia than critical, enioyable
appreciation. The'music of that period was a rich, multilayered and
piovocative body of work, and the current emphasis on the brilliant work
of the so-called "hard boppers," such as drummer Art Blakey or pianist

world finds
One is
iazzhistory
that would

Horace Silver or saxophonists John Coltrane and Theodore "Sonny"
Rollins, should by no means obscure the exciting, experimental work of
bassist-composer Charlie Mingus. An intense reward also awaits any
listener who takes the time to carefully examine the work of Thelonious
Monk. The two-volume recording made at the Five Spot Cafe in Manhattan in 1958 with tenor saxophonist Johnny Griffin (Riverside RLP262
and RLP 2791, displays all the brilliance and inventiveness that brought
Monk the nickname of "High Priest" of modern jazz.

No accounting ol iazz music of the 1950s would be

complete,

however, without the inclusion of the contributions of the musicians who
lived in such centers as Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles and San Francisco.

Finkelstein emphasizes that the history ol iazz is bound up with the
Afro-American people's struggle against discrimination and with their
struggle for democracy and full equality. Writing in the 1940s, he reflects
the lfiinking then widespread in left-wing circles, referring to the Afro
American people as a 'hation." This is related to the sllgan first put
forward by the Communist Party in L928, of national self-determination
for Black Americans. Although this remained the dominant Communist
view until the late 1950s, when Finkelstein wrote there was beginning to
be a shift in emphasis

in Marxist writings

away from a seParate "natiorf'

Foreuord

as a.probable op!ion_.

I"rg{y as a result of the Communists'own deep
involvement in the life and struggles of Black people, as well as close
observation of the main 1r.n65 6]lmrggle on the potiticat and cultural
fronts in the Afro-American community, emphasis focused more and
mj{e on the problems of the fight for democracy and full equality as pert
of the multiracial American nalion.
studyjng the history of. jazz, therefore, it is only natural that
.
Finkelstein should point to the interconnection between the history of
iSzz and the fight against segregation, oppression and superexploitaiion
faced
AfreAmericans. But jazz is noi simply protesf music. To be
sure,,there is protest within the fabric of. jazz. However, the link between
the development ol jazz and the struggie for democracy is more than

_ b

!f

protest.

Although jazz is a world-class art form, it is still treated as a second"enterainment," with all'the commerc ializd,commodified
which
that term entails in our culture. Although recognition of
lrappings
class citizen, as

iazz's status as concert music is much more widespread now thlan

forty years ago, the smoky,

smelly_

nightclub

ij

it

was

still

considered the
"authentic" place to hear this music.-Thi socalled "friends" of jazz still
insist that the jnz musician be some sort of mysterious "night ireaturd'
instead of an artist.
Some of the most intense discrimination against jazz music comes in

the form of faint praise. The treatment of. jaiz at New york's Lincoln
Cgntgt one of the premier musical performance spaces in the country,
1{9rds one example. In the summer of t98A a highiy publicized series oi
"Classic Jazz" concerts was held there. This "celebratibn' of the music of
Edward "Duk{'Ellington and of Tadd Dameron, one of the important
composers and orchestrators of the 1940s, with a concert featuring the
work of percussionist Max Roach sandwiched between them, was jarimed
into one week during-the Center's regular "down time,'-the hot August
days between the end of the summer season and the beginning ofihe
"regular" nine-month season.

ryith this presentation and the several concerts that form part of the
hugg N9w York jazz festival in June also taking place at the ienter, one

.

might think that the doors of the concert haf and the conditions of
conc€rt performing are finally open to thd jazz performer. But the jazz
musician at Lincoln Center is stilla paying, temporary "guest.,'Compared
to the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Cenier for ixample, the jazz
musician still suffers second-class citizenship at this major u.3. centei for
the performing arts. The 44 musicians who performed itre 3o concerts in
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the Chamber Music Society's 20th Anniversary season at the Center
included 18 "resident" musicians, some of whom have been resident at
the center for many years. These musicians (a11 of whom are white)
receive a hefty salary irom the Center and are expected to devote their
time to perfeiting their skills for the purpose of making grgat- chamber
music al Lincoln Center. They are not expected to spend their time
traveling the world in search of enough one- or three-night,engagements
in small, smoky rooms from New York's Village Vanguard to Paris's Le
Petit Opportun and beyond in order to make a salary barely higher than an
auerage U.S. working-class wage in the 1980s' That fate is left to theiazz
musician.

In 1987 Congress declared iazz to be a "rare and valuable national
treasure." Yet thisiompliment has done nothing to change the conditions
under which most laiz musicians are forced to work. They are still
mercilessly exploited. A nightclub owner in New York City, with room
{or 150 patrons, can expect to make about $3000 each time he fills the
club, at today's prices. Customer turnover can be high, and, a club can-be
filled as many as three tiryes in a single night if a band is really popular.
For a night's work, however, even of three performances, the average !an!
member] no matter how skilled or popular, can expect an average evening's
never to be much more than $100 for as much as six hours'
earnings
"Although
bandleaders may receive substqntially more, the-band's
work.
entire salary f6r a week, including the bandleader's premiurn, will rarely
be more thin the gross receipts of the club for a single night.
And these musicians normally work a six-night week, beginning at
9:30 p.m. and ending at 4:00 the next morning. Such is the p.olitical
econorny of U.S. capialism as it applies to this "national treasure" of the
United States.
The same situation prevails in the world of phonograph recording,
where royalty and residual Payments are unknown unless the musician is
lucky en-ough to record with a company that has a contract with the
American Federation of Musicians-and where musicians are able to
enforce that contract. As for copyright protection: the laws don't seem to
apply to jazz music. Whole compositions have been "lifted" fuom ia?z
.b*por.is and used for commercial purposes without permission, credit
or remuneration. This has gone on for so many decades that it may come
as a surprise to many that songs thought to be in the public domain are
actually the work of livin giazz camposers who long ago ceased receiving
any payment for the use of their work.
The struggle to abolish both the second-class social status faced by

'
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musicians and the miserable conditions they are all too often forced to
ury!91is bound up with the struggle foi democracy and trade union
ryo1k

rights. This is true because jazz is-iot only the music of the Afro

Americanpeople but also part of the national culture of the multinational,
multiracial united states. Its birth among the Afro-Americans is, of
course' one of the by-products of national and racist oppression. bat iazz
is also a music born of a people overwhelmingly from the working ciass.
Indeed, jazz is the most highly developed ait form produced "by the
working class in this country. It is this class character of the musii that
makes it most easily identifiable with "city life.,,The sound of the city; of
its people at work and at play, is the sound of. jazz. Those whose 'only
experience with jazz is on a college campus or in Manhattan south of
14th Street gay be inclined to iorget that every decade sees a new
generation of musicians arise from the Afro-American workins-class
communities of Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, philadelphia, pittsburgi, Los
Angeles and a host of other cities.
It is true that many. more jazz musicians are being trained in
universities, and that is a reflection of the victories won in thlstruggle for
democracy by jazz, the Afro-American people and the nation as u #hot..
But there also remain hundreds of practicing and student musicians,
Black and white, in the "schools" of. iizz musiiians resident in the cities
ymqd above. Although government and corporate policy of the last two
decades seems to be directed at a systematic destruction of the Black
urban neighborhood, depriving its young musicians of an environment
worthJ. of their great- art, these communities continue to produce an
astonishing number of highly developed artists.
Musicians in these centers need tb be recognized as firstclass citizens;
the concert halls, schools for the creative arts, and publicly ,upport d
musical societies must be made places where jazz musicians, too, can
their art. M_any
$evelop
9f these hills, schools and societies ,r.,upport a
workers' money. That Chicago, Cleveland, pittiburgh,
P,!q
.*pl"y,
Philadelphia and Detroit and other cities cai suDDort world-class srimphonic orchestras, with an entire infrastructure behind them, and y.t not
support similar organizations of. jazz musicians is, at the very leist, an
acute embarrassment for our country. It is a violation of democratic
principles, of fair play. It is a measure of the dominance of institutional
racism in the cultural life of the United States.

-

Jyr,

as symphony orchestras are supported by taxpayers'money, so

should jazz orchestras, and the infrastruiture that goes with tnem.'Of
course the rich won't, as a class, volunteer such sulport (though some
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individuals and corporations might); other means, such as tax incentives

for people who support jazz, might be used. It is also important that a
fight be waged to rcinstitute the programs lost during the last fifteen
years, programs which had served as a vital educational resource for
generations of musicians. Music programs must be restored in public
schools, where they have been abolished by the vicious budget cuts
instituted by the federal government. This is not only a questioit for iazz;
it is a vital question for democracy.
The rising popularity of jazz festivals throughout the United States
suggests that the mass of the popular audience for iazz music is ready to
abandon the smoky nightclubs for more humane venues to hear and enjoy
this music. Yet the nightclub remains a basic part of the iazz musician's
life. Humanizing these performance spaces is, first of all, the job of the
jazz musicians themselves. One way of doing this is by using the musicians'
union to exert pressure on club owners, through collective bargaining and
public exposure of present conditions. This will require a "political"
collectivity and an awareness among musicians themselves of their status
as trade unionists and the possibilities arising from that status. The tools
for change are there; what is necessary is the united will to make changes.
Ultimately, however, it will take broader social and institutional
change to create a situation wherc iazz music has a social stature in its
home country equal to its artistic stature among musicians, artists and
music lovers everywhere. As long as private profit is the goal of those
who hire musicians, there will be problems for iazz. As long as racism
remains a tool of superexploitation for the country's biggest bankers and
industrialists, it will be difficult to solve the problems faced by iazz
musicians. But each victory gained toward raising the stature of this great
music will be linked with the struggle to remove the obstacles that hold
our society back from reaching its full potential in so many areas of social,
economic and cultural life. What kind of society is possible with these
obstacles removedT AfroAmerican artist Elton Fax, in studies such as
Hasbar (l979l,looks at the life of racial and national minorities and the
status of their artistic and cultural life under socialism in the USSR.
Some of the facts he found there are illuminating.
A socialist change in our social and institutional structure in the
United States will, if historic practice is any guide, immeasurably raise the
stature of culture and of the artist in our society. This is because any
fundamentally democratic, revolutionary change in these institutions

will, of

necessity, be accompanied by a radical cultural change-political

revolution is intertwined with cultural revolution.
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The democratic measures proposed eadier in this Foreword, as well
finlelsteln, presuppose attacks on structures*political,
social, as well as cultural-that mainiain the status quo. whether such
measures be small or large, their aim is similar: to bverturn the commodification of our culture and to assert its true multinational, multiracial nature. This aim makes this book one of the most valuabre ever
written oniazz.
as those proposed by
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All of the above books contain extensive discographies. But recording companies
often reissue and repackage old recordings. That is one reason it is difficult to update
the extensive discography provided by Finkelstein. Indeed, the record companies and the
catalogue numbers he lists may be of historical value to record enthusiasts, and any
attempt to bring the information up to date could be obsolete almost as soon as it
appeared.

However, two suggestions may help solve this problem. Current recordings are
advertised in the music press; Downbeat, Coda, Cadence, and Musician magazines, as
well as Billboard, are useful sources. Probably the most useful, however, is the Scbwann
catalogue of all records currently in print (available quarterly from 825 Seventh
Avenue, New York, NY 10019). This catalogue is the basic resource used by record
stores throughout the United States.
Geoffrey Jacques
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PREHACE
Pe-on_le who create jazz generally don't write about it, and jazz
records have a way of being remembered after theories about
them are long forgotten. If there were no art, there would be no
books about it. writers are often only fainuy aware of realities
which th;e jazz musician knows but cannot describe.
. J9! tnele js a legitimate task for the writer on jazz, as on any
art. It is to bring understanding of the art to a greiter number of
peg!le-, and also to put the art itself into a perspective which the
individual creator himself may not see.
This book attempts to tackle a problem which has been left
unsolved ever since the beginning oiiazzhistory. lt is io piice:azz
as part of world music. The artificial distinction betwden "ilassical" and "popular," "highbrow" and "low brow,.'is ready for the
ashcan. Jazzis the most important single body of music'yet pro-
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duced in America. But on the other hand, iazzis not helped by the

who consider it the

exaggerated claims of some of its admirers,
"mris.-ic of the future," and find no other music worth knowing'
Jazz must be studied for both its achievements and limitations.
The first is necessary in order to break down the snobbery which
still keeps jazz from being properly respected as a great music'
The second is necessary in order to reveal the contradictions that
still beset jazz, and to chart the road that it still has to travel. For
jazz has a future as well as a past, and its surprises are by no
means limited to its Past historY.

There exists a considerable literature about jazz, to a1l of
which this book is greatly indebted. The first writing about jazz
consisted of the listing of thousands of records, which had been
issued mainly for a Negro public by companies that had no idea of
their musicai value. The names of the musicians who took part on
these recordings were unearthed, and slowly a picture was
formed of the outstanding men who had brought a new music into
being. This collection of data was a magnificent piece of collec'
tive lcholarship, although never called by that highfaluting
name, and done by men whose main guide was their love for the
music and keenness of ear. It required, moreover, close collaboration between the collectors and the musicians themselves. Crit'
ics abroad as well as at home took part in this research, and the
classic compilation of record data is Charles Delaunay's "Hot Dis'
cography," although it is now rivaled by Orrin Blackstone's
"Index to Jazz."
The French critic, Hugues Panassie, wrote the first analytic
study of. jazz to be widely read in America. Translated in 1936, as
"Hoi Jaiz," it provided the beginning student and collector with
a guide to the bewildering wealth of material, and also gave the
ve-teran collector many ideas to arg"ue over, Today its theories no
Ionger stand up. They were from the start attempts to find analytii words for what were only subjective impressions. Its great
qualities, which still carry through today, were its genuine enthusiasm for the music, its willingness to point out some works as
better than others, the fine ear for music of genuine stature that
its author displaYed.
"Jazzmei," i collective historical study edited by Frederick
Ramsey, Jr., and Charles Edward Smith, appeared in 1939, and
carried- the understanding ol iazz a step forward. In this book,

3

uplike Panassie's, jazz appeared as the creation of an entire people more than of a few representative musicians. The autfrors
were able to recreate in words a musical life, mainly of New
Orleans, which was only
lainily represented on ,eco.hs. Today
there seems in the book to be too poetic a nostalgia thrown about
tife of the Negro peopte in the South, and iiis now apparent
lfe
that the movement of the music North was not the great iiagedy
it appeared to be to the writers. This movement was a necesiury
jazz. But the book is still the best documentary
fgrward s-tep for
history of the early days of. jazz,
"Jazz, Hot and Hybrid,', appearing in
.^^Winthrop Sargeant's
1938, brought to jazz the scrutiny of a professional music critic.
Its weakness was that it tried to generalize, from a few selected
records, some characteristics that were common to all. The
author had no knowledge of the variety of moods and forms in
the music, its origins and constanily chinging content. Its study,
however, of the chord structures, scale systemi and rhythmic palterns of jazz were an improvement on panassie's aetinition ot
"hot style," and still have value today.
Panassie's second book, "The Real Jazz,,,published in 1g42,
showed little advance over his first. In correcting the overemphasis of his first book on the work of the white rirusicians in'crricago, and elaly{ing the great achievements of the early Negro
musicians, he fell into the error common among Europeah critics
g{ *{"rlg a folk and a people's art synonymoris with the ,,primitive." Thys he- says, "In music, primitive man has generally
greater talent than civilized man," a foolish statemeniwhether
referring to jazz or to Beethoven. His tastes, so far as the progress
of. jazz was concerned, remained confined to the boundari6s of
ten years before, missing the boat on Basie and Lester young.
"The Jazz Record Booki 'by Charles Edward Smith assistei by
Frederick Ramsey, Jr., Charles payne Rogers and William Russeli,
also appeared in 1942. This book carried the approach of
"Jazzmen" into record analysis. Its first 125 pages are an excellelt .!!r.nplct- history oJ the rise of jazz, thanlifully lacking in
primitivistic theories. The record criticisms are sharp and perieptive. The weakness of the book was that the authors iimiteit themselves to the records actually in print at the time. Had the writers
ignored the vagaries of record companies, and done what they
can do so well-evaluate the main body of the record.ed.literature
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of New Orleans jazz and the blues-they would have expended
less space on muiic they didn't really like and provided-a guid-e to
colleitors, students and record companies that would stand up
today.

Robert Goffin's "Jazz: From the Congo to the Metropolitan,"
his second book but the first to appear in English, was published
in 1944. He carried further the study of the backgiround of' iazz,
making some interesting points about the reappearange- of-old
Frencli folk songs in iazz. He failed to develop this point fg{her'
hotever, falling instead into the "Africani' "primitive" a1d "sub'
conscious" theories of. iazz. He looked on iazz almost as if it were
another kind of esthetic experiment such as took place in Paris in
the 1920's, one with dada, surrealism and arrtomatic writing' He
also gave jazz tbe left-handed compliment of lavishing praise
,rpon-it, and then saylng that "music has no need of the intelli'
gence." The truth is that all art, and jazz is no exception, grows
out of man's ability to think as well as to feel.
"shining Trum-pets," by Rudi Blesh' whichappeare'rl in 1946,
;folk;';'primitive" and "African" theory of jazz to its
carried the
furthest extreme. Its most worthwhile quality was that it carried
the exploration of the roots of. jazz back into the blu-es and spiri'
tuals oi the past century. But this music, while most important to
jazz, isnot identical with jazz. And in tuqlg the further leap into
"Africu,
seeing only similarities and no differences, Blesh trans'
formed what migtrf trave been a valuable theory of the conlinuity
of musical development into a dogmatic and abstract definition of
jazz, which was abarrier to the understanding of the music and of
itre peopte who made it. Instead of seeing that iaiz and American
folhmuiic have been continually changing, to Blesh there was no
change of importance up to the 1920's, and then a vast change
whicf, causes him to call all new jazz produced since, no matter
how earnest its efforts to express new feelings and develop new
techniques, a "cofllmercial conspiracy."
Theories concerning races and inheritance of "racial characteristics" are advanced in the name of science, although such
theories have been discredited by most scientists. The attitude
towards the Negro people is one of great sympathy,-but deficient
in understanding. fhe suffering of the Negro people was not so
passive as he deicribes it, and the music was not so escapist. The
i.tegxo people struggled in the most realistic way against slavery,
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through revolts, the Undergrround Railroad, and their heroic role
in the Civil War. They struggled in the most realistic way against
all forms of discrimination and Jim Crowism that foU6ureA Ure
Civil War. The music was a weapon in these struggles, and had
the people not had the vitality to fight realistically for freedom,
they would not have had the vitality to create this gleat music. As
in the case of other similar theorists, the backward-looking
approach to the music is bolstered by an attack on ,,civilized;
music. Jazz,to Blesh, is sheer improvisation, and "with it Western
music as we know it disappears and its composers, too.,'
The present book is aimed at breaking down barriers. There
is first the barrier between jazz and concert music, each considering itself a world apart, although each suffers from the lack of
qualities that the other possesses. There is, as well, the narrorr
partisanship that has grown up within jazz itself, seen for example in the cultist atmosphere that has gro\f,n about both bebop
and the New Orleanb revival. This seeking in music for a fad is L
sign of immaturity among jazz foltowers. people come before
music. They fashion music to fit their needs, and discard it when
they no longer need it. They have too many different needs of
heart and mind to be satisfied by a single approach to musical
form. Bebop has remarkable qualities, and the New Orleans
revival reminds us of other beauties which have been lost. Neither supplies either musicians or audience with all that they have
a right to ask of the art of music.
There is a partisanship needed today. It is a partisanship
against the insincerity, the callous imitation and plagiarism o1
musical ideas, the misuse and destruction of human genius, that
infest both the world of popular music and the concerf world. The
divisions that exist in both the popular and the concert musical
world are only a sign of the fact that the musician of today does
not have the opportunity to work out his problems in the most
rational and productive manner. What we need to fight for is the
conditions under which we can begin to solve these problems in
the most real and practical way. This, as I will try to show, is a
problem of American life as well as of American music.
The illustrative lists that follow the chapters dealing with the
many styles and developments of jazz consist of records which at
this writing are available for purchase. In addition I have tried to
indicate the nature of the most important material now out of
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made available again for study'

which should be
'print,I'u*
indebted to Irving

Ravinsky, George Avakian, AlJred
for the opportunity to hear
RusseII
Rosl
Lion, Grant Adams and
have.
not
I
did
which
records
many
SIDNEY FINKELSTEIN

1. THE PTACE OF JAZZ

IN MUSIC HISTORY

here are not two worlds of music, but only one.
Within this one world there are many difierent
kinds of music. The division however, between
"classical" and "popular," "highbrow,. and
"lowbrow," has no meaning whitsoever as a
test.of quality. Jazz is not simply a great ,,popular" music but a great music. - *
g
division we find today
. :Ttand
-seeming
between the "classical"
"populai,,is a recent development in
gt. Great_composers like Bach, Handel, purcell,^Mozart,
!h9
Schubert and ly'erdi wrote songs and dances, as well as opera,
concerto,.cantata, sympt-rony and oratorio. They were delighted
when their music was taken up-and sung or danced to by p6ople
in the streets. A schubert symphony is Jmore massive and admirable achievement than a schuberf song, but a schubert song is
infinitely more alive than a four-movement symphony or a thiee
hour opera by some composer who is now torgotten'because he
had nothing to say.
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Sheer size or nobility of intentions has nothing to do with the
a work of music. Good rnusic asserts the presence within

value of

it of a living, thinking and feeling human being, exploring the
world aboulhim. Bad music attempts to satisfy the needs of the
present by finding formulas in the past. It dilutes and reshuffles
past musit to give a superficial appearance of novelty' Starting
wiUr ttre division, we may find subdivisions' Within good music,
there are some works which deal with more complicated human
and emotional problems than others. Within bad music, there are
some composeis who are more competent at their craft than others, and so offer hope that they may yet come to life. But the
division between good and bad, living and mechanical, is fundamental.
In our own time, as in the past, the distinction between creative and mechanically concocted music cuts across the artificial
distinction between "classical" and "popular." A symphonic
work may represent years of study by the composer of the great
music of the past. It may require ninety first-class instrumentalists and take an hour for its performance. Yet if there is no original thought and feeling in it, no touch of the strangeness and
beauty wtrich comes when an artist has reacted to life as well as
to art, it remains bad music. A jazz work may be put together by
sheer improvisation, for the most immediate use of dance or song.
It may tike only three minutes to perform, and be created by
musiiians with little knowledge of the history or elaborated techniques of musical production. If it has this quality of -emotional
and human truth, the combination of strangeness and familiarity
which arises only when musical notes take on a pattern of living
human experience, it is good nlusic.
The term jazz includes an enormous amount of musical production. Much of it is bad music, just as the greater part of the
composed music pouring from our conservatories is bad music'
Yet fhere is a golden vein in jazz of genuine music, produced by
men who regard a musical instrument as an extension of their
hand, voice ind mind, who regard music as a language with
which they speak to their fellornr human beings. Added -up, this
genuine ciea[ion within jazz is an imposing production, th-e-most
important and lasting body of music yet produced i! the United
States. It is for this music as for our handful of worthwhile sym'
phonic, chamber music and operatic works, that our age will be
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respected in the future. And it will make no difference to later
times that this great body of jazz was produced mainly by unlettered musicians, and by the most exploited of people among us,
orcept as an interesting and revealing sidelight into the contradictions of musical culture in our times.
Why has this contradiction grown up in our times between
the "classical" and the "popular"? The difference is not one of
complexity as against simplicity. The man who listens to creative
jazz, whether "New Orleans" or bebop, is hearing as unstandardized a set of musical scales and combinations of scales, as is he
who listens to Copland or lves. To pick apart the interplay of two
melodic lines, and the rhythmic pattern which both supports and
plays against them, in a jazz work, is as demanding on the listener
as to follow the structure of a Bach fugnre. To discover that the
clarinet on a pre-electrical recording is being played by Johnny
Dodds or Buster Bailey is as fine a piece of musicology as to place
the origin and period of an anonymous musical manuscript.

The artificial distinction bqtween "classical" and "popular"
has been forced upon our tim-es by the circumstance-that the
production of both "classical" and "popular" music in our time
has become a matter for financial investment instead of an art.
Both the grving of classical concerts and the production of popular music have become great business enterprises, representing
capital which must be protected by establishing a standardized
commodity.
The result is that our concert music has become predominantly "classical," meaning of the past. If we were to judge from
the symphonic, solo concert and operatic programs given in
America during the past two or three decades, we would conclude that the art of music was one produced by dead men; that
music was not an art in which the listeners expected a communication from a living contemporary.
This is not pointed out in order to minimize the greatness of
men like Bach, Beethoven and Schubert, or the importance of
knowing their work. These composers were, however, living
human beings when they wrote their music, addressing in the
most exciting way whatever people they could reach of their own
times. To base our listening experiences predominanily on works
of the distant past is like looking to history not for help in understanding today, and solving our own problems, but for a romantic
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escape to a fabulous golden age.
Music was meant Io sound, in the past, not sweet but exciting.

when we contrast the conflicts which great music aroused in the

past, among its hearers, to its apparently innocuous sweetness
to
ioOay, it is s6metimes taken as a sign that we have learned how
learned
have
We
opposite.
is
[he
truth
listen to this music. The
horar not to listen. AII good music should sound fresh, exciting'
daring, since it is the work of a man with a new human experience
to coilmunicate, who uses the language of his art a little differ'
ently from anYone before him'
ff," badness of a great deal of our contemporary concert
musical composition, is due to the fact that many composersr

inMusic History

1t

.r-'.:'"-:1.

p ;i

*-..

awarethatourconcertmusicispredominantlythatof,,dead
men," decide to compose like dead men' The common term for
this procedure is academicism. such works of disguised imitation
ui" tigirrv acceptable to promoters, for they fit easily into the
on mind
.o*-6" metfrods of performance, make small demands
thinkof
ways
hidebound
prejudice
or
oi1".ir"iq"e, challenge no
are
but
with;
to
start
lifeless
were
they
for
ing. TheV quickly die,
model'
same
the
to
cut
works
new
re[Iacedby
--^Thebad"popular"musicthatisproducedinsuchqualityis

bad for similai ieasons. Its low level does not come from any
desire to fit music to the needs of the people. The people, whenmusic, reached higi quality'
*"i tfr"y have produced their own"popular"
music is likewise a
it t"u*t is tiiat this mis-termed
" of "dead men." Most of it is a travesty of the symphonic'
music
-peratic
music and Iight opera of the past century; a pale imitation of a familiar metoay given a text'book harmony and an
instrumentation taken fr6m a Chaikovsky overture or a Mendelssohn concerto. when Freddy Martin offers the Grieg concerto "tor dancing," he is only doing more openly what has been
done thousands oJ times before in more disguised form'
It is no accident that the composer of honest, creative jazz
music, and the composer of honesi, creative concert music' find
themselves in parailel difficulties, although they produce an
entirety differe-nt-sounding kind of mu9ic. Both are faced with
po*"ifirf ri"als. And these iivals do not depend for success on the
offer. Their,strength is the power of
io*". of the music they
irorr"y, of a financial neiwork controlling the means of produc'
tion and distribution of music, whether popular or concert hall.
.

!19gtiv9 jazz has be-en vi_otenfly attacked. It is called ,,primitive," "barbaric." The fact that it was produced ,ui"fy Ui-ifre
it. The tatt tirat it
N"gr9 people of America has been herd against
*speakeasies,
found a home sometimes in brothers or
that in its
atmosphere and communication it reflects the miserable conditions of life forced upon the Negro peopre, has arso u"L" rrlra
against it. unfortunately many oiits aetenders likewis" *iri"t"rpret it. some almost glo_at in its gin-mil or brother rocar
if they were basic to the music instead of accidental, "oioi,
",
*iUr'"o
relation whatsoever to the essentiar quarity of the musil
u

""""pt
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destructive one. They praise it as "primitive," calling it an "Afri'
can" or "Afro'American" music, whose wonderful qualities only
prove that "intelligence" and "civilization" are harmful to music;
certainly a lefthanded compliment to the people who gave us
these riches. They praise it because it needs no great technical
command of an instrument or the art of writing music, and spin
theories that greater technique and knowledge are harmful to
"real" jazz, as if the music was created by the limited technique
instead of by people who created out of whatever resources they
had. They praise it as a complete break with all previous music, or
all "Wbstern" music.
Such defenses, althoughwell meant, do almost as much harm
as the attacks. The truth is that although jazz is in some ways a
wholly new music, in other and very important ways it is not a
new music at all. There has been no music exactly like it known
to scholars. But at the same time part of its importance is that it
charts for us an entire blank area of the past of music history.
Present day historical research indicates that the music
which forms the basis for histories of the art, the music written
do\rrn, is only a fraction of the vast amount of music that people
actually played, sang and heard in past centuries. Each age had its
"umvritten" as well as its written music. We know of this unwrit'
ten music from documentary description. Paul Henry Lang, for
example, in his "Music in Western Civilization," quotes a fif'
teenth century scholastic commentator, Adam of Fulda' as one
who "complained indignantly against the 'inordinate' influence
enerted by the instrumentalists upon musical composition' and
-buffoons and
was appalled by the threatening possibility of the
minstiels becoming the composeis of the future'."l
This attack upon the rough and boisterous music played by
the common city people, and threatening to replace the fine'spun
serenity of the cultivated church and aristocratic music of the
time, sounds so much like the attacks upon jazz that we can guess
the music was very much the same. We also get a hint of the
nature of this people's music of the past through the exciting
impact it made upon every live and experimenting composer, the
effect it had upon ahnost every change of musical style. To cite a
lPaul Henry Lang, Music

p.244.

in 1&srem Civibzation, New York, W. W. Norton,

1941,
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few examples, there were the European religious composers who
used folk songsso prolifically in their religious music,ihe ltalian,
French a',d English madrigal composers, who drew so richly upon
the rough-hewn, many'voiced popular music of their time; Irdartin

Luther, who created the hymnology for German protestantism by
setting newly written prayers to folk and populai songs, many oi
these transformed songs becoming the favorite hymris of American protestantism; Padre Martini, Mozart's teacher, who advised
studentsto go to folk music; Lully, Vivaldi, Haydn, Mozart,
$t-tri-s
Schubert who drew so richly upon folk and populaidance.
Jazz is therefore, historically, a music of tfre grreatest impor_
tance. Thanks to its appearing in an age of th-e phonograph
record, it is the first "unwritten" music tLat can be-studiei and
known. In the rich examples it gives us of a music flowering out of
the most simple melodic and rhythmic patterns into the m6st varied and complex forms, the most subile interweaving of melodic
lines and creation of rhythmic-melodic structures, iigives us an
insight into the entire growth gnd history of the art 6f music. It
helps us to reconstruct what must have happened in centuries
Iong-ago when people also created their own unwritten music,
which proved to be so horrifying to some theoreticians and so
exciting to fresh-thinking composers.
_- Certainly jazz can be traced back to African music; a point
that has been made much of by some writers who,'hearing
records of African drumming and chanting, see a resemblance to
jazz, and leap at a theory By the same proiess of reasoning, how_
ever, seeinq only resemblances and no differences, Euiopean
music can likewise be traced back to the ancient Gregorian
chants, which themselves originated in Asiatic, Greei and
Hebrew music. Jazz is not African music, as anyone can tell who
gg_mpa:res Johnny Dodds' "Joe Turner Blues,,,Louis Armstrong's
"Knocking a Jug" or Kid Ory's "High Society,,, to an African
drum or vocal performanc€. Jazzis not even ,,Afro-American," a
term comparatively new and popular among jazz theoreticians.
To use such a hyphenated term implies that ih-ere are two Americans. l{ ury part of America should be thus hyphenated, hourever, all should be. We are all either Afro-Americans, Anglo_

Americans, Irish-Americans, Jewish-Americans,'Italiin_

Americans, and so on.
Jazz is an American music, of such emotional sincerity and
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vitality and human appeal, of such fitness to peo'
ple's needs that it has been accepted, either in comparatively
pure or diluted form, as the great American popular music of
iong and dance. It has elements which can be traced back to

power, of such

Africa, but also elements which can be traced back to many other
old cultures; to European hymn tunes, French folk songs, Spanish
songs and dances, mountain songs and dances which were transptanted growths from Europe. And more than all of these origins
put togeiher, it is a fresh and new musical creation, telling us of
lhe emotional and social life, the sadness, anger and vitality of
the Negro people who were brought here as slaves, who through
their labor created so great a part of American civilization and
American culture.
The Negro people are in a sense a group within America, a
nation within a nation. This has not come about, however,
through their own choice or through any mystical "African"
charaiteristics. It is the result of the fact that the Negro people,
torn from many different old cultures, were forcibly pressed into
slavery. After the abolition of slavery they were confined to the
meanest occupations, denied education, freedom of movement
and citizen rights, given lowest pay, segregated in ghettos.
The Negro people have constantly fought against these conditions, and who can say that this struggle was not part of the
making of America itself? Along with their struggle against sla'
very was the role they played in the War of Independence, out of
which came the abolition of the slave trade, and the much under'
estimated role they played in the war to preserve the Union' out
of which came the abolition of slavery, The congresses in the
Southern States in which the Negro people took part after the
Civil War, either ignored or misinterpreted in most history books,
show how genuinely democratic the South might have become,
had it not been for the Ku Klux Klan, the removal of Federal
troops, and the resulting transformation of the South into a colony of Northern industry and banker investment.
Bound together by their common economic life and struggle,
the Negro people have built up a history, tradition and cultural
life of their own, along with a growing sense of their own nation'
hood. In this cultural life we can find African roots, but this does
not determine its character any more than we can say that Amer'
ican democracy is "French" because the Declaration of Indepen'
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dence took much of its thinking from the gneat French liberals of
the eighteenth century. The culture of the Negro people in America takes its shape from the conditions of American life of which
the life of the Negro people is a part. A land does not take its life
and character from those who orarn its property, or who speak for
it. A land is given its real life and character by those who live and
labor on it. Just as American history, economic life and civilization are to a considerable extent the creation of the Negro people, so American culture is to a considerable extent a creation of
the Negro people.

This contribution has become so much a part of the very
texture of American life that it cannot be isolated, torn out, examined as a separate entitiy. It should not surprise us that the music
created largely by the American Negro people, the spirituals,
blues and jazz, have been so widely accepted and adopted by the
entire American people as their own music. This is only a reflection, within our cultural life, of the truth that the struggle of the
Negro people for the right to education, freedom of movement,
and an adequate role in government itself, is an organic part of
the struggle for the growth of.American democracy.
Jazz is not a "primitive" music. This is a theory often
expressed in contemporary writings about jazz; that it thiows listeners as well as musicians into a "hypnotic trance," or springs
directly from the "subconscious." The word "primitive" itseff, of
courser is much misused as referring to tribal man. Tribal man
was a very great creator. It was out of tribal civilization that we
got our basic languages of communication, spoken, musical and
pictorial; that we got the first tools and attempts to explain and
master nature. People are not "primitive." Societies may be, in
th-at certain stages in the conquest of nature are necessary so that
other stages can develop out of them. If tribal man had not struggled, with whatever forces at his command, continually to better
his life and bend nature more to his needs, there would be no
"advanced" civilization today. With minor exceptions, people
that still seem to be "backward" today are such because they are
forcibly prevented from advancing.
The fairly recent appreciation of the elaborate cultural life of
tribal civilizations was a great step forward in breaking down the
myths of "white" or "Caucasian" supremacy. Anthropologists
discovered that each culture had its own values, some of wtrictr
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put the moral values of industrial civilization to shame. Many of
the anthropologists stopped at this point. Each culture has its ovrn
"values," they said, and is to be judged only by these "values."
Such appreciation of the achievements of tribal civilization'
hor,vever, can be turned to the most reactionary use. For there is
progress
in human life, progrress in respect to greater knowlgdge
-ot
tne world, greater mastery over nature, greater potentialities
of production and of human beings living better and more freely.
How titfle these potentialities are actually realized in terms of the
masses of people in "civilized" countries is not within the prov'
ince of thii pirticular book. These advances and potentialities,
however, cultural and industrial, are every people's ability and
right.
- The theory of the equality of cultures has been used to
excuse colonial exploitation. If all cultures are equally good for
themselves, why change? Needless to say, proponents of this theory show no rush to put on loincloths, but are content to
"admire" other cultures from a comfortable perspective. And
also, needless to say, those who use colonial peoples for the most
backbreaking laboi at meagre pay, find the preservation of old
myths, customs, ways of life, most useful to them.
These theories, then, of the noble simplicity of the "primitive," are highly suspect, even when advanced in good faith. And
are equally inapplicable to iazz,
they-Jazz
is often a music of great basic simplicity, and gripping
rhythmic force. It is also, at the same time, a music of great sub'
ile1y. Many of its melodic phrases and rhythmic pattern-s derive
from Afriian chants. But African music, like all tribal music,
tends to be wholly of a group, and to fuse the group into one
compelling emotion and movement. Children's music, indeed, is
of a iimilar nature. lrt jazz, horarever, more than in tribal music, we
find this group and social character combined with individual
creation and thought. It is a music of interplay between the indi'
vidual mind and the giroup. It is no more of a tribal character than
we at a dance today can be said to resemble dancers in a tribal
festival. Like them, we move to the same rhythm and pattern; yet
at the same time we make this pattern elastic, and vary it with our
individual imagination. And so, in this respect' combining a
social character with individual thought and feeling, combining a
basic beat and repeated melody with the most elastic interplay
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and variation, jazz is far closer to European folk music and to

composed music in dance forms, than it is to African. Oddly
enough, some of the music of the 'twenties, such as Stravinskyis

"Sacre du Printemps" and "Histoire du Soldat," written out of
with a conscious urge to
embrace the "primitive," resembles African drums in its beat
much more than jazz does.
The "subconscious" theory is another one of those pretty but
misle-ading formulations based on half-truths. Jazz is not a product of the intelligence alone. No art is, Jazzis a flow of emotion in
music g'uided by the most conscious skill, taste, artistry and intelligence. This is the character of the work of a Johnny Dodds, King
Oliver, Louis Armstrong, "Jelly-Roll" Morton, Bessie Smith, Duke
Ellington and Lester Young. It is often, however, independent and
impolite, which is another matter entirely.
- Neither \ iazz wholly "improvised," nor at its best solely
when created by musicians who can't read notes. The process oi
improvisation is central to jazz, but not so drastically different
from the processes that go on in the mind of a composer who
writes music; and the writing of music has had an impoitant place
ig the history of. jazz. Similarly the feeling of. jazz musicians that
they have a right to know and be able to master the full art of
music as it exists today is a progressive step. Such musicians
rightJy suspect any attempt to limit them to what are real or fan.
cied "folk" practises, no matter what the expressions of admiration of the old music that accompanies such limitations, as a
subtle form of Jim-Crow. Jazz has had its history and constant
change. At each period of its development, it produced a very
grreat music. And each of these musical developments was created
by the jazz musician, predominanily Negro, *hen it answered to
his needs. It was dropped or changed by him when he felt new
needs, and met new problems that called for a different music.
Angnrished outcries rose from those who had painfully learned to
like the abandoned music and were expressed in the most elaborate theoretical formulations. It is true that with each step for.
ward values were lost as well as gained. But the process of chlnge,
development, exploration of new materials and new emotionsl is
basic to jazz as it is to all living music.
lf. jazz is not to be defined as "Africani ' or "Afro-American,,,
or "primitive," or "unconscious," or sheer "improvisation,,,then
disgust with war and post-war culture
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why is it so different from what passes for serious or composed
muiic in our times? What is its special character?
Such a question can be asked only because of the one'
sidedness of our "classical" musical culture, the museum and
connoisseur atmosphere that surrounds it, the fact that the living
composer is given- no reasonable function that he can play in
Amdrican lif6. Composed music tends to be over cerebral; the
composer, not giveniny living purpose that his music can serve,
invents purely Intellectual forms and systems. His music tends to
t" or"r^p"rsonalized, the composer not feeling himself part of
the mainstream of humanity, and expressing his resentment
against a society which makes no place for him. or else it tends to
imitate and refine uPon the Past.
As against this one-sidedness, jazz reasserts the truth that the
creation-of art is a social function; that music should be made for
people to use. Even if this use is narrowed dovrrn to that of dance
urrd rorrg, the fact that the music is meant so to be used gives it
vitality and meaning td its listeners.
Jaiz reasserts the fact that music is something people do, as
well as listen to; that art is not to be limited to a specialized pro'
fession, but should be in the possession of everybody. It restores
the "amateur" creation that must be part of every culture iJ it is
to be a healthy one. It restores creative music and musical cre'
ation to the people. It proclaims that music is one of the means
through whi6fr pbopte live, as well as make a living. It reveals how
deep ire the deiirehnd the love for music among people, and hour
gr"ut u.e their creative resources. It proves, not that elaborate
i""frmqrr" and knourledge are unimportant, for they are, but that
ttrey arL not essential; tf,at if people can-get-or make- any musical
instruments, they will learn hbvy to handle them, and if they have
no instruments,'they will use their voices; that music is a lan'
guage of human communication, and that people, if given any
6pp6rtunity, will always make of it somelhing that become-s great
uit', for it contains living emotion, the felt presence of a human
being.

Atnougtr jazz is loved and performed by people of every
national Ualctground, in America the groundbreaker,leader and
innovator in every step forward of. iazz has been the Negro'-The
reason is not thafthe irlegro is physicalty gifted in rhythm above
other people, as some proclaim. it ties rather in the basic truth
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that beauty is a product of labor. In other word.s, people learn
most about art by doing it. The Negno people in their -enforced
poverty, have had to make their or,vn entertainment, instead of
buying it, and getting it predigested and spoonfed. Other Americans have paid the price for the luxury of a bought entertainment and art, that of being dulled in their creative powers. And
dulled in their creative powers, they have been dulled in their
ability to enjoy and understand music. The Negro people have
also paid a price for having been forced upon their own resources.
They have been forced into the limitations of a folk art, limitations which are very real and against which they have righily
rebelled. But at least, within these limitations, they have created
a music of phenomenal strength and beauty.
Furthermore, the Negro people, the most oppressed and
exploited among us, have had a powerful and terrible story to tell,
the telling of which in more explicit languages has been aeniea to
them by repression and censorship. Jizzls a music of protest
against discrimination and Jim Crow. It expresses anger atlynchings and at direct or indirect slavery, resentment of poveity. It
expresses the hope and struggle for freedom, the vitaiity wtiich
enables a people to wrest joy out of misery and to asiert the
triumph of human beings over the obstacles which would grind
them down. Always the Negro musician has had this story to tett.
In the spirituals it was the love of freedom and the Jtruggle
against 9lavery. In the young musician's music of bebop, it ignot
hard to find the bitter experiences of the American Negrro soldier
in the past war, Jim-Cror,rred and treated as a second-class citizen,
while he was told that the war was one for democracy, the rights
of all people to the "four freedoms."
Precisely because the Negro people speak so powerfully in
jazz, it has become loved and admired by all peoples. It discloses
the qualities, universal to all peopte, of anger at oppression and
triumph over misery. It sends shoots in all directions, and strikes
roots in the strangest soil. It is always one step ahead of its scholars, tabulators and critics. Just as they think they have it nailed
dourn and classified, it comes forth with new and challenging
grlowtt_r-. Tt is as powerful and unpredictable as the human being
himself. It is a gift of the Negno people to America, one that
should be a prized cultural treasure.
Its importance to American musical life cannot be overesti-
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a musical language rich in
in
sound; a language that
embodied
images,
emotions
human
composers can draw upon as fruitfully as the great composers of
the past drew upon the folk and popular music of their time. It
points the way to a time when the artificial distinction between
"classical" and "popular" will disappear; when music will take on
different and varied forms, forms of song and dance and forms of
powerful drama or psychological comptexity. But all forms wilI be
equatly accessible to people, and the only questions to be asked
will be, is it good music or bad? It it honest music or dishonest?
Does it give us pleasure to knour it? Does it help us to know better
our fellow human beings and the world which we share with
them?

mated.

It has provided America with

2. THE SOUND OE JAZZ

leprimary guality which causes jazz to sound
different from classical music, or sweet, tinpan-alley music, is its use of the instrument.
Th.e jazz approach to the instrument is the
opposite to the one with which we are gener-

ally familiar. According to the common c6ncep-

tion, the music suggests the instrumentation.
In jazz, the instrument creates the ou0ines of

the music.
It is not hard to discover horr we get our one-sided conception
of the relation between music and the instrument. Ttre tendlncy
of nineteenth century classical music was to erase from the listener's mind all consciousness of the medium of expression, and
instead to arouse in tt-r^g-mind a sense of pictorial colbr or strliting
psychologicar mood. whether the musicwas intended to be thundering or ethereal, the instrumentation had to be of a perrrading
sweet sensuousness enabling the composer to soothe of captivate
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the listener. Out of the demands of this music a new kind of per'
former arose, a virtuoso who had to spend finger-breaking years
of training simply to be able to handle the piano so that all trace
of percuss-ivenesi should be eliminated, or the violin so that there
should never be a scratch or harsh tone, or the orchestra so that
its massed tone should rise and swell like disembodied sound.
This approach to musical sound, seeking to banish fiom the listener'J ear all consciousness of the instrument, produced its own
fine, if one-sided instrumental lore, It arrives at its final absurdity
in the practise of tin-pan'alley, Broadway and Hollywood, where
the "airanger" orchestrates the music supplied by the "com'
poser," as if-orchestration and the actual sound of the music were
nothing more than the application of some standard rules that
anyone could master from a textbook.
But the instrumentation of a music, its final clothing in sound,
is as much a part of a composer's thinking as its melodies' And
while the science of orchestration, the relation between instru'
mental timbre and harmony, is an important part of musical
knowledge, the fundamental law of musical creation, whether in
composei music or jazz, is that the instrument suggests the
music. Throughout the history of music it has always been a neur
instrument thit made a nev/ music possible, and this is the basis of
jazz
instrumentation.
- We
can understand the logic of this approach better when we
analyze what a musical instrument is. It is an extension of the
humin hand and voice, a tool which adds new polrers to the
human mind and new subileties to human senses. Just as the
inventions of the hammer and axe opened up to human beings
new possibilities of satisfying their wants, so the creation and
mastery of musical instruments opened up new possibilities of
creating and using the language of organized sound. This relation
of the instrumenfto music was understood by practically all com'
posers up to fairly recent times. It was for his grasp of the-possi'
Lilities oi each initrument that Mozart remains unequalled as an
orchestrator, even in these days of grandiose symphony orches'
tras and seemingly infinite variation of sound.
The jazz treitment of the musical instrument strikes listeners, by contrast, as harsh or strident. Yet this feeling of harshness
or roughness is basic to the expressive quality of.-iazz. When we
hear people speak, we are actually listening to what would musi'

cally be harsh tones, even in a well modulated voice. Yet we don't
get a sensation of harshness. In fact, a person who spoke in an
almost musically pitched voice, as some actors do, would annoy
us after a few minutes. Sweetness of sound was never, except in
some special periods of music, a criterion of artistic quality.
Expressiveness and communication is rather the criterion, and
expressiveness is a matter of contrasts, of the subtle interplay of
opposite timbres and colors. If we call the roughness of jazz sound
"primitive," it is only because we are misled by the "old master"
mellorarness of most concert music heard today.
Much of the Negro music of the past century was crude,
which is another thing than primitive; and even this word must be
used in a limited sense. It was a music created by untrained voices,
and whatever rough instruments could be made, or found at
hand; the jug band, washboard for percussion, the banjo, one
string violin, harmonica. But the music created was a highly subUe music within its limitations for it had something to say.
The limitations of this music were very real. If we listen to a
group of folk-spiritual singers, for example, we find that while the
music is very beautiful, the group knows only a few basic melodic
and harmonic patterns. The consciousness of these limitations,
the desire to experiment with new possibilities, the desire for
fuller life and expression has been the basis of all progress in folk
music and jazz, although it is not understood by some connoisseurs who, jaded with "too much" civilization, rush back to the
arms of the "primitive." The Negro musician has created great
forms of music in America and always abandoning one when he
had no need for it, and moving on to another, even into symphony
and opera. Nor has he paid much attention to those who accused
him of thus abandoning "the genius of his race."
With the slowly grouring and constantly obstructed improvement of the conditions of Negro life, after the Civil War, new
instruments were adopted, and these helped create a nelAr quality
of music. These instruments were first those of the military band,
many of them Confederate Army instruments nornr to be found in
pawnshops; trumpets, cornets, trombones, clarinets, tubas, bass
and snare drums. The banjo, a favorite instrument of plantation,
minstrel show and wandering blues singers, was added to the
band, slowly replaced in later times by the guitar. The piano,
found in the better-off homes, and in saloons and dance halls,
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came into prominent use, producing a variety of sounds fresh to
the ear and true to the basic percussive character of the instru'
ment. Later acquisitions were the string bass, replacing the tuba,
and the saxophone.
In sketching, then, a history of jazz through its instrumenta-

course the major instrument in all music history. There has not
been any age or musical culture without its own typical vocal
music. It was out of the inflections of the speaking human voice
that music as song originated, just as it was out of the movements
of the human body that music as rhythm originated.
In the most simple folkish blues we can hear a music that is
part speech, part song. One can almost speak these blues, and in
fact the singer seems often to be speaking. This may seem to be a
crude form of music, and it has its limitations. The scale, or basic
pattern of musical notes, employed by these blues, resembles the
five-note, or pentatonic scales used by other folk music cultures.
Such simpler scales were made necessary by the timited possibilities of the untrained human voice, and in fact were a creation of
the voice. People are not born with the ability to control their
voices down to the fine pitch demanded by our system of whole
or half tones. More elaborate scales were made possible by the
invention of musical instruments on which man could establish
and manipulate pitch with scientific accuracy. It was only by
training, along with such instruments, that the modern sinlert
voice was made possible; and in operatic coloratura numbers we
can still hear a flute (or a trumpet, as in Handel's time) leading the
way for the voice to follow.
Yet if the simple scale of the blues, and the song that is semispeech, are inadeguate for a complete musical culture, they have
a quality which is worth retaining in a musical culture, the practice of amateur music making. It is important to have a kind of
musical performance in which people can take part and even create without professional training. And if blues singing seems to
be a technically limited art, it requires an artistry of its own all
the more important because it depends upon inner human
resources, a capacity for the dramatization and projection of a
human personality. The art of a Leroy Carr or Huddie Leadbetter
(Leadbetly) is not easy to duplicate; and if neither can do what a
trained opera singer does, the opera singer cannot duplicate what
they do.
When we come to the "classic" style of blues singing, the art
of a Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith, Clara Smith, Bertha HiII, we are
entirely out of the amateur class of music making. Bessie Smith
sings completely on pitch, when she wants to. The off-pitch "blue
note," a product of the blues scale, is used with the most con-
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tion, we can say that the music of slavery was predominantly
choral, with a dance music made up of any crude instruments
adaptable to musical use. The emancipation after the Civil Wdr'
with its comparatively greater freedom of movement, brought the
choral work song, and the solo voice of the blues with instrumen'
tal accompaniment. The life of the Negro community in the
Southern city between the 1890's and 1920's, a restricted,
"ghetto" life, but on a higher level of course than slavery,
brought a communal music of dance and parade, in which each

voice, but all combined together
is
called "New Orleans" music, for in New Orleans this city music
reached its freest development.
The next step in emancipation, the struggle against the semi-

instrument was handled

as a solo

in britliant interplay of melodic lines. This last, in general,

slavery of Southern life and the growing northward migration,
brought a new step in jazz instrumentation; the formation and
leadership of large bands, so that the band itself became an
instrument rich in possibilities for the creative musician. Basic to
the formation of this band was the use of the saxophone choir, of
alto, tenor and baritone. It is customary, among some jazz critics,
to frown upon the formation of these large bandsi as an intrusion
of "symphonic" music into the "purity" of" iazz. Yet these large
bands of brass, reed and percussion, in the hands of a Lunceford
or Ellington, are magnificent musical combinationsr new to our
culture, and the futl possibilities of which are far from explored.
It is important to remember, in discussing the history of jazz, that
nothing of value is ever really lost. It is only the one-sidedness of
our musical life today, a direct product of commercialism, which
uses the "new" to wipe out the "old," and thus impels others to
propagandi ze f.or the old against the new. A musical instrument is
an extension of the voice and mind, as a tool is an extension of the
hand and mind. An instrument, like a tool, makes possible deeper
and richer creation, so long as one remembers that it has no
meaning in and by itself, without the human being behind it.
First of jazz instruments is the human voice, which is of
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trolled and deliberate artistry. Its role is to intensify the bond
between poetry and music, so that it gives to certain words an

strange intervals. Such singing must be completely on pitch,
except for lightly and deliberately slurred notes, for otherwise
the effect of the half tones and key changes is lost; and it requires
the finest ear training.
Basic, then, to the art of the voice in jazz, is the use of con.
trasts, the interplay of opposites; song and speech, on-pitch notes
and blue-notes, on-pitch notes and movements to surprising intervals and keys. This double or contrasting character of timbre and
vocal handling is likewise basic to the entire jazz use of the instrument.
It is probably the drum and percussion battery that, more
than any other single instrument, has inspired the African theories ofjazz. But intricate drum and percussion patterns are to be
found in all tribal music, in India, the South Seas, Central Asia
and the Americas. And while the African use of drums is magnificent in its own right, there is a basic difference between it and
the jazz drum. Much of African drumming was a substitute for
speech, or vocal communication. The rise of more elaborate
melodic instruments, and a more elaborate body of melody, as in
jazz, made such use of the drums and rhythm unnecessary. Furthermore, even when used as an accompaniment to dance or
chant, African drumming, for all its intricacy of two or three
rhythms at once, has a single-minded, compelling beat, aimed at
fusing all listeners into one mind and one movement, Jazz drumming is much more modern, "human" in the sense of never letting us forget that this is a new age in which the group is made up
of more individual, thinking minds. It is much more elastic in its
rhythm. Even when a second and third rhythmic pattern is laid
down against the basic 4/4beat, the opposing rhythms are never
free from one another, as in African "polyrhythmic" drumming,
but combine in each phrase, like a "going away" and "return
home." Characteristic of jazz drumming, and not found in African, is the surprise, the kidding, the serious-comic spirit which
pervades all jazz music and creates some of its most powerful
emotional effects; the break, the sudden silence, the suspension
of rhythm and return to the beat. Military marches, as played by
the army, are much closer to the spirit of African drums than jazz
is, and if we compare a military march to a New Orleans jazz
march like "High Society," we can immediately see the contrast
between the hypnotic rhythm of the former, mechanistic in the
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especially poignant and "speaking" quality. Throughout her perfoimance fhere a.e other such subtle, planned or felt out, deviations from pitch, and slides or glissandos, which similarly add
speaking inflections to the voice.
^ In biues singing the art is to put over the words as well as the
melody, but here we are in a type of art which has never left the
history of music. In the great motet and madrigal art of medieval
times, Renaissance Italy and Elizabethan England, the beats- or
accents were not guided by the bar lines, as in modern music, but
by the accents of the poetry, so that the most fascinating cross
rhythms resulted. Thebperas of Monteverdi, the religious w9lks
of Schubert andBach used a free melodic"recitative" line inwhich
the accents of speech guided the rendering of the mgqic' Singers
of folk music w-ho really know the medium, such as Yvette Guil'
bert, Victor Chenkin and Elsie Houston, use speech sounds and
speech inflections with the most delightful artistry. Andeven in
pLrforming Schubert's songs orYerdi's arias, the singer who does

not underitand that the ihythms, inflections and accents of
speech are an organic part of the music will give a mechanical
and wrong performance.

With the rise of the popular song in the idiom of jazz, the
voice took on a new role.-In-the singing of Louis Armstrong and
Waller a frequent deliberate harshness serves as a saron the idiocy of the words and the sugariness
commentary
donic
of the tune. Louii' "scat" singing, of nonsense syllables, make
this point clear, for since the words are really meaningless,-why
use ihem? At the other extreme, singers like EIla Fitzgerald and
Billie Holiday make an art of consciouly putting_over thewords,
as well as th-e tune. The songs however, unlike the more honest

and meaningful material that Bessie Smith used, being generally
false, shallow concoctions in word and music, are hampering to
the singers. Consequentty they must create a personal singing
style, w-ithout much relation to the song. In BiIIie's case, this style
is made up of an entrancing tone color, a subtle slurring of pitch,
a suspens-eful delayed attack and a partial transformation of the
melodic line into i blues line. Finally, with Sarah Vaughan, we
have a singing style which is a product of the modern chromatic
jazz, with-itsionstant change of key and use of half tones and
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light of our modern appreciation of the individual human being'

and the elastic, human and joyous character of the latter. It is also

worth pointing out that African music and culture itself is under'
going
change and develoPment.
- In athe
'twenties, many composers like Stravinsky in his
"Sacre," Milhaud in his "LOrestie D'Eschyle" music; Ravel in
parts of his Concerto for Left Hand, Copland in his Jazz Concerto,
employed a potyrhythm close to African music' sometimes under
the mistaken idea that they were reproducing jazz' Such music,
although it has many other beauties, has a mechanistic, inhuman
quality in the Iight of our present day feelings and needs, a quality neither African nor wholly modern, and never found iniazz,
About the only approach to this music iniazz is in some virtuoso
drum solos by players with no real feeling for the jazz phrase.
Even in the work of Max Roach, the brilliant bebop drummer'
who works up the most intricate pattern of cross and interplaying
rhythms, there is always the human elasticity' the interplay with
and against the basic beat, which is fundamentalto iazz, although
the suspensions of beat are stretched to fantastic intervals.
The jazz drum, finally, is a social instrument. It has its ovrn
role and is, at the same time, part of a group, interplaying with
and supporting the other instruments, subtly adjusting its timbres
to back and fill out the solos, marking the end of one and introducing another, accenting a climax. Such a use of the drums has
some vague precedents in composed music, as in the works of
Berlioz and Rimsky'Korsakov, but far belour the finesse' the joyous interplay of two musical minds, reached in iazz, "Baby"
Dodds, Zutty Singleton, Sidney Catlett, Dave Tough, Jo Jones,
George Wettling, Cozy Cole and Max Roach are some of the mas'
ters, each in his own style, of this kind of social drumming.
The other percussive instruments, such as banjo, guitar,
piano and string bass likewise have both an individual and social
iole to play. One of the most extraordinary and beautiful achievements of. jazz sound is the combined rhythm section, or harmonized percussion; a beat that is at the same time a chord, and a
rich-timbred sound. The strumming banjo or gnritar is' of course,
an old hand at this kind of tuned rhythm, and has parallels to folk
instruments like the dulcimer and balalaika, and to the harp in
composed music. An inventionof. jazz, however, was the addition
of the plucked string bass, adding to the richness of percussive
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sound and at the same time providing a harmony. Its tones vary,
from the slapping of a "Pops" Foster to the sweetbr string tone of
an Israel Crosby and John Kirby.
Each of these rhythm instruments has developed a solo role.
The banjo, in the hands of a Johnny St. Cyr, has itsfine dance-like
patterns. The guitar, as Bernard Addison and Teddy Bunn play it,
shornrs- its singing blues background, with one-strlng sot6s iupported by chords. Bass players, like Jimmy Blanton ind ,,Slam,,
Stewart, returned to the bov4, producing a saxophone-inspired
kind of melodic solo. But the most splendid and new percussive
achievement of. jazzwas its collective rhythm section, powerful in
its beat yet constantly varying in timbre, and addinE a rich harryonjc support to the solo lines. Through it jazz has restored
rhythm as a pourerful, independent musical voice in a performance, without the dehumanization that appears in some contemporary composed experiments with rhythm
The trumpet became the teading instrument about which
New orleans parade music developed, its brillant timbre and carrying power, its explosive, percussive impact combined with
sweet singing tones, making it especially fit for a ,,lead,, role. It
took on as well the role of "singing" the blues, and developed a
great variety of timbres, combining the open horn with muted,
growl and half-valve, cloudy tones. Such "dirty', tones are often
ascribed to an attempt to imitate the human voice. Too much can
be made of this theory, however, for just as some trumpet timbres
are ascribed to a voice influence, some vocal practises, like Armstrong's singing, are ascribed to a "trumpet" technique.
There have been many deliberate attempts to imitate the
human voice with the trumpet, as with the Clarinet and trombone. But the relation between voice and instrument takes place
on a higher level than that of mere imitation. Rathef the trumpet
becomes an extension of the human voice, and translates lhe
accents of speech, the staccato consonants and long drawn vour9f9, into trymp9t timbre. These timbres are expansions of possibilities within the trum_pet itsetf , and so jazz, rJther than limiting
the instrument to vocal imitation, has enormously expanded the
technical and expressive possibilities of the instrument.
The purpose of the '-dirty" tones, furthermore, is not solely
comic, although it may often be so, but the wholly musical one of
providing the contrast that makes for expressiveness. They are
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not meant to be heard alone. Actually a "dirty" tone can get to
sound as cloyingly sweet as the open horn, and more so' Surprise
and contrast, either with itself or with other instruments, are the
secret of the moving music created by the jazz trumpet; the New
Orleans parades, dehanding a percussive impact together with a
clear meiodic line, and the blues, calling for the utmost in expres'
sive nuances, made a major musical instrument of tlie trumpet,
raising it to a level not found in the previous hi1tory of music;
althor.igh it is interesting to notice that in some almost forgotten
eras of-music, the trumpet was given a major role. The Gabrielis
in Renaissance Venice used itlavishly in their public festival
music; and again, with the rise of operar the trumpet took- on a
major instruriental role. "In the Venetian opera symphony (oy"tturLy in the latter half of the seventeenth century, trumpeters
ruled the orchestral roost, flourishing forth in brilliant solos and
duets against the more thickly massed, more slowly paced
orcrrestiat body. Sacred music as well as secular felt the virtuoso's
no less than
f."r"rr"", and in ttre church sonatas and symphonies,
were by no
duets
and
solos
in the operatic overtures, trumpet
to be an
happened
incidentally,
also,
This
means rnco**orr."1
part of a
as
accepted
more
was
much
improvisation
which
in
ige
it is safe
But
today.
niusical perforrnance than in composed music
trumpet
of
variety
produced
the
past
to say that no music of the
tones found in iazz,
The history of New Orleans jazz revolves mainly a!911]' its
trumpet ptayers such as Buddy Bolden, Fred Keppard, Joe "King"
Oliver, grn| .Iot t son. Many fine trumpet players who-ro-se to
prominence in later days, like Louis Armstrong, Tommy fai$er'
i4utt Carey, Lee Collins and Joe Smith, are a product of New
orleans tradition. It is upon the New orleans tradition that the
';Chi"ugo" and "Dixieland" trumpet glayers dr1ry, s1c!.aslvlax
Kaminiry, Yank Lawson, "WiId" Bill Davison, Billy Butterfield'
"Muggsy"; Spanier. T\to who helped blgU l'qode-rn' jazz into
Ueind,"eict, in his own way, were "Bix" Beiderbecke and Frank
Newlon. Even in the days of the large band, when the saxophone
threatened to take the leadership of jazz, much of the changing
history of the Ellington band can be told in terms of its trumpet
piuy"rt, "Bubber" tiitey, ArthurWhetsel, "Cootie" Williams, Rex

'Ailh"* V"i""tJ'h

e Concerto,Garden Citn N'Y', Doubleday Doran'

1944' p'9'
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Stewart. The Basie band produced Buck Clayton, Shad Collins,

Harry Edison. Today, the honors for ushering in bebop are

divided between Charlie Parker's alto sax and"Drzzy" Gillespie's
trumpet.
Nernr Orleans trombone, Iike the trumpet, had a social role to
play. It unfolded a bass harmonic and melodic voice under the
trumpet's lead, and added a rhythmic punch of its own. In this role
it developed its own natural, contrasting timbres; long, sustained
tones and slides, or glissandos, that gave it stunning percussive
power. It likewise sang the blues often with a rough, expressive
burr to its tone, contrasting to a sweet vibrato. And, at tLe same
time, it embodied the boisterous, joyous and comic spirit of the
parade band, hitting the lowest note on its register as the upper
instruments were rising, sliding into a powerful btasting note as if
to urge the other instruments to answer. "Tailgate" trombone is
the name given to the sustained and percussive, rough and sweet
parade role of the instrument. Some of its masters are Edward
"Kid" Ory, Preston Jackson, Charlie Green, George Brunis, Jim
Robinson. In later days the trombone took on a more predominantly solo role, but still used its vibrato, its rough and sweet
contrasts, its subtle play with pitch, to poignanily mold and color
a blues line. Jack Teagarden, Benny Morton, "Tricky" Sam Nanton and Lawrence Brown of Ellington's band, Miff Mole, Jimmy
Harrisson, Sandy Williams, J. C. Higginbotham, Dicky rv1/e[s, J. J.
Johnson and Vic Dickenson are some of those who kept the tradition of the instrument as a major jazzvoice,
The clarinet was the virtuoso of New Orleans music, tike the
coloratura soprano in Italian opera. Unlike the trumpet and trombone, which took on new and important roles in later jazz, tlne
clarinet has tended in the modern large band to become an accessory to the saxophone. It was mainly in Ellington's music that,
inspired by the gifts of Barney Bigard, the clarinet was assigned a
large-band musical role distinctively its own.
Like the other instruments in New Orleans music, the clarinet developed a social role. Inspired perhaps by the piccolo parts
of the military marches, it added a dancing upper voice and brilliant decorative fignrres to the trumpet's lead. It was, at the same
time, a fine singing blues instrument, making full use of its great
range, its contrasts of tone between lorar and high register, its glissandos, its sweet and rough timbres. Particularly beautiful, in
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New Orleans rag and stomp performances, are its long, slorr
melodic phrases, contrasting in accent and tempo to the fast
trumpet lead. Johnny Dodds and Sidney Bechet are particular
masters of this most moving kind of blues and off-beat playing,
and New Orleans life and tradition produced many other clarinet
masters: Alphonse Picou, "Big-Eye" Louis Nelson, Albert Nicholas, Omer Simeon, Jimmy Noone, Edmond Hall, Larry Shields,
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Leon Rappolo, George Lewis. Barney Bigard is a New Orleans
product. In fact, New orleans jazz has given the clarinet its richest body of music since Mozart made such wonderful use of the
instrument in his clarinet concerto, chamber works and divertimentos. In more recent jazz, the main innovators on the clarinet
were Frank Teschemacher and "pee Wee., Russell, who used a
reedy tone, harsh and without vibrato, and Benny Goodman, who
brought to jazz a concert-hall beauty of tone and ftuidity of technique.
The saxophone figmred litile in New Orleans music. Sidney
_
Bechet adopted the soprano sax, and achieved a feat with it
almost comparable to that of Louis Armstrong with the trumpet,
making the one instrument self-supporting by taking on a two_
voiced role. Where Louis combined a ,,lead;,rnetoay*ith accom_
panying arpeggios or broken chords, Bechet combined the New
orleans clarinet decoration with the staccato trumpet-like lead
possible on the heavier voiced sax.
It was with the rise of the l6ge band, however, that the saxophone became a central instrument of. jazz. The alto, tenor and
baritone saxes filled the same role as the quartet of strings in the
rise of the symphony orch-estra; a body of instruments, fromoge_
neous in tone, which could form the harmonized basis for the
musical structure. And, with the grrowing importance of the sax.
ophone in jazz, the instrument developed a iolo style as well.
To som_e purists, the saxophone has become h symbol for
commercialism; and it is true that the sax, alone and incombination, can afflict the ear with the most cloyingly sweet, ersatz
music. But in modern jazz, as in the past, andlndeed ds in the
history of all music, the quality of wha[is produced depends upon
the human being who produces it. The jalz performer with honesty and taste has been able to give any instrument musical distinction, even a slide whistre. The saxophone, like the trumpet,
trombone and clarinet, has become a miSor musical instrument.
coleman Hawkins gave the tenor sax a completely unsentimental
solidity and beauty of tone, shading it with the utmost refinement
and alternating sustained melodic phrases with powerful staccato
and percussive passages. Ben Webster, Leon ,;Chu,, Berry and
Don Byas created a saxophone style fit for anyone to hear, and
Lester Young, giving the instrument a cloudier and huskier ione,
has created about as moving a music as anybody in the past ten
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years. In his playrng, even more than Hawkins', there is a fine
contrast of timbr-es, i constant interplay of roughness and sweet'

chordmusic of Domenico scarlatti. scarlattimade aprolificuse of
Spgir-h lute fignrres in his harpsichord style, and it is an enlightening lesson in music history to compare a work like Meade Lux
Lewis' "Honky Tonk Tfain" to Scarlatti's "Les Adieux,', the one
adapting guitar figures and the other lute figures to the keyboard
instrument. There are also obvious parallels between blues and
stomp piano, and the percussive use of the instrument by contemporary composers such as Prokofiev and Bartok. Among the masters of this kind of jazz piano are "Pinetop" Smith, Meade Lux
Lewis, Jimmy Yancey, Pete Johnson, Albert Ammons, Montana
Taylor, and lesser knor,vn figures like "Blind" Leroy Garnett and
Henry Brown.
A second approach to the piano uses the left hand sparingly,
while the right hand embarks upon brilliant melodic and d.ecorative figures. This is also a percussive piano, although the emphasis is less on big sonorities than on sharp and clear note patterns.
Ragtime piano, as played by "Jelly-Roll" Morton, is a fine example of this style, and in his work, the left hand takes on a more
economical, if musically inventive, role. Out of it have developed
many groundbreaking variations. Earl Hines spins out dazzling
rhythmic patterns, attaining a powerful intensily by suspendin[
the basic beat almost to the breaking point. "Fats" Waller gives
the ragtime piano an almost barrelhouse boisterousness. James p.
Johnson spins imaginative and witty melodic inventions. Teddy
Wilson develops a style of delicate traceries and decorative figures, and carries the melody into strange harmonic channels.
Count Basie, at the other extreme, but likewise using predominantly the right hand, creates a style of the utmost economy, so
that the melody is suggested by widely separated notes and
chords.
A third style uses sustained notes and chords, in somewhat
similar fashion to the "romantic" music of the nineteenth century. Examples of this style are found in the work of Duke Ellington, Art Tatum, Billy Kyle and Errol Garner. It is a comparatively
recent development, one made possible by the rise of large bands
and the availability of better pianos. Up to now it has far from
explored its full jazz possibilities.
Jazz th.en, a product of the Negro and the most exploited
people of America, a sign of their imagination, and inventiveness,
their struggle to express themselves as human beings in life as
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ness.

The alto sax, in the wrong hands, can be even more sickly and
sentimental than the tenor. Benny Carter, Willie Smith and Tab
Smith however, among others, have given it a strong, clean-crrt
tone, fit to carry a musical thought; Johnny Hodges has made it
rpeut with all ihe inftections of a human voice; and Charlie
Parker has made it a fine virtuoso instrument. The rise of saxophone jazz, of. courser was accompanied by the inc-re-asing
LntrancL of the popular song idiom inlo iazz; a wholly different
kind of music frornthe blues, which brought the jazz musician a
host of new problems to solve. In coping with these problems a
new kind of music was brought into being, of mixed qualities' The
problem of an idiom in present-day jazz is still far from settled.
but it is undeniable that, in the development of the saxophone,
the world of music has gained another major instrument, the full
possibilities of which only jazz has-so far explored
^ The jazz piano, Iike the piano of classical or composed music,
has created i music wholly its own, although it also enters into
the most interesting combinations with other instruments. In the
case of the piano, so great has its development been in the history
of music, that one cinnot say jazz has broken new instrumental
ground. Yet it is interesting to notice that jazz in its own indepen-

Ient growth created many styles which parallel, in their

approich to instrumental sound, the most varied achievements of
learned composers.
In generil there are three approaches to piano tone found in
in the
iazz, aithough these divisions are not exact and overlap
work of actual performers. One of them is the blues and stomp
piano, also known as "barrelhouse" and "boogie'woogie"'-It cre'
ut"r . richly melodic as well as rhythmic music in both the left
hand and the right, building magnificent sonorities, intensified
by the frequent ise of clashing dissonances. It makes a fine use of
what classical composers would caII "registration," the contrasts
in tone color at vaiious keyboard levels. It makes rich use of guitar figures, such as trills ind tremolos for sustained tones and
rapidiroken chords. There are parallels between this piano and
gactr,s use of the keyboard in the more boisterous dance movements of his suites, ind also interesting parallels to the harpsi-
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well as music, has created a "new sound." Yet part of the fascination of jazz is that it is also an "old sound." It not only reveals to
us the immense creative resources that lie deep in the common
people.
It also teaches us how to listen to music.
- Fo. the
fact is that a great many classical concert goers, and
musicians as well, do not really knovv hour to listen to'music. The
music they hear is only a fraction of the great world of created
music, and even that is often misinterpreted. The art of music,
throughout its history, is one of rich improvisation, joy in exploring tlie possibilities of the instrument, social and communal
music miking, the song and dance. It is well known that many
listeners, who are brought up in the average concert repertory,
find contemporary music harsh and baffling, and are also somewhat bafflea Uy ttre music of the eighteenth, seventeenth and
previous centuries, although more respectful toward it.
Listening to jazz, the song-speech of the blues, the manyvoiced struclure built out of the blues by jazz improvisors, the
expressive harshness and sweetness of the instrumentation, and
th6 contrasts and combinations of timbre, listening to its powerful
yet elastic rhythmic beat, making us all feel part of the same
iamily and yet intensifying in us our individual sense of the pain
and j6y of life, we develop new musical ears. We enjoy the songspeech of the Italian, French and English madrigalists; the instru'
mental exploration of the Bach and Vivaldi concertos, in which
the solo passages are so much like jazz "hot solos"; the love of the
instrument in its own natural color found in the concertos and
chamber music of Mozart and Haydn. We feel a beat, human,
powerful, yet elastic, not too distant from jazz, !n much old music;
Bach in hii use of dance patterns for some of his most moving
arias; Haydn, in the folkish quality of so many of his symphonic
movements.
And our ears become opened as well to modern music, for
jazzisalso one of the great bodies of modern music. Through jazz
better the percussive sonorities of the
we can appreciate
-seventh
Piano Sonata, or his happy use of the most
Prokofiev
unviolinistic, as well as violinistic tones, in his First Violin concerto; the rich percussive piano, the use of folkish, violin glissan'
dos, the intricite rhythmic patterns, of the Bartok sonatas and
concertos; the song'speech of the Ives songs' and the intricate
beat of his barn-dinci sonata and symphonic movements; the
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"parade" spirit of the last movement of the Shostakovich Sixth

Symphony, so much like a New Orleans march; the experiment
with new scales of the Debussy works, and their fine exploration

of new instrumental color combinations; the values of Vaughan
Willilms'use of English folk song in his symphonic works. "

Nor is this re'education in music limited to trre periods before
and after the nineteenth century, the ,,concert hall'. era. We
begin to listen to this music as well with new ears. \l/e find in
Beethoven's piano more than a litile "barrelhouse,,, as in the last
movements of his "Pastoral" Sonata Op. 29, and his ,,Appassionata," Op. 57; and we appreciate better the revolutiori in our
understanding of Beethoven brought by a scholar like Arthur
Schnabel. we find in Schubert a wealth of song and dance music.
We.find in Chopin not only the dreamy ,,salon,;composer, but the
Polish national compose,r, feeling a folk beat noi only in his
mazurkas and polonaises but in his nocturnes and studiesl we see
in T.izst not the exhibitionist some pianists make of him, but the
artist testing the full range and powers of an instrument. we
appreciate better, instead of decrying as ,,amateur,,'the bare, economical instrumentation of Mussorgsky, the powerful "tuneil percussion" of the Clock Scene in "Borii Godunov.,, We see how
great a contribution w.3s made to music by verdi and chaikovsky,
in re_storing to music the strong, athletic line of human song.
Jazz has given us a liberal education.

qh-.
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Cotton Thil, Don't Get Around Much Any More (Victor 26610)
Duke Ellington, piano; Fred Guy, guitar; Sonny Greer, drums; 6n alj.

RECORD ILLUSTRATIONS_CHAPTER TWO
SMITH
One and TWo Blues (Columbia 36281)
With na Smith, fiuinpet; Fletcher H6nderson, piano; Buster Bailey'

BESSIE

clafinet

--- B"#SMITH
D;il-, Lost vour Head Blues (Columbia
BESSIE

Witi loe

Summertime, Billie's Blues (Columbia

37496) -

WithBunnyBefigan,trumpet;AttieS!aw,clarinet;CozyCole'drums;
ii6 n"iixi", piino;'Dick ivlcDonough, guitar; Pete Peterson' bass

BILLIE HOLIDAY
-i-ci" t cet Started, when a women Loves a Ma! (columbia

37494)

WithBuckClayton,trumpet;DickieWells,ttombone;LestqY9ung'
teiot sax; Marfiar"i nnnion'and Teddy Wilson, piano; Freddie Green'

guitu; Waltq Page,

Wellman Braud, tuba and bass; Bubber Miley, trumpet; teatured on
'Black and. Tan"; Johnny Hodges, alto sax, on "The Mooche"; Rex
Sleworl trumpet, on "Bragging in Bross",. Ben Webster, tenor sax and
Jimmy Blanto& boss, on "Cotton Tqil"
McKENZIE AND CONDON,S CHICAGOANS
China Boy (Columbia 35951)
Frank Teschemacher, clailnet; Iimmie McPartland, fiumpet; Bud Freeman, tenot sax; Joe Sullivan, piano; Eddie Condon, guitlar; Jim La.nnigon, boss,' Gene Krupa, drums
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Smith,irumpet; Fletcher Henderson, piano
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boss; Jo Jones, drums

ROSETTA THARPE AND MARIE KNIGHT
SISTER
----Frecious

Memories, Beams of Heaven (Decca 48070)
With Sam Pilce fiio

RENAS DELTA JAZZ BAND
KID
-- iowOown
Blues, Gettysburg March (Circle 1035) -.
Alphonse Picou' clailnet; Jim
ienry Rena, tru.mfetitoult-ryels9n dndguitar;
Albeil Gleny' bass; Joe
n Uii"o", tiombone;'Willie Santiago,
Rena, drums

SIDNEY BECHET'S BLUE NOTE JAZZ MEN
High Society, Jackass Blues (Blue Note 50)
Sidney Bechet, clarinet; MaxKaminsky, trumpet; Georye Lugg, trombonefArl Hodes, piano; George "Pops" Poster, bqss; Fred"Moor'ei'drunts
FLETCHER HENDERSON AND ORCHESTRA
Stampede (Columbia 35669)
katuring Joe Smifh, Rex Stewail trumpets
SESSION AI VICTOR
Honeysuckle Rose, Blues (Victor 25559)
Tftornas "FAB" Waller, piano; Bunny Berigan, trumpet; Dick McDonough, guitar; Tommy Dorsey, trombone; George Weitling, drums
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GEORGE BRUNIES AND HIS JAZZ BAND
Royal Garden Blues, Tin Roof Blues (Commodore 556)
George Brunies, trombone; "Wild" Bill Davison, trumpei; Pee Wee Rusgell, clarinet; Eddie Condon, guitar; Gene Scfuoeder, piano; Bob Casey,

JOHNNY DODDS
Joe Turner Blues (Brunswick 80075)
andgeubenReeves, ttumpet;
liii^i Oiaai, itali"et; George Mitchell
Gerald, Reeves, aoiio"e; Ciailie Alexander, piono; Johnny St' Cyr'
banjo; "BabY" Dodds, dtums

PEE WEE RUSSELTS RHYTHMAKERS

AND ORCHESTRA
LOUE
- - - ARMSTRONG Muskrat Ramble (Columbia 3 6-1,5?)
Sf<iaOat-De-Dat,
^.
t*Jritf, Street tiag, Knocking a Jug (Columbia Q!Q63)
37537)
'6m
(Columbia
Down,Blues
Suroy St,res, Put
Lourii Armsiong, trumpet; Johnny'Dodds, clqinet; Edward Ory-' ttom'
banio-Lonnie
E:oi"; Litti"n Aristrbnil, piano; Johlnv
f!' Cv':
a Jug"-Loui-s Armiolrnion aaaea oi;;savoTj Blues,"'on "Knitcklng
"
t
sfi ong, trump e t ; J ack Te ag ar den, -tt o mb o ne ; " Happy C au ! w3 il' tenor
so*; i6e Suliivon, pianoiEddie Lang, guitar; Kaiser Marshall' drums

MEZZROW_BECHET QUINTET
Breathless Blues, Evil Gal Blues (K1ng Jazz 147)
Sidney Bechet, Milton "Mezz" Mezzrow, clailnet; Wesley "Sox" Wilson, piano; Wllman Braud, bass; Warren "Baby" Dodds, drums; Coot
Grant, vocal, on "Evil GaL"

-- ELLINGTON AND ORCHESTRA
-DUKE

ild Tan Fantasy, The Mooche (Brunswick 80002)
Bragging in Brass (Columbia 36276)

Bl;"k

bass; Georye Wettling, drums

Dinah, (HRS 1000)
Pee Wee Russell, clarinet; Max Kaminsky, trumpet; Dicky Wells, trombone; James P, Johnson, piano; Al Gold, ienor sdx; Freddie Green, guitar; Zutty Singleton, drums; WellmanBraud, bass

BECHET.SPANIER BIG FOUR
China Boy, Four or Five Times IHRS 2001)
Sidney_Bechet, soprq,no sax; Francis "Muggsy" Spanier, trumpet;
men Mastren, guitat Wellmut Braud, bass

Car
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People's Music

BENNY GOODMAN AND HIS SEXTET
Air Mail Special (Columbia 367201"Cootie"
Bi,enny Goodman) clarinet; Chartie Christian, guitar; C!a1te1
Witliims, trumpet; Johnny Guarnieil, piano; George Auld, tenor sax;
Arthw Bemstein, bqssiDave Tbugh, drums
KANSAS CITY SEVEN
Lester Leaps Again, After Theatre Jump (Keynote 1302)
Count Basie, prtnoi Lester Young, tenor sax; Fre-ddie Green, guilap Jo
iones, drumsi Rodiey nicnordsdn, boss,'Buclc Clayton, fiumpet; Dick
Wells, trombone

COZY COLE'S ALL SIARS
Father Cooperate, Thru For the Night (Keynote 1301)
EarlHines, piano; ColemanHawkins, tenor sax; Tlumryy!9ung, tlgm'
bone; Joe.Thomas, trumpet; Billy Taylor, bass; Teddy Wolters, guitar
RED NORVO AND HIS SELECTED SEXTET
Congo Blues, Get HaPPY (Comet T'7)

Johi;Dizzft Giilespie,irimpet; Chailie turker, altg sax; Teddy-WiJ'
"Slam"
son,

pionoi"Flip" Piilnps, teior sax; "Red" Nowo, vibruphone;

Slewort, bass; J. C. Heard, drums

JIM YANCEY

Yancy Stomp, State Street Special (Victor 26589)

MEADE LI.IX LEWIS
Honky Tonk Tfain @ecca 18110)
CHARLIE PARKER'S RI-BOP BOYS
Ko Ko (Savoy 597)
Charlie Pari;er, alto sax; John Gillespie, trumpet and piano; Miles
Davis, trumpet; Curly Russell, boss; Mox Roqch, drums
DEXTER GORDON AND WARDELL GRAY
The Chase (Dial 1017)

Dexter Gordon and Wardell Gray, tenor sax; Red Callender, bass;
ChuckThompson, drums; Jimmy Bunn, piano

Tfus is o list of what ate rn tfus wilter's opinion oJI fiist'closs
jazz records, which also iltustate the great variety oI -so-und-pro'
'duced
by jazz. They arc not ofiercd as a selection of the "best"
rccords.-fur one reason, these arc all picked because they arc
available Ior purchase, and some of the mostbeautifuI iazz rccordings are untoilunately out oI ptint. fur another reason, any attempt
to-choose the "all-time best," or the best trumpet players, piano
players, or kazoo playerc, is a confiadiction trom the stail. A piece
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of music cannot be graded and assigned a percentage, like a
schoolboy's examination paper. Therc arc detinite standards oI
competence by which we can judge jazz peilormances, and we

can also select the music which is alive, fuesh and creative, which
"jumpsi' fuom that which is mechanical or dead. Once these standards are met, and a great numbet oI jazz rccotds meet them, Iutther choie is anybody's pleasure. We seek fuom works oI art what
we need fuom them, and one person's wonls arc ditterent lrom
onother's.
Ail of the standard jazz insfiuments are rcpresented, in many
different styles and combinations. I thought at fiirst of ananging
them according to "voice," "trumpet," "rhythm" and so on, but such
o division runs conftary to the chotacter of jazz, Jazz is a social
music, and a good pefiormance generally flinds all departments
doing exhilaruting work. I have not fiied to inctude att the outstanding peilormers on each instrument, and hope to do iustice to
those lelt out in some oI the ll'stings that fiollow later chapters, It
should also be rcmembered howgver, that while alt honor is due to
the outstanding ueative jazz personalities, jazz was brcught into
being by a whole people, and in the blind ups and downs oI the
entertoinment world, it is only the luckiest who wins tame and is
found most prolilically on rccords,

The Blues and the

3. THE BTUES AND THE FOTK SONG OF JAZZ
azz" says Eddie Condon, "was always a way of
playing music' and its manner-freedom of
improvisation on a basic chordal structure
This

be applied to any standard song."1
-iould
is not a music but only a
definition, thit

lazz
way of playing music, echoes a standard misconception.
Throughout the Condon Book, a rary and
jazz
autobiography, we find- Eddie's own definition con'
enjoyable -References
io [tre great classic compositions of jazz
traaicteA.
recur through its Pages.
" 'Clariiet Mlrmalade,' somebody said. Bix nodded and hit
the keys ... . 'AlI right,' Beiderbecke said. 'Panama.' . . . We p-I1yed
all the way to Buffilo-Tiger Rag, Jelly'Roll Blues, Hot Lips, China
Boy, Wabash Blues, Royai Garden Blues, Wang Wang Blues, Jazz
Me Blues. . ."
These are only a small part of the body of music belov-ed by
jazz performers and lazz lis[eners , Jazz is not only a way of play'
ing music but a music itself. And it is a music of most luxuriant
melody.
ThL very nature of.iazztexture-it has become a byw-ord that
jazzispolyphonicr or many-voiced-places it as one of the most
inelodii ki'nds of music, for polyphony is the flowering of melody.
It is melody repeated, interweaving with other melody, twisting
and doubling upon itself, adding to one voice a second and third,
each voice with its own independent song.
Why do we call this mosf melodic of music "unmelodic," and
,Eddi"Z""d""
p.270.

""d

Thomas Sugrue, We Called it Musiq New York, Holt, 1947,
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call the most unmelodic of music, the current tin pan alley out.
put, melodic? The reason is brought out excellently in a passage
from Hanns Eisler's "Composing for the Films." He describes the
Hollywood (and Tin-Pan-Alley) concept of melody as that of a
"tune" so put together that "it is almost possible to gnress in
advance exactly what will follow . . . Easy intelligibility is gmaranteed by harmonic and rhythmic symmetry, and by the paraphrasing of accepted harmonic procedures; tunefulness is assured.
by the preponderance of small diatonic intervals."
Such an innocuous concoction of sounds, of which the best
that can be said is that they are not unpleasant, should not be
termed "melody," which has too important and honorable a place
in the world of music. It should not even be called "sweet," for
while the term has become a derogatory one to jazz players, for
obvious reasons, yet music can be honorably and movingly
sweet, as a great deal of very fine jazz is. The euphonious and
predictable arrangement of sounds that Eisler speaks of is the
kind of music people want who look on music as something not to
listen to; at best a part of background atmosphere, like the perfume wafted in the air of a movie palace. It is also the concept of
music held by the hucksters running the music business, who
replace quality, which is an art, with quantity, that can be bought.
Orchestras are the "best" that money can buy, and a popular
tune is made into art by arranging it for a mass of sound rivalling
that of a Wagnerian opera. Tunes are put together by hiring specialists to pick the "best" melodic phrases, harmonies and orchestral devices out of the "successful" nineteenth century light
opera. Or, if desperate, to pick the brains of mountain singers and
blues improvisors, or plagiarize last year's hit tune.
If rhythm or beat is a product of the social function of music,
melody is its emotional life. And against the commercially concocted, meaningless euphony, the creative jazzman has always
thrown up a free, melodic line full of constant surprise and
freshly coined, expressive phrases. The factory system of production of mis-called "popular" music has always regarded the
achievement of the musician producing an honest music with
jealousy and cupidity;jealousy, because the music produced by
one artist trying honestly to express his feelings, even if on a
single instrument, has more power than all the elaborate works of
the factory, decorated like a Christmas tree with borrowings from
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thin'
the entire late history of music; cupidity because, once thelifted'
b-e
can
it
s*uU ,roi"e of creative jazz has woh a f-ollowing,
for every-one else con'
ir"iiit"a, and blown up into a fortune quality
of the original is
the
course'
of
Lrned. in this borrowing,
guickly lost.
=-- craative jazz has style. It applies the test of economy to eyery
note and instiumental iound. it doesn't use a dozen notes where
will
itrree wiU do; it doesn't use a dozen instruments when one
where
chords
use
it
doesn't
line;
melodic
the
t
andle
J"qrutlrv
^mefoalic feeling faits to call for them' Any element' to be
ifre
that would be
i*lrd"d, must hav6 a meaning, something to say,
between
a
unity
complete
so
it
creates
fori ii omitted. And
that
sound
instrumental
and
accent
beat,
rhythmic
;;i"dd6e,
we do not hear [hese elements separately'
Some commentators have made style into the whole ol )azz'
hot style by itself is
with;l th" t ot.tyt" there is no jazz, but the
style of performusic'
o{
niitory
the
-eini"gfets. Throughout
conmance 6as been inseparable from melodic language' as any
Symphony'
Schubert
."ii*ti.t finds out #ho tties to perform a from what he seesa
gruh*t H""garian Dance, a Chopin Mazurka,
i1 tn" noteJalone. Every musiCal work has its own language,
a subtle pattern of accents, tone color, even flexibility
;;;&g
to the music that
;6it;il. ffia eicrr pLrtormer adds an ingredient
performers-will
two
as
t X pioA""t of hiior,rrn personalityr^ius1
yet give a true
and
differenly,
role
;i"yiir;-il" st ut

"rp"arian
performance
,-_-Lr^ part
^8 jazz
-^J of
'- J*, style is a derivation from and inseparable
is the blues'
.

metoOy. Th'e fundamental melody ol iazz

A Lasic blues melody, put in mosl simple form' may be writ'

ten down as follows:

It is a four-bar phrase, and three such four-bar phrases make
up the twelve-bar blues.
The notes as sung are not exactly the same as they would
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sound on the piano, but are "blued." In other words, wery interval in the above melody, every step from note to note, may be
slightly augmented or diminished. Instead of hearing intervals
such as we might play on a piano, we hear intervali dangling
between a major second and a minor third, or between a minor
third and a major third, or between a fourth and a diminished
fifth. These deviations from the pitch familiar to concert music
are not, of course, the result of an inability to sing or play in tune.
They mean that the blues are a nondiatonic music. Diatonic
music is the music of our familiar do-re-mi scales, built on a succession of three whole tones folloured by a half tone, and creating
a definite sense of key, so that we can transpose the same melody
from one key to another. Blues melody is basically without sense
of key, nor does it have a sense of "major" and i'minor,, mode,
another characteristic of our diatonic scales. This non-diatonic
character, expressed in the blueing of notes and the leap to
strange intervals, is an important feature of playing "hot.,,
Another characteristic of blues melody, rnaking it different
from diatonic music, is that thei sense of the "octave,, is either
vague or absent. In the above written melody we can find octaves,
such as the high C and low C, or the high F and low F. The feeling
of the octave, however, is avoided by accenting or blueing one
note and not its fellour.
This description of the blues melody is put down with the full
knowledge that it differs from those found in many books on jazz.
Thesg studies generally describe the blues as a sequenCe of
chords, such as the tonic, subdominant and dominan[ seventh.
Such a definition, however, is like putting the cart before the
horse. There are definite patterns of chords which have been
evolved to support the blues, but these do not define the blues,
and the blues can exist as a melody perfectly recognizable as the
blues, without them. Neither are the blues simply a use of the
major scale with the "third" and "seventh" slighUy blued or flattened. The fact is that both this explanation, and the chord explanation, are attempts to explain one musical system in terms of
another; to describe a non-diatonic music in diatonic terms. The
blues_may be accompanied by diatonic chords. The blues may
even be given a most definite key and octave sensei as follorars:
This hor,never, is a "sweetened" blues, a type that rises with
the use of the piano in blues performance, or with the mixture of
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diatonic musical themes with the blues. The difference, ho\feverr
major-minor music,
u"t*""" the non-diatonic blues and diatonic
not
iiifre difference between "hot" and "sweet"' The blues are folk
Most
history.
in
ne onrv non-diatonic system of melody
melodiisystems are non-diatonic. While different from jazz,lhe
folk
ie"rfi ot'treshness and strangeness we get from authentic
tan'
salon
to
compal-ed
as
instance,
for
flamenco,
musicaspanish
gos-is a result of the non-diatonic character of the music, com'
in- jazz..Thetlues, like flamenco and
iiiu5l" to the "hot style"
flowering of human speech into song.
a
first
bther folk idioms, are
by many elaborate musical
overladen
been
have
if,Lr" iaiorns
within !1"*'
.yri"*t, but have never been wholly swallowed,p
jazz,
word "hot"
the
and
The blues have never disappeared frbm
phrase,
simple
blues
the
of
the-entrance
t ur *oi"eA to refer to
moveand
intonation
in
its
unpredictable
yet system-defying,
ment.
The difference between "hot" and "sweet" is not mentioned
little pure
in order to argue for pure "hot." There is relatively
"hot" music ldiiarz, ana it we heard any pure "hot'' music over
any iength of tirire our feeling of its -great beauty would be alloyed
by-its nlrrow range of imagl. with the growth of .instrumental
of jazz niusic has been a fascinating intelplaY
in" major parl
:iri;'frot"
t't*eetl"
"of
non-diatonic and diatonic music' New
uttd
as the "pute" jazz, is full of such
jazz,
upheld
generally
Orleans
interpfay of iio melodic langnrage-s,.of melodies and chords in a
aelinite mu:or or minor mode, and' "sweet" sound, followed by a
a
Uiues pfr.usl. The point to remember, however is that this is not
mixture but a most careful, conscious and musical use of
"nun.b
turgouges, interplaying with one another. And this practise,
i*o
inciden[a1y, is the one followed by most contemporary compos'
ers using folk scales and melodies.
Anolther characteristic of the blues melody is that it is made
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up of two contrasting melodic lines, a "statement" and "answer."
The melody printed above as the "blues" starts on a weak beat,
and then covers only two bars and a part of a third. As the melody
reaches its lowest point, an answering melody rises. This is technically known as antiphonal music. It is impossible to extract one
of these parts from the other and still preserve the blues feeling,
just as the living organism can be analyzed down to the cell, but
once the cell is broken down we do not have a living organism.
The statement and answer is the cell-structure of the blues. Out
of this character of the blues cell come the infinite improvisational possibilities, which enable the blues to flovyer into so amazingly rich and inventive a music. New melodic answers rise to the
same statement, and different statements bring the same answer.
Still another characteristic of the blues is its lack of a rigid bar
limitation. Actually, in referring to the blues as "twelve-bar," or
made up of "four-bar" phrases, we are, as in the case of blues
harmony, describing one musical ianguage in terms of another. It
is a convenient method of description if, at the same time, we
recognize its limitations, The blues are actually a much more
rhythmically fluid music than the bar-division implies. If we
examine even the simple blues melody written above, we can see
that the melody flor,vs outside the bar division. To say that it starts
on a "weak" or "off" beat implies that there are really two contrasting sets of beats. Similarly the second "four-bar" statement
starts on an off-beat in the last bar of the first answer. And this is
true not only for the entire twelve bars, but for an entire blues
performance, whether vocal or wholly instrumental.
We can call this organic use of the off-beat "syncopation,"
but it is actually a more subtle pattern of rhythm. Even syncopation implies a rigid and definite off-beat contrasted to a strict
on-beat rhythm. The Dixieland two-to-the-bar beat, and the
'Jump" style, like the European polka, are nearer to familiar syncopation, and anyone familiar with jazz knovrs hor,y monotonous
either one can sound if not flexibly handled. It would be more
accurate to say that our familiar bar lines, like our scales, octaves
and major-minor keys, are arbitrary, useful but limited convention which we apply to the blues to fit them into our traditional
musical thinking. The subtle "dragging" or "pushing" of the beat
is another characteristic of the "hot style." Actually, Iike the blue
note, it is a characteristic of blues melody.
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The blues are not rhythmically wild or disorganized' They
have a regular, recurrent 6eat, but it is elastic and fluid' It may be
stretched or contracted. It is ahtiphonal, like blues melody, its
basic "cell-structure" implying two beats, not one, which play
against each other and flow across bar lines to make each blues
p6rformance an unbroken unit. An analysis- of a jazz perfor*unce by bar groups is a fascinating problem. It can be done, but
only with many reservations. Johnny Dodds will often change
from a sixteen to a twelve-bar pattern. Many of Bessie smith's
performances do likewise; and a iecord like "One and T1"o Blues"
l*friUit" a reshuffling of bar groupings that enable her to build up
a masterly, dramatiCclimax.-The performances of Earl Hines and
on the piano, Lester Young 9n th9 ten-or sax' proJimmy Yancey-examplei
of such freedom from bar limitations.
vide iimilar
a strong blues content, plays havoc with
has
Bebop music, which
star{ing somewhere in the middle of
always
solos
the
tar [nes,
the Uar and on an off beit, ending somewhere in the middle of a
bar,'Itplacing their accents always whele most unexpected'
ir *oitf, digressing to nofe that this freedom from strict bar
limitations is noiunknown to other music, but is a reassertion of
a basic truth of music, a "humanization" of music such as I have
discussed in previous pages in dealing with rhythm.-The great
recitative, chinson and madrigal art of early musical centuries
shows a similar fle:ribility, and interplay of beats.
Mussorgsky's songs ihange their rhythmic pattern from bar
to bar, so thit an attempt to filthem to traditional bar lines forces
the time signature to change from one bar to the next. In our ourn
time Charies Ives writes with a similar abhorrence of strict bar
lines. His music looks highly complex on paper, but so would a
It rer performance if wiitten down exactly. In_ actual perfor'
murrcei by artists who feel the style, the music should sound as
uncomphtated as a good blues performance.
The melody I have written dbwn as typical blues wiII never be
heard, note for note, in any actual blues. Every performance has
its olrrn subtleties of beat and accent, of intonation, melodic variation, addition of other melodic phrases. I offer it, however, as
,.basic" blues; it is a most simple arrangement oJ notes in
close to
a four-bar pattern which, when played, will immediately be rec'
ognized asihe blues.It displays the non-octave and non-diatonic
cflaracter of the blues. Any blues melodic line wiII have some
.
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phrase paralleling one of the phrases in the melody above.

This blues melody, the basis of innumerable blues perfor-

mances, has two characteristics which establish it as a powerful
addition to the world musical heritage. It is, first, in itself, a melody of the greatest beauty, one of the world's fundamental and
haunting folk songs. Secondly, it is capable of infinite variability.
The blues phrases may be inverted, turned upside down, rising instead of falling. "Trouble in Mind" is an extremely beautiful
example of a blues starting with such inverted figmres. Johnny

Dodds' solo

in "Wild Man

Blues," Louis Armstrong's opening

phrases in his "Knocking a Jug" solo, Picou's solo in the Kid Rena

"Lovydown Blues," are other fine examples.
The blues line may be simplified down to a range of as few as
four or five notes, giving the performance q. concentrated, driving
intensity. Sometimes the entire performance seems to gravitate

about one recurrent, climactic note. King Oliver's classic "Dippermouth" solo is a masterly orample. Or, instead of this staccato
repetition of a short phrase, an equally powerful effect can be
gotten by one note sustained oi repeated for two bars, almost to
the breaking point, creating, instead of the previous driving
intensity, an equally affecting suspense. This is also a kind of
inversion, playing the blues "backwards," starting the phrase
instead of ending it with a long, held note. The Miley trumpet solo
in Ellington's "Black and Tan Fantasy" is a fine example, and the
records of Louis Armstrong, Johnny Dodds, Sidney Bechet, provide many others.
The boiling down of the blues melody to a phrase of five, four,
three and even two notes, is the foundation of one of the most
amazing inventions of. jazz performance, the "break." The
"break" has generally been described in jazz studies as a rhythmic effect. The break, however, is more than rhythmic play. It is
blues melody, concentrated down to a simplicity beyond which
melody cannot go and remain melody. It is true that, in the hands
of an uninspired performer, the break may degenerate into mere
rhythmic trickiness, or follow a standard pattern. In the hands of
men like Joe Oliver, Louis Armstrong, Johnny Dodds, Kid Ory,
Sidney Bechet, Charlie Parker, however, the break is a sudden
sprout of melody capable of the most exuberant joy and deepest
sadness. In many ragtime performances it is mainly through the
breaks that the blues language enters. The breaks illustrate, bet-
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terthananyotheraspectof.jazz.thedistinctionbetweentrue'in
There is nothing
*p;;ti* melody and a euphonious.tune' phrase'
no chord' no
of
in; Ur""t to suggest a tune; no repetition
at its
is
melody
remalns
What
,"gg"rtio" of h"aimonic sweetnesi.

emotionally expressive, conmusical bar'
a
of
span
single
the
within
centrated
The riff is comparante t6 the break, in that it is also blues
mefoJ, simplified dbwn to a single phra!.e. Its character and func-

m6s"t free, creative, surprising and

its
tion, h-ourevbr, are completely oppoiite. It is a structural device,
a
providing
again
a:rd
over
phrise
ovel
sam-e
the
of
i"p"Utio"r
freely.
soar
can
ioundation against which solo melodic voices
be vulgarized' In
il6;;;t oiher element of iazz, the riff can
poverty- In
musical
of
a
confession
becomes
insensitivl hands, it
King
Morton,
Jelly-RoII
like
musicians.
sensitive
of
the hands
for a
medium
the
Otirr"., Duke Elington, Count Basie, it becomes
sometimes
music,
relaxed, touching, beautifully organized
;i;gilg throughi performanCe so that two and three riffs inter-

play.
-- 'Th" break

and

r ,-:__--^-f
riff are the two opposites of blues jazz perfor'

to concentrate
*u*. Where the break is meant to be exciting,
a b-ase for the
Iaying
unobtrusive,
is
iiiiGntio" on itself , the riff

SoloorbuildingupSuspense.Thebreaktendstobethebluesat
their hottest, liosi succinct and economical in its note pattern,
riff
most blue in its intonations and offbeat in its accent. The
and
music
diatonic
sweet,
to
iends to be the blues at their nearest
neaiest to the basic beat. Where the break announces the strange

u,ao,o.,,ul,theriffbringsbackthefamiliarquotation.,The
is the fresh, bold iniprovisation of blues iazzt lhe riff its

il;J

common coin, its well'Ioved folk strain'

The non-diatonic character of the blues melodic language
permits it to create most rich and exciting musical textures, of two
'oi ifrr"" melodic lines moving against each other. These are
or
.o*6ti-"r described in academic ierminology as "polytonal,"
really
is
not
handy'
while
using two keys at once. The description,
accu"rate.Bluesimprovisationcannotusetwokeys'sin-ceitknows
move
"of."V..gf"e.-elody,withitsu-seofse.conds,thirds'fourthsand
tiitfrs, ana ability to blue aII of these intervals, can literally"dissocall
would
we
map.
;y*h;;" on the musical tonal
-what
rriir""." are frequently struck off. These are not real dissonanjazz'
u""., t o*""r, Uut tamiUar blues intervals' It is only in later
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particularly that of Ellington and bebop, where there is a deliberate harmonization of melody and setting of key feeling, that we
can properly talk of the use of two keys at once, or polytonality.
This has produced a fascinating new music.
When we understand the special character of the blues as a
musical language, and its importance to jazz, then we can also
begin to understand hour important to jazz are the non-blue elements, the other musical languages and systems which jazz
absorbed in its development.
The blues are a great social and personal music; social in that
they are the language creation of an entire people; personal in
that they bring to a performance the musical play of the individual thinking and feeling human being, with a constant strangeness and surprise, laughter and sadness. The blues are
inseparable from jazz. Without them, jazz would become
mechanical, "corn" or "commercial." Jazz, however, has constantly absorbed and made the richest use of new musical materials, systems and languages. It was by such a process that African
strains developed into the spirituals; that the blues developed into
the profoundly moving and joyous New Orleans music of song,
dance and parade; that New Orleans music evolved into the jazz
we have today.
This process of gnowth, bywhich two different elements com.
bine to produce a new creation, is not unique to jazz.It is true of
all human and natural growth; the manner in which new plants
come into being, in which new people come into being, in which
nations, languages and cultures come into being. It is the process
of growth of all folk music. Not only jazz bttt other folk music

cultures have given rise to wild and unscientific theories of
"purity" in music. Purity in music, however is as much a nryth as
purity when applied to the outmoded term of "race." There just
isn't any such thing.
A great advance was made in the study of. jazz when it was
discovered that jazz has many aspects of a folk music. One of the
best descriptions of how folk music g"rows and changes is that
given by A. A. Lloyd, in "The Singing Englishman."
"The songs were learned by ear, remember, and as they
spread from village to village across the country and down the
ages, they were changing all the time. Lapses of memory would
leave gaps which needed new verses to fill them in; bits of other
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or tunes, would creep in by accident or intention;
singir after singer would modify or embellish the song; till by the
timL it had spread two hundred miles and been sung fortwo hun'

songE, words

io much would be lost and so much would be added
that often ihe original song would be impossible to distinguish
dred years,

among a thousand variants; and sometimes the variants were so

different from the original that they were really quite new
songs."l
-This

explains why folk songs of the same land may differ from
and yet stem from the same roots; why so many
another,
one
variants exist, witb-no one variant the "real" song any more than
another. The process of change and variation is basic to folk
music. Our Negro spirituals show the same characteristics' "Go
Dourn, Mosesi'-'Keep Your Hand on that Ptour," "Were You There
When They Crucified my Lord," spring from the same root,
although they have become quite different and beautiful songs.
The riib of a wealth of blues songs from a few germ phrases, and
the rise of New orleans instrumental music out of the rags and
blues, shours a similar Process.
Lloyd also describes the reverse proc€ss' egually necessary to
an understanding of the growth of folk aru that of absorption and
assimilation.
"To the English folk singer the modes were no mere survival
from the past, ihey were his natural idiom; and when he learned
a composld song, even a music hall song, he would often alter the
tune till it correiponded to one or another of the familiar modes
of English folk music."2
Tf,is point should be carefully studied. It does not mean that
everything new was transformed into the old. It means that out of
Ure union of new and old, a new music came into being. If we don't
understand this process, we will not understand why, although we
can trace a definite line of continuity in folk music, this music
shows such constant change and growth. Both of these aspects of
folk music, the germination from a few basic sources and the
gy6gs-fs1[ilization and enrichment frOm many Sources' are essential to the understanding of folk music, jazz, and in fact any
music.
tA.

I" U"ydJh"

2lbid., p. 18.

Si"gingEnglishmon, London, Workers'Music Association, p'13'
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When we understand this folk character of jazz we can begin

to understand the opposite truth; that jazz has characteristics
wholly different from folk music, as heretofore known. Jazz is
a late nineteenth and twentieth century development. In their
creation of a city music, the Negro people used a richer variety
of instruments, and thus created a music of greater complexity of
texture, than that of European folk music cultures. In the twentieth century the place of the Negro people in relation to American life underwent rapid changes. Factors were the impact of
the first World War, the entrance of the Negro into industry, the
movement North, the rising struggle against lynching and
"legal" lynching by prejudiced police and courts, the formation of large Negro communities in Northern cities with a
relatively higher standard of living, the demand of the Negro
people for education, freedom of movement, the right to hold
governmental office and enter all jobs and professions open to
anyone else. Finally there was the impact of the second World
War, which brought to a head the contradictory treatment of the
Negro people in a country which held itself up as a model of
democracy.
As changes affected the Negro musician and Negro audience,
the music rapidly changed. Compared to other folk cultures,
whose development is slow and spans centuries, jazz shows a tre.
mendously rapid tempo of change. The result is that the jazz
musician is faced today with problems that almost exacily parallel
those of the "learned" composer, and in fact the thin line of
demarcation between improvisation and composition is rapidly
disappearing.
This process of change does not imply that the blues have
disappeared from jazz. They remain a potent factor, but they have
also changed. The blues Bessie Smith sang were, for the most
part, far different from old folk style blues; yet who would say
that "lloung Woman's Blues" is not of the blues line? Part of the
power of Basie's band was due to its rich blues content, although
these are a differently sounding blues from those of the New
Orleans bands. Lester Young's music is saturated in the blues,
although here again we have a nerv and quite different blues
music. If we listen carefully to "Dizzy" Gillespie, Charlie Parker
and Dexter Gordon it is not hard to find the blues again, transformed. Ellington has made the richest use of the blues through-
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from the solos of "Black and Tan Fantasy" to
out his career,;'Across
'
"Cotton Taili
the Track" and "Black, Brown and Beige"'
The key to a study of iazz, as of aII music, is through its mel'
ody. This is not to undervilue the importance of rhythm and harmony in music, Melody, however, implies a rhythm and-harmony'
If we take a melody lilie any of those in "High Society" and play
it in three-quartei time, the character of the melody is completely lost. if we give it rich and chromatic harmonies, its char-
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acter again is completely changed. Such experiments, especially
harmonic, may lead to the evolution of new melodic lines. The
point however is that melodic line, rather than rhythm and harmony, is the key to an analysis of the changing human imagery
and emotional content of music. Melody of course, as I have previously pointed out, can be many different things, and is not to be
Iimited to the euphonious, harmonically symmetrical "tune." In
the opening movement of the Beethoven Fifth Symphony, for
example, the famous four-note opening theme (sometimes called
the "Fate" or "Victory" theme, but not by Beethoven)is one kind
of melodic phrase, The development of this theme which follorars,
playing it faster and each time repeating it on a higher note, spins
a new kind of melodic line. The "second theme," sweet, singing
and tuneful, is a third kind of melody. Similarly, in jazz, we have
the melody of the blues break, clipped and concentrated; the
melodic line constructed out of a piling up of repeated phrases,
like the King Oliver "Dippermouth" solo or the Picou "High Soci.
ety" clarinet solo; the singing, tuneful line, like Dodds'
"Lonesome Blues."
Jazz Ls an art of melody. Much of this melody consists of folk
songs taken from the most varied sources, gathered up into the
general body of jazz, as the spirituals took to themselves hymn
tunes and square dances. In the period of flourishing New
Orleans rag, blues and stomp jazz,n.ew melodies came from fresh
sources; old French dances that were still part of the city's living
music, Creole songs, minstrel show tunes and dances, songs and
dances of Spanish origin, military and parade marches, funeral
marches, spirituals and hymns, square dances, even the mockoriental music often heard in vaudeville. The jazz musician loved
melody. He both improvised his own melody, and played a familiar melody with deep affection, adding only the accents and
phrasings that any good artist, folk or professional, adds to a work
he performs. The jazz musician often added, to a sweet or nonblue melody, blue notes, breaks and intonations, thus providing
us with a fascinating combination of two musical languages in
one. When we understand the dual nature of. jazz music, the
inseparable opposites that make up the unity of the jazz performance, the hot and sweet, the improvisation and the "straight"
performance, the solo and the ensemble, the addition of personal
"style'' to familiar musical material, we can understand many oth-
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erwise inexplicable aspects of. iazz,
why so many of ttre great jazz players, noted for
We
"a.riee
like Joe Oliver, Louis Armstrong'- Tommy
improvisation,
their
Ladnier,iohnny Dodds, Ellington and his bandsmen, Kid Ory' so
otten pray close to an original melody, with of course the musical
taste,-the economy where each note makes its own plangent
impact, that marks a creative artist.
'We can see that jazz is not simply improvisation. on
"anything"; that sometimes the difference between an exciting
perf'ormairce and a boring one, by the same fine musicians, is
Ii-piy due to the fact that the first offered to the musicians good
Thus the latter put a strain on
-eto.iic material, the second poor.
their creative artistry which they weren't always up to'-We can
understand why so many "evergreens," blues, rags, folk melo'
dies, even pop [unes, come up again and again in the history of
see why, although each
iizz, ana uie itiu enjoyabte today-We canpersonality,
he can also
jizz'ptayer has his-o*n technique
-and
another
rightness
iat<e'ov6r bodily and play with affectionate
"Loaesome
plays
O9{-at
Bechet
as
jazzman's improvisation,
"Btrr"t" solo, as Williams plays Armstrong's "West End Blues"
solo, as Griifin plays Stewart;s "Boy Meets Horn," as every jazz
player indws the famous ''High Society,"- "Ti-ger-Ragi'
ciirinet
tW"u.y it Ls" and "Panama" solos. We can see why the defini'
tion of Sazz as "pure improvisation" ro-se only when jazz performances were alirost drovvned by the flood of hack'created, tin'
pan-attey tunes, and the jaz-z-player had to fight his material to
inat<e something out of ii. We cin see *hy i1 is possible for a
beautiful jazz mirsic to be made out of the popular tune, when the
jazz playei has assimilated its idioms sufficienfly t9 pake it into'a
rt.ut ge, tree, sinuous and expressive melodic line' Not every popular tirne is fit for such treafment, of course, and there is guite a
transitional process required. It is the jazz theorist' much more
than the playea who has been a "purist."
There is'a purity worth fighting for, It is not the purity of a
single style or folk haterial. tt is the purlty of honest and free
*rriicut iommunication against the manufactured slickness, the
repetition and standardiiation of what were originally.Iiving
musicat ideas, that makes up the vast amount of "popular" music
today. Hovrever, some theoiists lump !o,g"t\el as "commercial"
errerytfrit g that appeared in jazz after New Orleans, including in
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one term the most sensitive and deeply felt creative music and
the most uninspired, hack imitations. They frantically attack the
musician for "selling out," which is actually the selfish demand
that the musician, at the price of poverty, and also the price of
Eving up his own right to grow, to experiment with whatever ner,rr
materials and methods please him, provide the critic with the
music that the critic has painfully learned to like.
The point I mentioned above, of one musician playing
another's solo or composition, brings up the complicated question of "originality." It is important to remember that there are
two diametrically opposed processes. One appears in the cases
above, or when Jelly-Roll Morton adapts Oliver's "Chimes Blues,"
James P. Johnson or Albert Ammons improvises on pine-top
Smith's Boogie-Woogie, Fletcher Henderson makes "Dippermouth" into "Sugarfoot Stomp," Charlie Barnet plays an Ellington composition. It is a process basic to the development of music;
of the creative musician, realizing that he is not alone in a musical
world, and that he learns only by using, with appreciation, what
has gone before. It is an open and honest use of influences, one
musician gving credit to another for what he has brought into
the musical world. Ttre other is the prevalent tin-pan-alley process, by men with no originality, who takes riffs, folk tunes or jazz
ideas familiar to every musician, rearrange or embellish them
enough to disguise their origin (generally ruining them in the
process), and put their name to them as "original compositions."
The entire fetish of "originality,'which causes the most creative musicians often to be called "unoriginal" and the greatest
fakers to call themselves "original" composers, is a product of
commercialism. In a folk culture, music is a common language, as
it is indeed in all creative music. The old blues singers used a
common stock of melodies and even poetic phrases, familiar as
well to their hearers. Their originality lay in the variation, embellishment, personality and fresh character they gave to this common language.
With the rise of the market and the music industry, "originality" became a necessary part of a salable commodity, and so
every jazz performance as well as every piece of sheet music had
to have a composer's name. Yet, if we examine the popular tunes
and band performances of Ner,r, Orleans, we find them a crisscross of similarities, repetitions of phrase, re-creations of long
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existing folk and traditional tunes. such are many of th_e-tunes
;;"d d Joe Oliver, W. C. Handy' Clarenqe and Spencgr Williams'
F"iai"*a Morton, the membeis of the Original Dixieland Five.

Whathappenedwasthatwiththeriseofthemarketsystem'

musicians b6ian staking out claims on songs they knew and
,eur.urr-ge into usable form, like a colonist's.staking out
"o"ro o"
land. And, as in the case of the true colonist' the
when the
"fuir* "irgin
lndt tfre real'estate sharper who follows
arrangers
and
writers
music
first
"*fio.et,
these
cleared)
been
g.o""a has
pioneerio-ere pioneers. Their work has the freshness and life of
to
ability
creltive
enough
They were men of
i"g
that
credit
their
is
to
It
work.
"ipio-tion.
their
for
ae"mana the utmost respect
t""ognized, re-cieated, put together and built up into a
it
"y forin these fine germ melodies; and the pity is that not
"riirf" of it was done. These men used the music they knew as a
""o"gL in which they could speak' They have nothing 1l ".o*tutgo"ug"
*itr, the plagiarist, who bbrrows from one man so that he
"r"i
can disguise what he takes from another'
Whin Brahms was told that his first Symphony showed simi'
Iarities to Beethoven's Ninth, he replied, "Any fool can s-ee !hat."
the-taste'
in" t"tt of originality' in aII cases, is musical quality:
prod*ced,
is
that
music
the
quality
of
moving
ind
inventiveness,
the-somettring old transf-ormed by the something-new. This is
Aifieient from the claim bf some jazz enthusiasts that
a combi""tJ"fV
i*pioirition is aII that matters. Jazz,like all music, iscraftsmaninventive
the
social,
the
and
individual
,rutio' of the
rhip ;"4 musicat thinking with th-e common body of mu-sical
material, each interpenelrating the other' The reason New
orleans music is still so grreatly loved today is its wealtt_r of melof folk lore. It
;dy;it fresh creation ofi tiving, malleabte body
part
of its musia
country,
of-every
music
folk
the
Iike
u",
,n6"ta
cians' and PeoPle's consciousness'
A folk muiic is not a "pure" music' Music taken from many

sourcesbecomespartofpeopte'sdailylives,theirpersonaland
socialthinking.Thususedbythem,ittakesonnewcharacteristics and u ne* unity whatever its origins' Through such a lang""g; *" can see how a people live together, how they react to
itre i,rrortO and their fellow human beings'
The spirituals were such a music of slavery' Woven out of
marly sources-African chants, hymn tunes' dances-they
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orpressed not "African memories" but the character and life of
the people enslaved. Nor do they represent a flight from reality, a
simple hope for a future better life. They are a music of struggle,
a struggle carried on within Bibtical imagery They were used in
insurrections and as an Underground Railway code. A music like
the spirituals is inconceivable as an escape. Only a people who
fought slavery, as the Negro people did, with whatever tools they
found at hand, would have had the vitality to create so great a
music.
Out of the spirituals have come the magnificent body of songs
that are nolr concert pieces. It has become the fashion to decry
these present-day spirituals as they are sung by a Paul Robeson or

Marian Anderson. They are not the "real thing." Granted that
they are not the folk spirituals as actually sung on the plantations, that the real spirituals were a little more free, strange and
flexible a music, it is important for us to have this later body of
song in our possession. The spirituals are already far behind us,
and these songs remain as a crystallization of a great music cre-

ated by a great people. They hdve become our heritage, a part of
our consciouness. What is important in knovring them is to know
their limitations and the society they bring back for us; not to
transform into an escape, a music that was orifinally created for
struggle. In parallel fashion, the great compositions of the leaders
and members of the New Orleans and Dixieland bands, such as
Itigt Society," "Snag It," "Original Dixieland One-Step,"
"Fidgety Feet," "Clarinet Marmalade," "Dippermouth Blues,"
were magnificent concert pieces, created at a time when the body
of music from which they came was already slowly becoming a
thing of the past. As such, as the crystallizations of a great people's music, they have an undying vitality.
The blues were a music of the semi-feudalism that arose in
the South after the sabotage of "Reconstruction." The Negro was
tied down, as much as possible, to the land, surrounded by innumerable restrictions. The blues became likewise both a tool and
an expression of his struggle for freedom of movement and-travel,
for freedom of labor, for the decencies of family life. They created
new images, drawn from more realistic experience than the Biblical imagery of the spirituals. They spoke of the gambler, the
outlaw, the railroad and steamboat, the chain-gang, fire and flood,
the labor giant like John Henry, this imagery likewise having a
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double meaning. They spoke bitterty of man-woman relations,
the resentmeniof the deserted man or of the deserted woman,
the assertions of independence. Thus, in a seemingly comic way'
i resentment could be erpressed against a much more real
oppression. The seeming conflicts of sexual life became symbols
t6i tfre Negro people's iesentment at any confinement of their
freedom.
The music and verses were of a varied kind. The blues melody
I have written above, as a basic blues, was accompanied by a verse
Iike this:

It / rained five days and the

/

sky turned dark at

/

night

Three of such lines make up the twelve-bar blues, the second
line being generally, in its words, a repetition of the first'
Rnotirdr form oI the blues takes eight, twelve or sixteen bars,
and doesn't have the near two-bar breathing space of the form
above. A typical verse is the following:

Work all the Summer, Summer'
Work all the FaII, FaIl'
Make this Christmas, Christmas,
Christmas in mY overalls.
The music of such blues is sweeter, more diatonic, often in or
close to a minor key, using less blue notes. It has a close derivation from hymns, spirituals, mid-West folk songs that originally

were transplanted irom Europe and uaderwent strange variations. Typical of such sweet and tender folkish melodies are

;'How fodg, How Long," "When the Sun Goes DolYn"' "Trouble in
Mind," "St".'James Iniirmary." "Careless Love" is another sweet

and beautifut folk melody, somewhat different in structure.
"South," a favorite of Kansas City bands, is another' In fact many
oi tt e btues used by Kansas City bands like Moten's and Basie's
are of this sweeter kind, often with a strong jump rhythm' N{uty
of such sweet blues appear in Ellington's early records, su-ch as
the opening tunes oi-"Rocky Mountain Blues," "Big House
BIuesJ' "saiurday Night Function," "Rocking in Rhythm"'
"saratoga Swing."
An6tner blues pattern derives direcily from the square
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dance, mountain tune and "breakdown." A typical "breakdown"
rhythm pattern is as follorrs:

Swing your partners, swing' em style
Promenade all and go hog wild.
Come on,Ida Red!

Similar patterns may easily be recogrnized in such folk blues
as "Stackerlee," in many of the blues sung by Leadbelly, in the
blues piano and singing of Speckled Red, "Cripple" Clarence Lofton, Montana Taylor, in many jump-rhythm orchestral blues.
New Orleans music was another step forward. It was a music
of city life, and the city community; one, moreover, where many
musical instruements were available. And so, in using the musical
instruments as an extension of the human hand, voice and mind,
the character of the blues changed further. They became instrumental, not in the sense of the instrument imitating the voice,
which takes place sometimes but is not very important;rather in
the sense of the tonal and technical possibilities of the instrument
making possible a new blues music. The breaks and riffs, which I
have spoken of, are such examples. They are a purely instrumental music, not found in the older, sung blues. They explore the full
tonal powers of the instrument. The breaks are a wonderful solo
instrument blues. The riffs are a re-creation of the blues in terms
of the needs and possibilities of the larger band. When, in later
performances such as Louis Armstrong's, we find the voice per'

forming breaks,

it is not an example of instrument

following

voice, but the reverse. The voice is imitating the instrument.
Each step forward tonrards freedom of the Negro people, and
each step forward of their music meant, as well, a vastly enlarged
music, both in scope of performance and variety of materials. We
find this true in New Orleans music, where new melodic elements
far beyond the spirituals and hymn tunes, are absorbed, combining with the blues to bring about a richer folk music, or rather
semi-folk, than had ever existed before.
One of the characteristics of New Orleans music, contributing largely to its variety and beauty, is the mixture of different
musical languages, the interplay of "hot" and "sweet," blue and
non-blue. This fazes the theorists of pure'blues jazz, who either
ignore the mixture or assume that the non-blue elements were
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"subconsciously" assimilated, and immediately "blued"'. or
,,^q.tilcu"irea,,
otherwise.
ry tne performers. The music indicates was
a most
languages
two
of
tiie-reats, rather, ttrat ttre interplay
it
is pre'
that
and
operation,
muiicit
sensitive, highly conscious
"pure,''
as.the
"folk"
(or
musically
most
is
*t
o
tnl u.li.t
straight
melody
play
a
non-blue
also
"ir"fy
often
will
who
goesl,
th";;y
and r,t'ith gireat Pleasure in it.
The rigtim6 piano, often a product oJ "educated" pianists like
.,Jetly.nou,, Morton and LiIIian Hardin Armstrong,
Ferdinand
to jazz' MorL;;;;hil"ry of th"." "alien" musical contributions
developthe
records'
ton a'escriU"i, in his Library of Congress
"The^Crave"
"Tiger
His
Rag"'
into
French Quadrille
-""i of a Spanish
influence' a most prolific one in New Orleans
rt
"+tlft"
pianists were great experimente-rs with idiom'
fagtime
The
music.
trying out mlnor'major mixture! a3a chromatic Iines blended
these
*fti, [,r"" or straight diatonic melodies. They often called
Morton's
of
one
of
name
the
"frdakish"
like
music,
;p;ff;"t a
owlr plano solos, or the name of another famous and beautiful
and Lil
iug;'E""""tric."'Oliver's "Froggig Mogrg," JohnnyDodds' typical
"The
are
Pearls"
ai*ti*g's "Goober Dance,';f,4orton's
of sucn iriterplay of chromatic and blues figures' The minuet
i"a itt ursociuteO dances undoubtedly had an important influ-

enceonNewOrleansmusic.Ellington's(Bigard)"Minuetin
Bi"o," shows how easily and well the minuet rhythm' synco-

oated'fitsabluesline.Ifthisparticularworkisexplaineda]^/ayas
,,trick,, (although the beauty of the music js its own
'a
aefiberate
it is stiil interesting to n-oJice how close the synco:".[ii"utio"),
'pit"A
parallels m1ny.|ew Orleans rhythmic fig'
-i""ei rhythm
il;ilrrk" the "walking bu..," or the "hop-scop," with its doubleExamples are "New O:leans
:ump, nopping eight-t6'the'bar beat'
Babies Blues

'H;;'$;ii ntiresl"'Kevstone Blu-es," -"Jazzing
; oigi" brinder BluesJ' "Bluin' the B]ues." Another language
"'
innu-ence, giving rise to many chromatic and minor key figures
the mock-oriental,
i"t"ipiuy iitn the blues, was that of
ifrii
is
;
"Egyptian

Fantasy"
noocrrie-toochie" music. Sidney Bechet's
example of the conscioui musical play with -t!ti9^t<i1a ot
"-fi;;
tune and the blues. Other examples are Johnny Dodds"'Oriental
theme of his
M;;,;' Ellington's "Caravan" and the middle songs
;;no.li"g
and rags
Orleans
New
favorite
Many
in fr.nytnm.,,
;Shake It and Break It"' "Diga-Digashow thls influence, tike
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Doo," "That Da-Da Strain."
Hymn tunes and military marches were absorbed into the
New Orleans music, although so complete a fusion took place,
this being a living and flexible music, that it is often hard to tell,
in a particular case, whether we have an original march given a
"blues" treatment, or a folk song given a parade treatment. "High
Society" is obviously a march in origin. "Willie the Weeper," "Oh
Didn't He Ramble," "Muskrat Ramble," are fine folk songs given
a march beat. Bunk Johnson's "Maryland My Maryland," Kid
Rena's "Gettysburg March," are tunes dating from the past century, given a march form. "When the Saints Go Marching In" is a
hymn tune, and "Bucket Got a Hole in It" is a similar hymnal
tune. Another hymn-like tune is Johnny Dodds'beautiful "Gate
Mouth," which is also heard, note for note, in Kid Rena's "Get it
Right." Creole songs played an important part in the idiom of New
Orleans jazz. The rightness with which many of Kid Ory's performances of Creole songs fit into the jazz framework indicates
that many of the well-loved New Orleans tunes were Creole in
origin.
New Orleans music is a rich body of song, of grand, moving,
luxuriant melody. New Orleans music, considered only as a
"style," is almost meaningless. It is a music. The difference
between "New Orleans" and "Dixieland" music may be
e:rplained somewhat in these terms. "New Orleans" was a people's music, free, varied, constantly changing and experimental.
"Dixieland" is a style and a repertory made. up of this music,
narrower in content and almost rigidly fixed in its phrasing,
instrumentation and performance. To listen to a Dixielatd, jazz
session today is almost like listening to a classical concert. It is a
very precious and worthwhile experience, Iike Szigeti playing the
Beethoven concerto and Horornritz playing Chopin. It is far from
what the full art of. jazz should be and is, just as a concert of
nineteenth century music is far from what the full art of music
should be and is in our time. And this is true even though Szigeti
perhaps plays the Beethoven concerto better than any violinist of
Beethoven's day, Horowitz may play better than Chopin himself
did, and a first-class Dixieland group probably plays with more
finesse, subtlety and beauty of tone than the average New
Orleans group of musicians.
The mixture, absorption and highly conscious interplay of
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many musical langnrages is not accidental to Nelrr Orleans music
but fhe key to unders[anding it, just as it is also theJrey to under'
standing the entire gro$rth of. jazz since that time. Such an inter'
play is taking place today, in bebop, although the langTuages
invotved are quite different. It should interest the musical student
to discover horn'much such an interplay of language is a part of
the entire history of music, folk and composed. One of the gr-eatest examples came when Martin Luther adopted a body of folk
songs, Giegorian chants, and other musical elements into the
body of the Lutheran chorale, or hymnology, givingProtestant
a basic language for them to expand uP9n. Bach's "St'
"ortpose.tPassion" and organ choral preludes provide a wonderful
Matthew
example of this great composer's use of these chorales, perform'
ing thtm "straight" and also playing with them against-other lan'
guiges, folk oi chromatic and dissonant. The rondos of the
Mozirt concertos and chamber works are full of examples of his
using a folk dance, or horn call and playing it against-other more
soph--isticated idioms. Beethoven will often start a work-the most
famous example is the Fifth Symphony-by teasing the arrdience
with a "majoi" feeling, before he moves into the true "minor"
upon which the movement is based.
Because New Orleans music was so fertile in melody, out of it
came the great wealth of American popular song of the 19-10's
and 1920's-. We have here an interesting case of a music predom'
inantJy vocal, the blues and other folk song bodies, SYing rise to
a music predominantly instrumental, that of New Orleans slow
drags, rags, and stomps, and that' in turn, giving rise to a ne\ r
vocil molic, the thirty-two bar "ragtime" song, often with a rich
blues feeling. Out of this music came a great mass oj PoPuIar
son[Js, some good and some bad; the bad ones mainly due to-the
ma.iet-placJ system, which demanded a continual "novelty"
faster than good songs could be invented, and caused the song
concocter to arise. "Alexander's Ragtime Band" might have been
born out of "There'll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight"'
"sgueeze Me" is an old blues which may !9 heard.under m.any
naires, such as "Boy in the Boat." "stormy Weather" is a Product
of blues improvisati-on, heard in the opening measures of oliver's
"West End Blues," Teagarden's blue solo in "That's a Serious
Thing," Pecora's solo in "Reincarnation." "Basin Street Blues"
and ;Georgia on My Mind" are cousins. "Old Man River" is
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based on a common blues riff, heard in Oliver,s ,,Canal Street
Blues" and even more recognizably in Clarence Williams' ,,Royal
Garden Blues." "sister Kate" is cloie to "Ballin'the Jack.,, ,.Summertime" is close to Handy's "St. Louis Blues,,,which itself combines, as Handy himself explains, spanish themes and basic blues.
"I Can't Give You Anything But Love," the anti-bar-line character
o_f which Winthrop Sargeant dissects in his ,,Jazz, Hot and
Uyplidi ' is in part a stour version of "Tluelfth Street Ragi, a fact
*hi$ would help to explain better the point Sargeant liakes.
These derivations, o_f course, are not pointed out in the spirit

of a "tune detective." Such continuity is characteristic of the
entire art of music. The value of New orleans music to us, and to
mu-sic history is, first, that it is in itself so great a body of music
and, second, that it, and through it the Negno people, gave the
American people so wonderful a treasure oi Uetwea soig.
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LOUIS ARMSTRONG AND ORCHESTRA
2:19 blues (Decca 18090)

It wos the W.PA. of the 1930's that inaugurated the latge scale
study of American tok music, led by men like John A' Lomax and
ainl amin a. Botkin. unlortunately the magnificent Library g1-congr"it ,""ordings that resulted are insufliciently available- Ior
i<nowledge and study. The tanslormation in appreciation of our
Iolk torei however, ii a permanenl one, and is seen in the work
ieing done by AIan Lomax tor Decca, George Avakian fot Columbia, Moe Asch for Disc.
It is a disgruce that a grcat mass oI the most beautilul music
ever crcatedin Ameilca is stitl locked awaY in the files of the
commercial recotd companies. some of Bessie smith's flinest
;'ilraignf'
blues, tike "Backwater Blues" with its dramatic Ilood
story, "Poor Man Blues" with its protest against misfteatment, ane
out of print, as well as records by othet singerc srlch -o9 Leroy Can'
u.a nainey, Bessie Tltcker, who exhibit the untruined human voice
in oll its ttexibility oI expression, making its own music and poetry.
i iarctut sitting of the records, issued by the companies ofiginoJly,
'wii
typical siobbery, as "race records," would uneatth a few hun'
arca oi tne utmost uatue in studying Amefican history, American
being
iuii", and the origins of oll music. Blues records are still
made. They exhibii generalJy, howevet, the mentality of the-manutactwq iather nai tne fluid, changing and ueative wotds and

*"'i"otpeoplemakingtheilownail.Iotthefuownsocialneeds,

Among the songs listed here as "Spiritual, Concert Style"' it is
"Bye
interestin{to pick o}t thei, vafied origins. Most oI them, Iike
in
antiphonal
"Hold
cleatly
on," ane
iia ayu,'r "Go Down Moses,"
"Sometimes
I
tune'
hymn-Iike
"Balm
fine
is
a
in Gilead"
tt i"tir".
"Jericho"
is
blues'
the
to
close
ane
"Werc
There"
You
Feel" and
t!r?-"iump" thythm' of the rcvival meeting
-'typicat
'- iie origin of the songs liited"!d
as folk song and dance blues, and
ttaditional-New Oileanisongs, is anybodyb guess, and the ear is
the most importont iudge. songs undergo sfiange transtormations
ir,-,rt". The popul'ar nit of a few yearc back, "Pistol Packing
Momma," is almostnote for note aCreole song, andmany a-hymn
tune has been put to seculu use, revercing the ptocess whercby
hymn tunes werc originauy made out oI secuJu songs'

4. IMPROVISATION AND JAZZ FORM
he first definition of. jazz to be widely accepted
was "collective improvisation." If the question

rose, "Improvisation on what?" the answer
given was "on anything."
A deeper study of. jazz revealed the paramount importance of the blues to jazz, not as
simply a special body of the

music but perme* aling its fabric. It
w
was also recognized that jazz

had many aspects of a folk music. This is as far as-many theoiists
have gone. Jazz remains "collective improvisation,,, and as such,

it is "formless." It has no relation to the world history of music

other than being different. To some who take their thebries from
the surrealist art and poetry of the I 920's, jazz is the music of the
"subconscious" or "unconscious." To others, taking their theofroT a- flimsy unde-rstanding of the futurist painting of the
Iiej
'20's, it is the "music of the future," which will rbplace ilt composition and form as outmoded institutions.
The truth is not quite so starfling. Jazz is largely improvisation, but the division between improvisation and compoiition is
not as drastic as believed, nor is jazz so completely different from
all other world music as to exist wholly by its own invented laws.
Jazz follor,vs old and familiar patterns of music, and is new only in
that it follows these patterns in terms of its own rhythms, *"todies and timbres.
Improvisation is a form of composition. Improvisation is
music that is not written down, composition is music that is writ7t
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ten dovrn. The difference is very important. The ability to write
music makes possible a bigness of form and richness of expres'
sion that is beyond the limits of improvisation. It is a greatadvan'
tage to.be able to plan a major, complex work, and spend many
m6nths on working out its structure and details. It is an advantage
to have such formi as opera, sonata and symphony, grranted that
the cultural life of the times makes it possible for the composer to
put living human images into them. These forms make possible a
treatment in music of broad dramatic and psychological experiences that are necessary to a full cultural life. This difference, the
extension of forms anilexpressive possibilities, is the real differ'
ence between improvisation and composition, not the fact that
improvisation is ';alive" and composition is "dead" or mechani'
cal'. The latter charge is frequently justified, but only because of
the "dead man" attiiude that marks much classical and composed
music today. A work of composed music, properly performed,
should sound as alive as if it were being improvised.
Improvisation was always a basic method of folk art' And it
continued into the most advanced forms of musical composition'
such as concerto and opera, up to the nineteenth century, when
the drastic separation was finally established between the performer and composer. Handel, in the early eighteenth century'
wrote his organ ioncertos with many "ad 1ib" directions, and all
his composed work shoured an almost improvisational flexibility.
J. fra. C6opersmith points out, in his ediiion of "The Messiah,"l
for exampie, that the same aria was written by Handel in-six diffrom a soprano solo to a duet for two
ferent velsions, ranging-each
version, like the several versions of
contraltos with chorus;
a hot solo, as "right" as the other, Handel, J. S. Bach, Mozart,
Beethoven, were famous improvisors' and while we have no
record of their improvisations, there is every reason to believe
that similar material was incorporated into their compositions.
If we examine carefully what happens in jazz improvisation,
we see that it is really a kind of composition. tt is the height of
superficiality to imagine that a hot solo emerges direcfly from a
performer's "unconscious." People simply cannot, create on a
ionsistent level this way. A great hot solo is generally worked up
from performance to pelformance, using the same material. If we
rCarl Fischer, New York, 1947.
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follow the work of a jazz performer, we can trace the growth of
these solos. When the player arrives at a creation that satisfies
him, he remembers it and repeats it. At a jam session of high
quality, some solos are new and some old, although the spirit of
the occasion, the contagion of the performance, makes them all
sound fresh and new. A group of Dixieland players will often do a
familiar "evergreen" with almost all the nuances of a previous
performance.
To say this is not to detract from the jazz player's originality,
but merely to point out the conditions undei which err6ry creative mind works. The slow creation of a great jazz solo is a form
of musical composition. If improvisation sounds to us more alive
and contagious, it is because a fine improvisation is much more
exciting than bad composed music, or even good, played by uninterested performers, Hot jazz improvisors are careful workmen
and fine craftsmen; they generally know what they are doing
every step of the way. Jazz improvisors are inspired by each other's solos, but composers are also stimulated by hearing other
composers' music.

Irnprovisation is a basic characteristic of. jazz, but jazz musicians are not a new kind of genius who pour fourth music upon
any provocation like water from Moses'rock. The mediocre quality and dullness of the music that frequently results from "all-star
combinations," brought together for recording purposes, is due to

the theory that places all its belief in the mystical "improvisational genius," and forgets the need for musical material and a
common language, Many jazz musicians are phenomenal musical

thinkers. Their improvisation, however, like "geniusi ' is a product of infinite pains, of the slow germination and maturity of
musical ideas.

When we understand jazz improvisationr as a process of
unwritten composition consciously worked out and carefully _
built up from performance to performance, much then becomes l'
clear about jazzthat is otherwise a mystery. We can see why it is
impossible to ask that a performance be wholly invented on the
spur of the moment, wholly fresh and different in every phrase. A
great improvised performance must necessarily be a combination
of old and new, familiar and fresh material. If half of what is heard
is truly new, the performance is miraculous. We can see why a

group of the very finest performers generally do better with a
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familiar number than with a wholly fresh melody. They knovr all
the nuances, the ins and outs of the old piece. They have worked
it out many times, and have a base from which to go further' A
fresh number is generally approached gingerly, played "straight"
until its possibili[ies begin to be felt out. We can see, on the other
hand, *hy so many performances by second-rate s.wing bands
where everybody sbems to be improvising at white heat, sound
abysmally auu. rrre reason is that the soloists, having made their
uow to th-e starting tune, proceed to knock out the same hot solos
they performed twenty times before to twenty-other numbers;
sotositrat in many cases are only a noodling of chords with a hot
attack and intonation. This aimless swing, all "style" and no melody, springs from the fallacy that "improvisation" is everything'
urra tfre riaterial worked with doesn't mat(er. The poorer the
material, the more the solos themselves tend to faII into dull, standardized patterns.
This leads us to a most important point to remember about
improvisation. It is not only method, but matter. It requires not
orriy tfre ability to invent, but a language inwhich to invent' If the
aveiage.classiial musician of today were asked to improvise, he
would be at a loss. In the eighteenth century, however, the aver'
age performing musician would improvise very willin$|!, just as
he cbuld also turn out a respectable composed piece' What happens today in classical music, unlike jazz, is that the average con'
iervatory-graduate thinks of music in terms of a past language,
one compfutely set and contained within the masterpieces or
semi-masterpietes he performs. He can love the music of Mozart,
Beethoven and Branmi but not improvise in that language, except
as a clever but artistically worthless reshuffling of their music. To
improvise successfully he must have a musical language that has
beiome part of his thought processes. The blues and rags are
such a language to the rrot Sazz musician, as are other forms of
folk and p6putar music when they become part 9f hi9 musical
thinking. 1ie iazz improvisor's mind is well stocked with musical
phraseJcapable of countless variation and formation into new
patterns.
An insight into the process of improvisation can be gotten
from a desJription of onb of the oldest and most widespread of
improvised aris, that of acting. The "Commedia della Arte," the
"Gtiun Comedy" which flourished throughout Europe for three
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centuries, the sixteenth through the eighteenth, was a theatre of
improvisation, building up countless new dramatic and comic patterns out of stock, masked figures such as Harlequin, Columbine,
Pantaloon, Scaramouche, and others. It was a most important art
form in Europe, influencing opera, written drama and even painting. A description of the improvising actor, written by a contemporary, reads like a perfect description of the art of a jazz
musician.
"For a good Italian actor is a man of infinite resources and
resourcefulness . . . he matches his words and actions so perfectly
with those of his colleagues on the stage that he enters instantly
into whatever acting and movements are required of him in such
a manner as to give the impression that all that they do has been
prearranged."l
But all this improvisation rose from a memory base. "Certain
it is that there never was such a thing as complete and absolute
improvisation, nor ever can be...his (Barbieri's) memory was
stored with phrases, concetti (conceits), declarations of love,
reproaches, delirium and despiirs."
It may sound paradoxical, but it is true that only because this
body of musical language exists can hot jazz continue to be so
fresh and inventive. One is impossible without the other. A performer, in a jam session, could not carry on so well from a previous performer's solo, did he not speak the same musical
Iangiuage. In the two and three-voice imprcvised ensembles of
New Orleans jazz, what we generally hear is basic blues line from
trumpet, clarinet and trombone. One litUe fresh nuance from any
instrument is enough to make the entire ensemble take on
vibrancy and life. One new phrase, or old phrase in a new combination, is enough to transform the entire musical texture. It is
because the jazz improvisor has so familiar a base to rise from
that he can soar.
The blues are particularly adapted to improvisation because
even the shortest blues phrase is a self-contained melodic phrase.
This phrase can be built up into ever new combinations, Iike
blocks of stone in an arch, and a continually fresh and interesting
music made out of the simplest elements.
rPierre Louis Duchartre, The Italian Comedy, London, George C. Harap, Ltd.,
1929, p,31.
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The construction of a hotjazz solo brings a considerable ele'
ment of musical form into jazz. For a good hot solo is a musical
structure. It follows the laws of all music of quality. The oliver
"Dippermouth" solo is buitt out of the repetitions'of short germ
a song out of the repetitions oJ a few
phriies,
-phrases, as Schubert builds
or as Beethoven, on a much larger scale, handles the
iour-note theme of his Fifth Symphony. All outstanding hot solos

are similar constructions, such as that of Joe Smith in
"Stampede," Coleman Hawkins in "Hello, Lola," the traditional

Picou iolo in ''High Society," Louis Armstrong in "Mahogany Hall
Stomp," Lester Young in "Sloln Drag." These solos have a perfect

econ6my of material, and logic in putting their phrases together'
Whdn a popular tune is "blued," it is broken down into frag'
ments, which are turned into blues phrases, and these made the
basis for a ne\^r musical structure. A fine hot solo on a popular
tune, like Louis Armstrong's "I Can't Give You Anything But
Love;' and "sgueeze Me," Bix Beiderbecke's "Way Down Yonder
in New Orleais," Lester Young's "Lady be Good" and "Indiana,"
Jack Teagarden's "Dinah," is simpler in the basic phrases it uses
than the pop tune itself, yet far more complex, well constructed
and interesting a musical composition.
Some of the outstanding performers, hailed as great impro'
visors, base their power on nothing more than a solid blues mel'
ody and phrase. This is pointed out not to detract from the
originality of these fulayeri, but to define the character of their
muiic. Johnny Dodds was a very grreat jazz performer, playing an
almost pure blues, and George Brunis makes his Dixieland per'
formanie so exciting precisely because he plays so unvaried a
blues and tailgate trombone stYle.
Another iharacteristic of the blues, lending themselves to
fine improvisation, is their dual, antiphonal character, their
"statemLnt and answer," giving the jazz performer the opportu'
nity for the most subtle opposition of rhythmic figures' and for a
soaring flight of melody followed by a "return home." Out of this
antiphonal pattern of the blues rises the exciting delayed- attack,
so churacteristic of the "hot style." It is really an underlining of
the presence of two opposing rhythmic patterns.
but of it also cbmes the basic character of the jazz "collective
ensemble." This is not, generally, a simultaneous soaring by all
the instruments, but a subtle interplay of statement and answer.
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The ensembles of the King Oliver Creole Band records, with
Johnny Dodds playing against the trumpet line of Oliver and
Armstrong, are particularly beautiful examples, as are many of
Sidney Bechet's final ensembles, against a trumpet player of the
calibre of Tommy Ladnier, Muggsy Spanier, Bill Davison and Max
Kaminsky. Out of this duet form of improvisation comes the elaboration of the "chase," familiar in bebop and riff music. Out of the
statement-and-answer pattern comes the tight, unified musical
form found in so many fine jazz performances. It is not to be
described as a "theme and variations," a form sometimes found in
later attempts at "sweet swing" music. It is a much more subtle
music of a continual florr and interweaving of melodic lines, repetition and contrast of melodic phrase. In many New Orleans and
Ellington performances, it is impossible to tell where one "variation" ends and another begins. The same characteristic recurs in
bebop. "Round about Midnight" by Thelonious Monk, for example, is built on the twelve-bar, antiphonal blues pattern, and we
can trace the statement and answer, the downward and upward
curve of blues melody, although it is hidden in an elaborate harmonic and instrumental texture.
lf we study the antiphonal, duet character of the blues
melodic line, we will see that it carries over into the hot solo itself.
This may seem paradoxical, but if we examine the many great
blues solos of jazz, such as those of Louis Armstrong, Johnny
Dodds, and Sidney Bechet, we will find two contrasting melodic
lines laid down within the same solo, as if the one instrument
were playing both the melodic lead and the accompaniment or
decoration, the riff and the break. Armstrong and Dodds, in
"Wild Man Blues," "Gully Low Blues" ("S.O.L. Blues"), provide
fine examples, as do also Dodds' "Lonesome Blues" solo, Armstong's "Melancholy Blues," "West End Blues," "Basin Street
Blues." Lester Young's solos are often of this character, using the
loru, honking tones of the tenor sax to lay dourn the contrasting,
bass melodic line. J.C. Higginbotham built up a similar briliant
solo style on the trombone, taking over many of Armstrong's
trumpet figures.
It is worth noticing that this creation of two contrasting
melodic voices by the one instrument is exactly the principle
which J. S. Bach uses in his suites and sonatas for unaccompanied
violin, cello or flute, and in the writing for solo instrument in his
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concertos, employing organ-point and arpeggio.
Another characteristic of the blues, making for rich improvi'

sational possibilities, is their non'diatonic character. The tradi'
tional chords used to accompany the blues are not determining
factors of blues melody, but act rather as punctuation marks,
commas or periods, in between which and against which the
melodic lines can move with the widest latitude, striking off any
kind of apparent dissonance.
This combination of a simple, familiar melodic, rhythmic and
harmonic base, with a free range of movement, makes possible
the ensemble and collective improvisation, so wonderful in New
Orleans jazz. Every performer knorrs where he has to be, harmonically and melodically, at the right time. Every performer
knows the same blues language, the restriction he must accept,
and the latitude permitted him. Thus, in what seems to be and, of

course is, a free collective improvisation, each performer will
actually be playing the blues; one its rapid, repeated, lead
phrases, another its long held notes or slow-moving lines with
off-beat accents, a third its inversions. In later swing jazz, such as
that of Red Nichols and Benny Goodman, this quality tended to
be lost, for the blues were no longer a familiar language to the
players, and the solos tended to be bound by the underlying
"sweet" chords. In Etlingrton and modern jazz' such as bebop, the
free harmonic and improvisational character return, as in the
blues, but much different. The blues and jazz music have in the
meantime gotten an education.
A last characteristic of the blues, making for successful
improvisation, is that they are a language familiar to both per'
formers and audience. The performers do not merely "express
themselves," but communicate to their listeners. Jazz improvisation reaches its greatest heights when its language is shared by
both performers and listeners, so that the most subtle variation
and twist of phrase immediately makes its impact on the mind; so
that even when the audience is dancing, the melodic and rhythmic patterns will translate themselves into dance moods and
dance patterns.
That jazz music speaks almost as if its melodic phrases and
intonations were words may seem to make for a strange music, to
those whose musical experiences are wrapped up in the concerthall. This is not however a "secret" Ianguage that jazz is speaking.
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All music is meant to speak freshly and directly to the listener, as
jazz does to those who know its langnrage. Music in the past spoke
sharply to its listenersr as we know from some of the reactions of
listeners. A Beethoven dissonance, or a Mozart folk theme, was
meant to affect the listeners of its time as it did, with a recogniz'
able change of emotional connotation or human imagery. It is

only in our present concert-hall atmosphere that aII music is
transformed into an escape to a romantic past world, and all musical languages become amalgamated into one dreamy sweetness.
In its "speaking" quality jazz is not bringing an unheard-of quality to music, nor is it an example, as some would describe it, of a
folkish quaintness. It is a restoration to music of a necessary quality, temporarily abandoned in our "classical" musical atmosphere.

Jazz improvisation, far from being opposed to "form," is
inseparable from jazz form. And j azzf.ormis inseparable from the
role of jazz as a social art.

In describing the hot solo, I have already indicated the

entrance in jazz of an element'of form, comparable to composed
music. Other aspects of form as well are found in jazz,
One aspect of form in music is the general construction, or
layout of a work, fitting it to a definite use, a setting and an audi.
ence. Another aspect is the unity and coherence of a work of
music, its organization so that it has a recognizable beginning,
middle and end, and the entire work makes a single impact. Both
of these elements of form are found in jazz, although not to the
same degree of expansion and complexity found in the more
ambitious composed music. However, many jazz blues and song
forms are as perfect pieces of musical structure as art songs by
Schubert or Mussorgsky, and many instrumental blues, rags and
stomps are as perfectly organized as dances and marches by Handel, Bach, Mozart, Schubert or other masters.
The folk twelve-bar blues is a perfect art form. It may seem to
repeat the same musical phrases over and over again, but this is
because variety of the form is provided in the words, the poetry.
The blues singer, like the ancient troubadour, was often a wandering ballad singer, and his song told a story, frequently in lan-

guage of great beauty,

wit and imagination. Contrary to the

beliefs of some esthetes, who blame the "masses" for the idiocy
prevalent in manufactured popular art, it is natural for people to
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prefer words and music that have meaning to them, that have
realistic images, laughter and sadness, satire and serious story. A
verse like the folloraring is fine poetry, in its honesty, and joyous
feeling for reality.
Work-day-day's a breaking
Peas in the pot and hoe-cake's baking
Green corn, come along Charlie . . .
The sung blues often attained as well a fine, if still simple,
musical form. The second line would repeat the first but the mel'
ody would change; the third line of words would be different, but
the melody would end up as in the beginning. This provided a fine
unity and variety, built on an interplay of words and music. The
instrumental accompaniment added a formal element of varia'
tion and repetition, and a three-voice melody, obbligato and bass
texture, similar to, if far simpler than, the "trio" Iinear texture of
the Bach arias and instrumental sonatas.
With the rise of instrumental jazz, the accompaniment to the
blues became increasingly subtle and elaborate, creating a pow'
erfully organized musical form. Louis Armstrong's blues accompaniments are fine examples, often starting with a simple phrase,
like the mocking repetition of a single note in "Cold in Hand" and
"You've Been a Good Old Wagon"; then flowering out in increasingly broad phrases, rising to a climax in a full solo chorus, clos'

ing with a sweet cadence, "tag" or break. Joe Smith also

beautifully organized his blues accompaniments to Bessie Smith's
performances, supporting the voice harmonically more than
Louis. In "Hard Driving Papa" he creates a most beautiful piece of
music, against Bessie's fine, straight twelve-bar blues, by a series
of breaks throughout the record, each starting on the same note.
Blues piano, popularly known as "boogie-woogie," provides
examples of perfectly organized musical form. It is a genuine
three voice music. Vocal records, such as "Roll'em Pete" by Pete
Johnson and Joe Turner. "Head Rag Hop" by Romeo Nelson, Pinetop Smith's "Pinetop Blues," Montana Taylor's "In the Bottom,"
Meade Lux Lewis' "Blues Whistle" show clearly the relation of
the sung blues to the upper and lorarer piano lines, and enable us
to hear more clearly the beautiful re-creation of these three
voices in terms of the piano alone. An important element of the
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formal organization of blues piano was the use of a kind of registration, the adroit contrasting of tone colors between the lower,
middle and upper registers of the instrument, often using the brilliant upper register for a climax. The left hand provides not only
a rhythm and simple harmony, as in rag piano, but a rolling, blues
figure, which gives the music a solid foundation, produces the
most interesting dissonances between right and left hand blues
lines. The right hand provides the blues statement and. answer;
the melody and the decorative, answering and pictorially illustrative fignrres. One of the finest blues piano works, in simple folk
style, is Pine-top Smith's "Pinetop's Boogie Woogie." Jim yancey
shours a similar poignant simplicity, as in "Boodlin' " ("Slow and
Easy Blues"), but also builds up magnificent, complex compositions by varying his left hand as well as the right, and making the
music move through a subtle, off-beat.interplay of right and left
hand. "Eternal Blues," "Yancey Stomp" and "How Long, How
Long Blues" are among his masterpieces. Meade Lux Ler,rris is a
master of intricate right hand work, mixing blues figures, riffs,
trills, tremolos and guitar{ike arpeggios inlhe colorful railroad
music of "Honky-Tonk Train," and "Chicago Flyer." He also plays
a subUe and harmonically inventive slorv blues. pete Johnsonls
fine in the engaging lightness of his right hand figmres, and in the
tender, singing character of his sweeter Kansas-City style blues,
which he always develops through sharp dynamic contrasts
between one phrase and the next. Albert Ammons uses driving,
riff-like figures in the right hand as well as the left, building up a
powerfully intense and sonorous music. "Cripple" Clarence Lbfton uses, by contrast, a simple, jump-like left hand and brilliant,
dancing off-beat right hand fignrres.
All of this music translates into piano timbres the fullness of
blues jazz; voice, orchestra, solo instrument, answering accompaniment, musical illustration and rhythm, Blues piano has given
us a body of musical composition which stands up, in its onrn
right, as music, with or without the "folk" label. No composer's
art could improve on the repeated, rolling figures with which
Lewis closes out "Honky-Tonk Train," the break climax of
"Yancey Stomp" and the riffing with which it ends, the
passacaglia-like variations of "How Long, How Long," the subUe
variations and repetitions of "Eternal Blues" and Art Hodes' "A
Melody From the Gutter"; the bitter sweet contrasts of pete
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Johnsons "Pete's Blues" and Lewis' "B1ues, Part TWo."
Blues piano form did not rise in the prrvlcy-of -a comp-oser's
room. It wis a product of the social use to which the music was
put. The piano, played in poor man's saloons and dances, or in
'Ct
i"ugo ient parti6s, had to carry in itself the fuII burden of
dance-and song. ttris burden gave the blues pianist a musical
problem to solve, and out of his solution, exploiting for-the purpose the full resources of the instrument, the massive forms of
boogie-woogie Piano took shaPe.

New Orleans jazz was prolific in musical forms because music
filled so many soiial and communal roles in the city's life. Some
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of these forms were the "honky-tonk" piano rags; the slow

dances and fast dances, or stomps, arranged out of the blues; the
marching jazzit};;e sixteen.bar, popular ragrtime song; the combination of all the above, used for funerals, weddings, celebrations,
and almost every aspect of the city life of the Negrro people. It was

truly a people's music, in form and content. In fact theJorm and

content, the social role the music played and the human feelings
an
exploited, poverty-stricken and jim-crowed people. These are the
two contrasting truths that must be remembered. It was a social,
communal, people's music, and it was a ghetto music. These contradictions knourn, we can understand why the music had such
power, and why the musicians eventually felt dissatisfied with its
Iimitations.
The piano rags touched the two extremes of New Orleans life.
As an "educated" music, often produced by pianists who had
taken lessons, they have a content of minuet, quadrille and other
forms of taught music. At the same time, they were heard in the
brothels, which were a subtle form of exploitation and discrimination against the Negro people, since it was only by that sort of
entertainment of white people that many Negroes could make a
living.
The brothel background has given rise to lurid versions of
New Orleans jazz, and some fanciful theories. Its influence on the
music, however, is negligible, except in that here was a place
wlere a rag pianist could e6rn a few dollars. Far more deep-rooted
influences on New Orleans music were the parades, river-boats
and social dances. The rags were a great influence on New
Orleans music, but largely for their "educated" background.
From the piano rags, jazz got an instrumental virtuosity that had
been lacking in the folk blues. It is not hard to see a translation of
the glittering runs and decorative fig,ures of the ragtime piano in
the dancing clarinet decorations of New Orleans band music.
Another gift of the piano rags was a more complex and organized
musical design. They contributed a sixteen-bar theme, contrasting to and enriching the twelve-bar blues theme. They provided a
music built upon the contrast of two distinct themes, one serving
as a refrain, the other for development and variation; a form similar to the "rondo" of classical music, which also, incidentally,
originated in old European folk dance. They provided a recogni-

within it, are indistinguishable. It was also the music of
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tion of key, or a diatonic music, with an accompanying ability to
modulate, or change key. Almost every piece of New Orleans
marching jazz has such a modulation. The simple harmonies of
ragrtime piano provided a base for standardizing the instrumental
ensemble of band music, and thus making possible the interplay
of solo and ensemble, of diatonic and non-diatonic language, that
is an essential quality of New Orleans music. Contrary to those
theories which hold that New Orleans music came wholly from
the "unconscious," is the fact that arrangements, the skeleton
outline of harmonies and ensembles, played a prominent role in
this music. Examples are the work of Lil Armstrong for King Oliver's band, and that of Ferdinand Morton for all the groups with
which he recorded.
Thus it was largely out of the marriage of rags and blues that
the great New Orleans music floruered, with the additional fertilization of hymns, spirituals, folk songs of every origin, marches,
cake-walks and other folk dances. The blues provided the wonderfully poignant melodies; the non-diatonic musical langnrage,
and the soaring freedom that resulted from it. They permeated
the musical form and provided the most subtle contrasts of "hot"
and "sweet," of blue and non-blue idiom. The blues provided the
riffs and breaks so important to the new jazz forms. They provided finalty the essential antiphonal character, the statement
and answer, the forward movement through a constant series of
contrasts and surprises, the "heart-beat," which is so moving and
human a quality of the music. The rags provided the impulse
towards a greater technical mastery of the instrument, the brilliant runs and decorative figures, the interplay and contrast of
themes, the use of "key." Out of the two, blues and rags, rose a
music of the most finely organized form.
This form made an adroit use of instrumental timbre. The
clarinet, trumpet and trombone were a perfect combination, each
different in range and in its musical role so that simply by each
following out its natural kind of movement, a most rich ensemble
and contrast of solo could be created. This was a phenomenon
similar to the rise of polyphonic music in European folk music,
where the contrasting voices of tenor, alto and bass, each starting
with the same melody but following its own natural line of movement, brought into being a beautiful, if rough, polyphonic music.
One of the most enjoyable aspects of New Orleans music is the

use of contrasting of timbres of the instruments, for variation and
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climax, not only in ensembles but in the manner with which a
driving' full ensemble is followed by the voice of the solo clarinet,
the clarinet by the rough, staccato voice of the trumpet or trombone, and so on to the final, climactic ensemble oiride-out. A
fine use is also made of the blues language; solos often start relatively sweet, and then become progressively hotter, more blue,
wider in their instrumental range. Kid Rena's "Lourdown Blues,, is
a fine example of such construction.
A most important principle of form in New Orleans music, as
preserved on records, is that the music is organized not about the
"hot solo" alone, not the free ensemble alone, but by the interplay of melodic lines, a movement of the music through a constant series of "opposites," of instrumental contrasts. This may be
called the "duet" or "concerto" principle. The latter term may
seem inappropriate to many, thinking of the flamboyant and
shornry, classical concert-hall concerto, or of Gershwin's Concerto
in F.
The concerto was born in European music and flourished,
however, exactly out of such an interplay of solo instrument and.
massed tone as we have in jazz, This duet or concerto style of
organization is basic to the music of King Oliver, of Morton, of
Johnny Dodds' small groups, of the Louis Armstrong Hot Five and
Hot Seven which collectively make up our best recorded heritage
of New Orleans music. Solos in the later swing sense are rarei nor
do all the instruments strike out on their own is proclaimed in the
free improvisation theory. Rather there is the Constant and conscious interplay of musical ideas. This interplay starts within the
"cell" of the twelve or sixteen-bar theme itself, where we may
have eight bars of "sweet" music answered. by four bars of stoptime and breaks, a statement in harmonized melody, chromatic or
in minor key, answered by a free blue ensemble; ahalf-chorus on
a solo instrument answered by a half-chorus from another, a solo
instrument answered by the full band.
King Oliver's records are of this kind, and full chorus solos
are rarely found in them. Perhaps their greatest beauty is their
use of breaks. Certainly the Oliver records have the finest collection of breaks, and of a music ad.orned by them, in the history
of. jazzi the musicians contributing them are Oliver himself, Louis
Armstrong, Johnny Dodds and Honore Dutry. And these records
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exhibit the many varied forms of New Orleans jazz. "High Soci'
ety" and "Tears'' are in parade style, the latter in especially sweet
style climaxed by a series of wonderful breaks, some of them by
Aimstrong and Oliver together. "Weatherbird," "Froggne Moore"
and "Snake Rag" are in piano rag style; "Canal Street Blues" and
"Chimes Blues" show a funeral, minor-key influence; "Dipper'
mouth,' is a wonderful example of the fast, stomp-style, twelve
bar blues. "Jazzing Babies Blues" is a fine example of the use of
the riff.
Ferdinand Morton's records show a similar variety' and are
illuminated by wonderful duets and half'choruses, in which his
own piano plays a prominent role, as well as the clarinet of
Johnny Dodds, Omer Simeon and Albert Nicholas, the trumpet of
Lee Collins, George Mitchell and Ward Pinkett, the trombone of
Kid Ory and Geechy Fields, the banjo of Johnny St. Cyr, the
drumming of Baby Dodds, and Tommy Benford. "Black Bottom
Stomp" and "steamboat Stomp" are in march style; "Wild Man
Blues," "Beale Street Blues," "Jungle Blues" are beautiful examples of the half-chorus, duet style, and fine interplay of "hot"
and" "sweet" melodic lines. "The Pearls" and "The Chant"
derive from the eccentric piano rag, and are adorned with beautiful breaks.
The Armstrong Hot Five and Hot Seven records use mainly a
King Oliver personnel; Louis Armstrong, Johnny Dodds, Lillian
Armstrong and Johnny St. Cyr, with Kid Ory instead of Dutry' on
trombone, on the "Hot Five." Baby Dodds and a bass player' Pete
Briggs or Ed Garland, are added for the "Hot Seven." "SkidDat-De-Dat" is one of the most beautiful enamples on record of a
continual interplay of "hot" and "sweet" melodic lines, and is a
most perfectly organized piece of music, the harmonized, minor'
key, four-bar statement recurring throughout the entire piece'
and answered by blues solo, blues "scat'singing" or blues ensemble. "Yes, I'm In the Barrel," "Gu[y Low Blues" and "Twelfth
Street Rag" are fine examples of a rag and blues mixture, the
last-named grving the familiar rag a fine, "slow drag," blues treatment. "WiIIie the Weeper" and "Muskrat Ramble" are lusty
marches. "Oriental Strut," "Potato Head Blues" and "Cornet
Chop Suey" are examples of a sweet, sixteen-bar theme devel'
oped through a cumulative series of brilliant stop-time and break
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choruses. "Savoy Blues" is a fine example of music organized
about the riff.
Another product of the rag-blues marriage was the kind of
popular song which might be called New Orleans' gift to tinpan-alley. These songs consisted, like the rags, of two sets of melodies, a sixteen-bar "verse" and a thirty-two bar "chorus," Some
of these songs were almost straight twelve-bar blues, with an
insertion of four bars of stop-time and break. Others were sweet
in idiom, but with a hint of the blues break. Such songs make up
a great body of the "blues" sung by Bessie Smith. Bessie Smith
was not limited, of course, to any rigid type of song. She sang a
wonderful twelve-bar blues, as in "Backwater Blues," "Money
Blues," "Hard Drivin' Papa," "Lost Your Head Blues." With her
magnificent voice and personality she could even give a living
character to songs that show a tin-pan-alley silliness, especially in
their words, Iike "Muddy Water," "After You've Gone," "Alexander's Ragtime Band." But it was the sixteen-bar rag blues, like
"Young Woman's Blues," "One and T\tro Blues," "I Ain't Goin'To
Play Second Fiddle," "Lonesonle Desert Blues," "Nobody Knows
You When You're Down and Out," that enabled her to build up
her magnificent, fluid and dramatic song forms.
The ragtime songs produced by New Orleans composers had
quality. Even in them, however, compared to the folk blues, there
begins a deterioration of the words. Printed as sheet music, they
were subject to a censorship no less powerful because it was
unwritten. This censorship was not one that eliminated dealing
with sex. On the contrary, true to the commercial mentality, it
emphasized such themes, transforming them, however, from an
honest projection of realities of life into a double-meaning lasciviousness. Other themes, depicting life as it is actually lived
among the poor and exploited, were banned. As in Hollywood,
this trade censorship "cleaned up" the art into something dirtier
and more hypocritical.
The growing insipidity of the words of these songs, as well as
the music, as they become an industrial product, tells us who is
really responsible for the idiocy of our misnamed "popular art."
It proves that when the people really produce art without interference, it has quality. Bogus "popular art" is a reflection of the
commercial and publicity mentality. Bessie Smith sings these
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beautiful and touching wordsr in "Backwater Blues,"
When it thunders and lightnings and the wind begins
to blovt
And thousands of people ain't got no place to go . . .
I went and stood up on a high, old, Ionesome hill,
And looked down at the house where I used to live.

In "Muddy

rvl/ater," however, we hear this nonsense,

Dixie Moonlight, Swanee shore,
Trees are whispering, come on back to me
Muddy Water, hear my plea. . . .

"Jelly-Roll" Morton paints a realistic picture in "Mamie's
Blues,"

'

She stood on the corner, her feet just soaking wet,
Beggin' each and every man that she met
If you can't give a dollar, give me a lousy dime . . .

Tin-pan-alley invents,

If I could be with you one hour tonight,
If I were free to do the things I might. . .
.

Charles Edward Smith, describing Morton's "Don't You Leave
Me Here," says, "the tonk world was a world of uncertain tomorrours, in which everyone was on his way somewhere. Figmratively
speaking it was Alabama, and a popular saying had it: 'In places
you are going you was supposed to be bound for that place.' JellyRolI told me of this, and added: 'So in fact I was Alabama bound'."
We need only compare this image to the moronic commercial
"Mammy" and "Alabammy Bound" songs to see what power is
brought to art by the honesty to see and describe life as people
live it, what havoc is wrought by the money mind when it imposes
the content of its own conception of life.
New Orleans music was a national music of the Negrro people,
circumscribed by their impoverished ghetto life in the Southern
city. New Orleans became a center for this music, because of its
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long musical traditions, havingbeen, for more than a century, the
most musical city of the South; the slightly freer social life
enjoyed by the Negro people in this city; and its situation as a
meeting place for folk music of many lands and cultures, combining the deep South, the far West, the Gulf Coast and Caribbean.
It provided the greatest opportunities for improvisation precisely because it possessed the most powerful musical forms,
through which music became a social possession. It is through its
unity of contrasting elements that we must understand this
music; its interplay of "hot" and "sweet," of the deep blues and
the many non-blue, musical langnrages; its free, sinuous melodic
lines, full of freshness and surprise, alongwith familiarwell-loved
melodies, played affectionately and "straight"; its blazing breaks
and quotable riffs; its single line of melody and its many-voiced
ensembles; its strange dissonances and its simple harmonies; its
economy of note and line; and its brilliant, intricate figuration. It
even brought together Negro and white, on a beginning level, for
although such collaboration could not take place openly, it was a
music largely created by the Negro people that the white, Dixieland players consciously aranged and popularized. It was a
good school for musicians, because music, within the narrorr limits that the Negno could possess it, was a way of living as well as
a way of making a living. Because it was so richlyvaried a music,
in it may be found all the seeds of later jazz. Because it provided
so great an opportunity for the individual musician to grow, it
brought forth individual musicians of outstanding powers, who
began to seek musical opportunities not permitted them in the
orploited and jim-crowed life of the Negro in a Southern city.
Modern jazz is much different from New Orleans. It has to be.
Yet we find its germs in New Orleans music. The blues have
always been a vital part of jazz, as they are now. The basic beat of
New Orleans blues and stomp jazz,thLe A/Abeal, is still the basic
beat of jazz. The various intensifications of beat that came later
can be found hinted at in New Orleans music. We can find the
"jump," beat, the two strongly accented and delayed off-beats to
the bar, dominating the melodic line, in such works as Morton's
"Beale St. Blues," Armstrong's and Ory's "Savoy Blues" and
"TWeIfth Street Rag." This beat became predominant in later KansasCity and large swing band jazz. The double jump, or "eightto-the-bar" beat, may be found in the hop-sc-op blues, the walking
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bass, and several other New Orleans dance patterns. Even the
rapid sixteenth note solo, familiar in bebop, may be found in the
New Orleans clarinet solo. Forms based on the riff, so important
in later large band j azztmay be found in New Orleans music. The
play with chromatic figTures, the series of. dizzy modulations to
distant keys and return home, a feature of the most modern jazz,
may be found touched upon in New Orleans iazz, An amazing
example is Omer Simeon's solo in the Morton trio record,
"Shreveport."
New Orleans music brought forth a phenomenal group of creative musicians, like Joplin, Morton, Oliver and Armstrong, but it
was only outside of New Orleans and the South that they were
able to work out and expand the musical po\^rers they had within
them. Yet of them, it is possible to say that what they created was
only a fraction of the music they could have brought into being.
Already in New Orleans music the Negro people were proving
that they had the pol ier to give America its great composers, a
great music on the highest levels. Our admiration for the creative
genius of the outstanding Negro musicians must be tempered
with a sense of loss as well; that, phenomenal as their music is, an
even greater music was lost to us because of the narrow limita'
tions forced upon them and the few materials with which they
had to work. We must remember that, although the Negro people
did not spend their time lamenting, but managed to wrest some
joy out of their ghetto life, it was a horrible life.
W. C. Handy's autobiography, "Father of the Blues," for orample, is not written in an uncheerful mood. Yet we can find some
gruesome stories in it, such as the lynching of Louis Wright, a
member of his group, while touring Missouri, 9r the time his
entire group almost died of small'pox, denied even medicine or
medical care, by the callous and selfish white people about them;
or the games of fun-loving Texans who riddled their car with bulIlets as it sped through a town. We must remember that while the
power of New Orleans music is a testament to the creative genius
of tfre people who brought it into being, it was a circumscribed
music. If we understand this, we can understand why the Negro
jazz musician felt the need, and in fact demanded the right, to
perfect his technique, to Iearn all there was to knovr about music,
to study all the idioms, practises, forms and methods available to
the rest of the American people.
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Jazz had to break out of its New Orleans limitations. The
closing down of the Storlruille section of New Orleans in 1917,
sometimes given in histories as the "turning point," was only one
episode, and not too significant, in a much broader historical
movement. The Negro people were demanding, and finding,
means to travel, to move more freely, to enter into new jobs, to use
their talents in ways denied to them by a jim-crowed life. The
movement of. jazz musicians North was one aspect of this heightened consciousness of rights which they were denied and opportunities that beckoned for a new maturity.
In breaking out of New Orleans, jazz became a possession of
all America; Negro and white, North and South, Eastern seaboard
and Pacific coast. It encountered many new problems of idiom,
form and style, and of the relation of the jazz musician to American life. Its handling of these problems makes up the story of
modern jazz. Its progress is far from over, and its problems far
from solution. But its essential character has not changed. It is,
today, the free, experimental and unregimented wing of Ameri
can song and dance music, the battleground on which the musician fights for his independence, his right to create as a thinking
and sensitive human being. It carries on now as before, a con.
stant struggle against standardization, Iimitation, jim-crow, the
windy proclamations of advertisers and publicity, the unchecked
hatred of commercial hacks who resent its independent life even
as they take over its material.
Its continued life against constant odds points to the day
when American popular music, as a whole, will be the honesl
music, the combination of the familiar and strange, the old and
the new, the remembered myth and the fresh human experience,
the well-loved language and the new, exciting variation, that will
deserve the title of a people's music. It points to the day when
music will again be both a social possession and an individual
creation, but without the squalor, the poverty, the destruction of
precious human material, that life among the Negro people was
condemned to in the South and New Orleans.
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RECORD ILLUSTRATIONS_CHAPTER FOUR

JIM YANCEY

Boogie Woogie Piano (in Victor Album P-25); Eternal Blues, !!ow L-ong
How"tong d'lues (sesiion 12001,3); Boodling (Session 10001); Bear
Trap Blues (Columbia 37336)

Honky Tonk Train (Decca 18110, Columbia

3f3-3-6); C!1icagg.flyer

(Blue Note 39); Blueb, Part 2 (From Blues, Part 1-4 Blue Note 8)

PETE JOHNSON

Kavcee on My Mind, Blues on the Down Beat (Decca 27264)l Yott'
Doh't Know My Mind, Holler Stomp (Blue Note l2); Roll 'em Pete
(with Joe Turner) (Columbia 35959)

ALBERT AMMONS

Boogie Woogie Stomp, Boggie Woo,Ee Blues (Blue-Note 2); Albert's
SpeCiat Boogie, The Boogie Rocks (Commodore 617)

PINE TOP SMITH

Pinetop's Boogie Woogie, Pinetop's -Blues, Jump Steady Blues, I'm
Album 8-1002)
Sober Now @runswick

,.CRIPPLE" CLARENCE LOFTON

Early Blues, ln The Morning, The Fives, South End Boogie (Session
10006,2)

MONIANA TAYTOR

Barrelhouse Blues (Circle Album S-2)

Rag Piano
WALTER ROSE (with members of Lu Watter's Band)
Harlem Rag (West Coast 107)

FERDINAND MORTON
Original Rags, The Crave, The Naked Dance (Commodore 4001,2,3)7
Seattle Hunch (Victor 27565)
JAMES P. JOHNSON
Mule Walk Stomp, Caprice Rag fBlue Note 27, 26)

THOMAS "FATS" WALLER
Carolina Shout (Victor 27563)
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EARL HINES

57 Varieties {Columbia 358751t Weatherbird (with Armstrong)

(Columbia 36375)

Blues Piano

MEADE LUX LEWIS

ftlm

BLIND LEROY GARNET
Louisiana Glide (Century 3025)
JOE SULLTVAN
Fidgety Feet (Disc 6003)
BABY DODDS TRIO
Wolverine Blues (Circle 1001)

New Or/eons and "Dixieland" Instrumental Classics

High Society-RENA (Circle Album S-10); BECHET (Blue Note 50); ORY
(Decca 25134); JOHNSON fVictor 40-01261
Clarinet Marmalade-RENA (Circle S-10); BRUNIES (Commodore 549);
BEIDERBECKE (Columbia

3

7804)

JazzMe Blues-BECHET (Blue Note 44), HARIMAN (IGynote 601);BEIDERBECKE (Columbia 36156)

Muskrat Ramble-BRUNIES (Commodore

6 I 8); ARMSTRONG (Columbia
36153); ORY (Decca 25133)
Diga Diga Doo-HARTMAN (IGynote 602); STEWART IHRS 2004)
At the Jazz Band BaII-BEIDERBECKE (Columbia 36156); DAVISON
(Commodore 575)
Balling the Jack (The World's Jazz Crazy)1 ORY (37277) DE PARIS (Blue
Note 41)
Tin Roof Blues-HARTMAN fiGynote 601), BRUNIES (Commodore 556)
Weary Blues-RENA (Circle S-10);DODDS (Brunswick 80073)
Panama-RENA (Circle S-10); SULUVAN-BECHET (Disc 6004); BRUNIES
(Commodore l51l)
Eccentric-KAMINSKY (Commodore 560)
!he'g Cryrng for Me-HODES (Blue Note 506); WYNN (Brunswick 80042)
Twelf th Street Rag-ARMSTRONG (Columbia 3 5 6 63)
Fidgety Feet, Sensation, Farewell Blues-EVr{,NS (Disc 6071,2,5)
Milneburg Joys-RENA (Circle S-10)
Sugarfoot Stomp (with Oliver's "Dippermouth" solo);HODES (Blue Note

34)

Tiger Rag-ORY (Columbia 37 27 4)
Ory's Creole Ttombone-ARMSTRONG (Columbia 37 63 4)
Creole Belles, Chattanooga Stomp-WATTERS (West Coast 102)
Songs Born oI the Blues andRags
BESSIE

SMITH

Nobody Knows You When You're Down and Out (Columbia37l77li
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You've Been a Good Old Wagon, Cold in Hand (Columbia 35672);
Young Woman's Blues (Columbia 35673)

KID ORY

Farewell to Storyville (Columbia 37277)

MUGGSY SPANIER
Sister Kate (Victor 40-0139);Memphis Blues (Commodore 1519)

ART HODES
Yellow Dog Blues (Blue Note 505)
EDDIE CONDON with JACK TEAGARDEN
Aunt Hagars Blues (Decca 24220)
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
West End Blues (Columbia 36377)
SIDNEY DE PARIS
Everybody Loves My Baby (Blue Note 40)

\^rILD BILLDAVISON
Baby Won't You Please Come Home (Commodore 575)

MIFF MOLE, With FRANK TESCHEMACHER
Shim-me-sha-wobble (Columbia 35953)
BUNK JOHNSON
Sister Kate (Victor 40-0128)

MLDRED BAILEY
Squeeze Me (Decca 18109)
ART HODES

Squeeze Me (Blue Note 35)

The line oI demarcation between what

I have called New

Orleans clossics, "Dixieland" music, and Songs boru of Rags and

Blues, is a very shadowy one. What we actually have here are
three stages in the development oI a music; tirst the traditional New

Orleans dances and marches, the same generul tune often given
many dilterent names; then the transformation and Iixing of much
oI this music into set pieces such os Muskrat Ramble, Clailnet Mar
malade, High Society, Eccenfiic; then the appearunce of published
songrs, like "Baby Won't You Please Come Home," "YeIIow Dog

Blues," 'Sister Kate," which still talk the traditional language.
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These three stages oveilap, and in lollowing them on rccords, it is
important to judge by ear rather than by the name. "Diga Diga
Doo" and "Jazz Me Blues," while published os songs, make peilect
instrumental rag mateilal, "Clarinet Marmalade," generally
played as a fiast rag, is given a tine, folkish march treatment by the
Rena band. While many oI the justly renowned jazz pefiormerc
take pail in the rccordings listed above, it is pleasant to notice what
Iine pefiormances are tutned in by many whose names would
hafily have been known to collectors ten years ago, such as Centobie, Hailma.n, Laine, Robinson, Nicholos, Panenti, Carcy, Danensbourg, and whose talents were uncovered with the growing
attention to the folk and popular roots oI jazz.
A great body oI the most beautiful ftaditional and Iolk jazz is
out of print, and should be rcstored to circulation. The most important is the seties of records made by King Oliver's Creole Band, for
Gennett and Okeh. Most of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band and
New Oileans Rhythm Kings compositions are available today on
much bettersounding rccords than the originals, but the old vetsions are still worth knowing. The list of Johnny Dodds and Ferdinand "Jelly-Roll" Morton rccords reissued. by Victor on its Btuebird
label during the 'thirties, including more than thirty sides of
extraordinary interest and beauty, like Dodds' "Weary City,"
"Bucktown Stomp," "Bull Fiddle Blues," "Indigo Stomp," "Goober
Dance," and Morton's "The Chant," "Jungle Blues," "WiId Man
Blues," "Black Bottom Stomp," "Beale St, Blues," "steamboat
Stomp," "Doctor Jazzi' "Blue Blood Blues," "Shreveport," demands
restoration. Some great Armstrong Hot Five sides are still out of
print, such as "Lonesome Blues" and "Willie the Weeper," and a
great number oI Bessie Smith's tinest pefiormances, such os
"Second Fiddle," 'Sl, Iours Blues," "Backwater Blues," "Hard Dilving Papa," "Jazzbo Brcwn." A fresh series made by Sidney Bechet
Ior Victor, during the 'thirties, with some line players such os J. C.
Higginbotham, Henry Allen, Sandy Williams, had much intetesting traditional music, ond rc now unavailable, as is the Dixieland
series made by Muggsy Spanier, with Cless and Btunies, Ior Bluebird,
The out-ol-pilnt-disease atfects small componies as well as
lange ones, but for ditferent reosons; the inability to keep up a
necessarily hand-to-mouth existence, and the difficulty of competing with the larye companies in distribution, Blues piano is well
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rcprcsented on available records, but a tine sefies rccordedby Dan
Qualey on Solo-Art, including Pete Johnson's "Pete's Blues," Jim
Yancey's "The Fives," and exftaordinary sides by Lewis, Ammons

and others, hos disoppearcd. The Session records are listed
because ol their grcat quality, and the fact that the company is still
in operction, but the Yancey rccords have been lately unavailable.
What Ametican invention and industuialization gives us on the
one hand, the market syslem takes away on the other.
The Morton rccords originalJy made undq the supelision of
AIan Lomax Ior the Librcry oI Congress, crnd now issued by Ctucle,
arc in a special category; available, but only as a complete set oI
twelve albums oI forty-Iive rccords. On them Moilon tells oI New
Orleans life as he remembers it, and illusftates his anecdotes with
some of the most beautiltil piano jazz ever recorded. Without pretending to be the entire story oI either the lile or the music, it rs the
most impoilant and authentic single document dealing with the
rcots and local color of jazz music.

5. THE POP TUNE, THE HOT SOIO & THE TARGE BAND
o other city holds a place in jazz history comparable to that of New Orleans, The reason is
that New Orleans jazz itself was more than the
music of a city. It was the concentrated music of
the entire lower Mississippi valley, Texas and
the Gulf Coast. It was a people's music, predominantly created by the Negiro people. Alter
its movement out of New Orleans, jazz became

a music of all America, loved and performed by all peoples; a

music that could no longer be called characteristic of tLe life in a
single city or locality, or characteristic solely of the Negro people.
Even in the New Orleans period, jazz had become a music of
white pegple as well as Negro. A language of dance, poetry and
song with such realistic, evocative power found a responseln all
who came in contact with it. Even those attached tohidebound
ways of music were slowly changed in their musical thinking. The
Negro people created such a language because they themlelves
97
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were meeting the world on the sharpest, most harsh and demand'
ing terms, as the laboring people in the front line of man's strugthe
916 against nature. Their art reflected this struggle; showed
fnes it engraved in the human mind and body. It was an art of

powerful, iealistic human images and concentrated emotional
strength.
anO ttris culture entered the mind of the Southern white people, although many would be shocked at the thought of such an
influence Jnd deb[. This influence had earlier taken place with
the spirituals, which drew much of their material from prevalent
hymns and mountain tunes, transformed it and gave back a new
ait to white people. The blues were even more widely influenced
by the geneial bbdy of American folk music' and in turn adopted
by- the white people.
The influence became overwhelmingwith jazz. The firsljazz
band to make a nation-wide success was the original Dixieland
Jazz Band, made up of five white musicians. The music they
played was their or,rrn invention, put together with fine taste. Yet
it *as a music wholly drawn in material from the Negro contri'
butions. As jazz became increasingly popular, its idiom pglpe'
ated the rising music industry; thousands of pieces of diluted New
Orleans music in the form of blues, torch songs, ragtime songs,
one-steps, two'steps and fox'trots were produced. Tin-pan'alley in
the 19 10's and'20's was open to genuinely new ideas, unlike the
music factory it has become today, part of the Hollywood' radio
record network. Sons of immigrant fami]igs-\^rtr6
and phonograph
-brought
a love of music with them from Europe'to New York
had
eagerly amalgamated this tradition with the wealth of new forms
anl ideas brought by j azz,The stream of music thus produced had
many weaknesses, but also real quality. The beloved American
pop,rtar music of song and dance is a creation first of the Negro
pebpte, and then of Jewish, Irish, Italian and other "minority"
peoptes. It has become part of the consciousness even of snobs
who would shudder at the idea of rubbing elbows with the people
who gave them this music.
N-ew Orleans music itself brought about conditions which
forced it out of the confines of southern life. A communal and
collectively created music, it produced musicians of such devel'
oping powers that they themselves began to seek a home where
tliey could expand their ideas, spread themselves in their music,
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learn the full art of music, handle all its resources, and get for
themselves some of the decencies of life. Because the muiic had
such great appeal to all people, it sought a place where the collaboration between Negno and white musicians, the exchange of
ideas, could go on openly and unreservedly, instead of through
the subterranean channels available to it in the South.
It was such a role that Chicago, New york and the other cities
of the North played in the development of. jazz.It was sometimes
thoughtthat Chicago had contributed an important new style to
jazz, "Chicago Style" as opposed to "New Orleans" style. This
theory disappeared with the realization thal jazz is a music more
than a "style," and Chicago jazz was mainly a refinement of New
Orleans music. Yet Chicago and New York are important names in
the history of. jazz.In both a great Negro community lived under
conditions of comparative freedom. The Negro community in the
North was and is segregated; its housing conditions continue the

most backward, and its rents the highest. Its people are forced
into the lowest paid jobs and are the first to be unemployed. yet
their range of freedom was a good step beyond that bf New
Orleans, and the struggle for new stages was made possible.
The music reflected both the changed status of the musician
and the changed temper of the audience. It showed in new technique, in more massive sound, in the handling of new harmonic
materials, in more eleborate, individual contributions. The collaboration in music making between Negro and white musicians
became more open, with an increasingly frank acknowledgrnent
of the debt otred by the white American peopte to the Negro. A
new jazz began to take shape.
, These steps forward did not settle the problems of jazz. In
Chicago, however, it may be said that the batile against jim-crow,
and segiregation, was taken up consciously and militanfly by jazz
musicians. It was a forward step for young white musicians in
Chicago to listen with admiration to King Oliver, Louis Armstrong, Bessie Smith, Jimmy Noone, Fletcher Henderson's great
aggregation of players; to be proud to sit on the stand with them;
to adopt their music, and openly acknowledging their debt.
A new step was the making of records together, in which
Eddie Condon pioneered. At first there was no pubtic acknoruledgement of the collaboration. What often happened was that
the white musicians joined in the making of "race" record.s, as
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blues jazz recordings were chauvinistically knor,vn. With the rise

of small h;ot jazz recording outfits, such as HRS and Commodore,
the names of the players were listed and the collaboration was
made public. It was a great further achievement when Benny
Goodman added the Negro players, Teddy Wilson and Lionel
Hampton to his band. The practise was taken up by Artie Shaw
and Gene Krupa. But the fact that musical organizations should
be made up of people whose ability is measured by their musi'
cianship, not their skin color or ancestry, is still not accepted by
radio stations, the moving picture industry, most band manage'
ments. The Negrro musician is still the lowest paid-jim-crou'ed
out of a vast number of jobs he has the abilities to fill. Meanwhile
the music he invents and creates draws enormous money returns
others.
-mainly fornew
environment a grreat deal of fresh and exciting
In this
music has been produced, along with an even greater amount of
unsuccessful, or semi-successful work. It is far from having
achieved its full goals. The intricate problems being tackled by
jazz musicians today have to be mastered under adverse condi'
tions. It is a herculean task to create as a thinking and creative
musician working long, night-club hours in a liguor-Iaden atmosphere, suffering more unemployment than employment, doing
one-night stands, getting poor pay, being under constant pressure
from managers for quick novelties and from publicity agents for
sensations. Mozart and Beethoven could not have done much
under such conditions.
But music, like history, has a movement which can be
checked but not turned backvvard. It was inevitable that in the
change from a folk and a communal music to a highly individual
music, qualities should be lost as well as gained. Silly theories
have been spun out of the loss, with anguished outcries of "dec'
adence," "degeneration," "European influences," "commercialLation"; the latter term being loosely used to characterize not
only the music truly commercial, but all jazz music using new
musical materials. It is true that moderniazz is lacking in many
memorable qualities of New Orleans music; but it is also true that
modern jazz has made rich additions to our musical culture. It has
provided a musical expression for feelings which could not be
encompassed within New Orleans music. The life that produced
New Orleans music was now a thing of the past; to repeat this
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music could only be an academic exercise, adding litile to the

music we already know. To keep this music alive, to keep performing it, is an important task, for it has too many great qualities to

be forgotten. But such performances can be only one part of a
living musical culture.
We can find an analogy in the development of nineteenth
century music in Europe. Academic scholars complained that the
"new" music of Berlioz, Schumann, Chopin, Lizst, Wagner and
Mussorgsky was inferior in form to that of Bach, Handel and
Mozart in the previous century. Our present-day tastes may con.
firm this complaint. But attempts to recreate music in the old
forms only resulted in the comparatively sweet symphonies and
oratorios of Mendelssohn, and Saint-Saens, and much altogether
poor music produced in great quantities and quickly forgotten.
The ner,v music had to take the path of Schumann, Berlioz and
Wagner. And if this music proved to be one-sided, or insufficient
to meet a1l of people's needs, the remedy lay in going still further
forward, not backward; in studying the past, but only to re-create
the social qualities of the past on a higher level, including the new
discoveries in musical techniques and expression of human emotions. This is the great problem facing composed music today. tt is
also the problem being worked out in jazz.
Eventhe musicwe nowknow asNew Orleans could onlyhave
been made knolrrn to us by the movement North. We study New
Orleans music today largely from the records of Joe Oliver, Ferdinand Morton, Louis Armstrong of the Hot Five and Seven days,
Bessie Smith, the Original Dixieland Jazz Band. These records
were made in and around New York and Chicago. It may be said
that this music is a New Orleans music, but a reseryation is necessary.

The Negrro community for whom Oliver played in Chicago
in New Orleans. The
music that Oliver played was still New Orleans in its march
tempo, its rag, blues and stomp content, its collective music making and self-absorption in the music on the part of the players; but
it also reflected the new Chicago audience. The opportunity to
make records, as well, induced a greater attention to technical
detail and formal organization, making the music a rounded out
unity with beginning, middle and end.
In Bessie Smith's records there is, likewise, a new spirit
was different from the Negro community
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expressed in old materials. Along with the rich folk qualities of
hei performances, there is a sense of conflict and freedom, an
asseition of individual independence, a fine and subtle artistry
and musical organization, which bespeaks a comparative free-

dom of movement and speech on the part of the musician'
The same is true of Morton's records, which show him to be a
fine, individual artist and composer as well as a master of folk
materials. His records are still an invaluable source of study of

New orleans music, for it is of New orleans city life that they
speak. They combine the "educated" piano rags and the deep
blrr"r, the marches and stomps, the breaks and riffs, the fine indi
vidual improvisations in solo and ensemble. He could make his
pieces sound improvised. He was an arranger who
"o*posed
the position of every break, the interweaving
calculated
careiully
of harmbnic, chordal passages with free improvisation, the interplay of sweet melodies with blues' the duets between one instru'
merrt, notably his own fine piano, and clarinet or guitar, in a
performance ihat sounded lilie imprwisation. The perfection of
lhe best Morton records, like "Jungle Blues," "Black Bottom
Stomp," "The Pearls," "The Chant," "Beale St. Blues," "WiId Man
gtuei;; "Blue Blood Blues," the trio records, is never an accident;
nor is it entirely typical except in its material, of the music customarily heard in New Orleans. It is a composed music.
The Armstrong Hot Five and Hot Seven records' made with
Johnny Dodds, Edward Ory, Johnny St. Cyr, Lillia:r Armstrong'
and, a[ times, Baby Dodds, Lonnie Johnson, Pete Brig-gs and Ed
Gariand, are New brleans in style and material. It took a whole
people to bring into being a music like "WiIIie the Weepet"
i'Suroy Btues," ;Muskrat Ramble," "Twelfth St, Rag," "Yes,I'm in
the Birrel," "Potato Head Blues"' "Skid-dat-de-dat," "Cornet
Chop Suey,' "Gully Lor,rr Blues," "Lonesome Blues," "King of the
Zulus," *ith their-rich evocations of march, of celebration, of
bitter humor, of poignant lament and masked protest. But, within
the general Neworleans style of perfect collaboration and interchaige among the soloists,lhere is a great expansion of the solo
voicel Armstrong and Dodds play solos of a magnitude and scope
not found in the Oliver band performances. It is at once New
Orleans music and a new creation.
Oliver, Morton, Bessie Smith, advanced on no easy road'
oliver died in poverty. Morton never fulfilled his great creative
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talents. Bessie Smith was sometimes penniless, and died of jimcrow. She was hurt in an automobile accident near Memphis, and
the story has it that either through being refused admittance by
one hospital after another, or being left to be treated late, she died
from loss of blood.
Louis Armstrong achieved financial success, by using his phenomenal talent to meet, head on, the new conditions of musical
life. These were the conditions generally described as commercialism. The term commercialism should not be applied, however,
to the desire of the musician to be paid for his work, and paid
commensurate with his talents. Neither should it be applied to the
desire of the jazz musician to use the prevailing musical language
of his period and audience. The step from the amateur or semiamateur status of most of the New Orleans musicians, to the status of a musician paid for his work and making a profession of it,
was a progressive step.

Commercialism should be restricted, as a term, to what is
really destructive in culture; the taking over of an art, in this case
popular music, by business, and the rise of business to so powerful a force in the making of music that there was no longer a free
market for the musicians. Instead of distribution serving the
musician, distribution, where the money was invested, became
the dominating force, dictating both the form and content of the
music. It tended to force the musician into the status of a hired
craftsman whose work was not supposed to bear his or,rrn individuality, free thought and exploration of the art, but was to be made
to order, to a standardized pattern.
The free market that existed when the industry was small had
been a benefit to jazz, enabling musicians like W. C. Handy, Clarence Williams, Oliver, Armstrong, Morton and others to break
out of the confines of New Orleans life. As the music industry
became more monopolized, as radio, sound pictures, and the
electric phonograph record made the music producing industry a
center of large capital investment, the tendency was to avoid the
interplay of artist and audience that makes for active entertainment and great art, and to substitute a pseudo-entertainment
depending largely on shallow novelty offered to a passive, undemanding audience. Music was keyed down to the minimum that
would be acceptable to everybody, and consequently had little
meaning for anybody. Tune producers no longer depended on
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public approval. Tie-ups were made with singers, bands and songpluggers, with radio and Hollywood, controlling songs before
they were written, and song writers had to turn out the tunes
according to specifications as if they were producing frankfurters. Radio and juke-box destroyed the economic base for the
small band. The factory-produced popular tunes overwhelmed
the blues, rags, and folk song germs with a harmonic idiom taken
from nineteenth century concert music.
Armstrong's going over to the large band and the popular
tune has been criticized by some whose predilection for New
Orleans music blinds them to hard facts. The most extreme statement of the case is that made by Rudi Blesh, in "Shining
Trumpets." He laments that Armstrong did not integrate his
"genius" with the "music, and thus ultimately the destiny, of his
race," thereby failing in his task of filling "the overwhelming and
immemorial need of his own race to find a Moses to lead it out of
Egypt." Such statements betray ignorance.
First, "race" itself is an unscientific and meaningless term.
The Negro people of America, in ancestry and physiology, are
not a race. There is no special and limited "music" of the Negro
people. They have a right to knolrr and use all music, making it
their ornrn, as they took over whatever music they needed in the
past. The Negro people are not waiting for a "Moses" to lead
them out of "Egypt." They are putting up a collective struggle, for
the right to live as free human beings on equal terms with any'
body else. Lasily, the causes of discrimination and the special
exploitation Negroes suffer, are not such as could have been
changed by Armstrong playing New Orleans music instead of
popular songs with large bands, Certainly his early records are
among the most beautiful pieces of music-making in which he
ever tookpart. But had he continued playing "Dippermouth" and
"Gully Low" for the rest of his life, with small combinations, it is
hard to see how this would have abolished jim-crow, segregation'
lynching, or the poll-tax. The end of such a course would proba'
bly have been starvation.
Those New Orleans musicians such as Sidney Bechet and
Johnny Dodds, who continued to perform small band blues' produced a great deal of beautiful music, although this music did not
appreciably change the status of the Negro people in America. It
is also true that there are some aspects of Armstrong's career
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which one may regret. Occasionally he had to succumb to the
pressure exerted upon every member of a minority groupr Negro,

Jewish, Italian or any other, who rises in the enterfainment world,
to clorarn and to mock his own people. This savage form of prejudice, disgnrised as humor, is none the less poweiful becausL it is
never openly expressed. It becomes a matter of unwritten law
that the "straight" role in any production be played by someone
disguised as an Anglo-Saxon stereotype, whlle-the ;comic,, is
reserved for a member of the minority group. Nor does this com.
edy have any relation to the gneat traditions of joyousness and
satire in comedy. Some of Armstrong's records, such as ,,you Rascal You," "Shine" and "When It's Sleepy Time Down South',
would not be made today, when our resentment of such insults
directed against the peoples who together made America, is
much sharper.
Armstrong's career is not one of gneat and unbroken growth.
_
.
But progress in musical, as in social life, is made by coping with
realities, not ignoring them. He made the best he could outbf tte
conditions he found in the new entertainrnent world. He played
with large bands such as Fletcher Henderson's, and theri organized his own. He performed the general run of sweetened blues
and popular songs. A master virtuoso on his instrument, a restless mind in search of new musical ideas, a creative musician
always seeking to make music a fresh and personal experience,
he stood this material on its head.
It was inevitable that the style should change, and the point
of concentration should fall upon the solo instrument and the
solo chorus. It may seem to be a contradiction, but it is almost
inevitable that, as more instruments are added to a group, the
music must become increasingly individual; based either on the
solo instrument and solo chorus, or, as in the case of bands such
as Ellington's, on the arranger and composer. We can see this
change take place even in the small-band record.s that Armstrong
made after he had been playing with large bands. Records such as
"Basin St. Blues," "West End Blues," "Tight Like This," "Knocking
a_Jug," are no lortger an ensemble music, although Earl Hines
plays on the first three and an array of fine perform-ers, including
JackTeagarden, play on the fourth. Sweet chords are very much
in evidence, although the material is still basically the blues. The
greatness of these records lies in the series of Armstrong cho-
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ruses that end them. These are magrlificent integrated and climactic musical constructions, the trumpet piling phrase upon
phrase, adorning its melodic line with its own broken chords, ris'
ing to a compelling climax and resolution. A new kind of. jazz
emerges, and a new Armstrong; who can be called, even though
he stitl improvises, a full-fledged composer of music.
It is at this point that we can say that things might have been
different and better. Had a genuine, musical culture existed in
America, one capable of cherishing its talents and giving them a
chance to properly learn and grow, instead of destroying them,
Armstrong might have been encouraged to produce a great
American music. There was no such opportunity, however;
instead, the continual pressure to produce novelties, to plug new
songs, or the same songs under new names. That Armstrong had
the powers to produce a much greater music than he actually did
is true, This hourever is different from saying that the musical
"genius" of a people requires them to be limited to a folk culture
and folk status; a culture, furthermore, that the conditions of life
themselves had done away with.
As a sign of the change brought by the new form, the records
of this period that attempt to preserve the old collective methods
are comparatively weaker. A form in which one performer after
another takes a solo chorus is weak to start with. Records like
"Save it Pretty Mama," "Squeeze Me," "No One Else But You," are
poor in all-over impact, although Armstrong's solos are little
gems, and Hines does most inventive and pleasing work.
The great problem of the new jazz was a ne\r musical form; a
replacement for the form of New Orleans music which had been
the creation of the community. Now the creation of form came
from the individual. Armstrong, fronting a large band, recorded
some magnificent pieces of single-handed musical construction.
"Mahogany HalI Stomp" and "St. Louis Blues" (in the first versions made for Okeh), are such works. In both he builds up a
stunning series of choruses, made up of riff figures within the
harmonies set by the band, changing the riff with each chorus,
simplifying it dor,vn to a single, Iong-drawn note and then expand'
ing it into two and three note figures. Armstrong also created a
kind of three-part form to deal with the popular tune. He begins
with a solo chorus in which he plays close to the tune, but with a
hot intonation and delayed attack that begins to give the tune a
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grreater distinction than its composer had dreamed of. Then he

in which the song is kidded in both words and
music, satirized and shown up for the nonsense it generally is.
Last, the tune is transformed completely into a lyrical trumpet
improvisation. The most famous e:rample is "I Can't Give ?ou
Anything But Love." Other fine examples are "stardust,', ,,The
Peanut Vendor," "Wrap Your Troubles in Dreams," "That's My
Home," "0n the Sunny Side of the Street." Then there are some
records in which Louis gives his trumpet virtuosity and sense of
humor a wild ride, as "Tiger Rag" and "Dinah," throwing in
snatches of blues, other popular tunes, marches and opera; such
performances hint at the coming bebop.
Such performances are no "decadence" but a genuine musical triumph, an addition to permanent American musical literature. Yet they rise as music out of a fierce struggle, between the
performer and his material, a struggle to give the material a distinction it lacks in the original. This is the opposite situation to
that of New Orleans music, where the material lent itself so easily
to improvisation and musical construction. The struggle shorrys
itself in the music. Even at its best, it is not relaxed, as the best of
New Orleans is. The strain on the performer is a heavy one, precisely because he is working against his material. When to this
strain is added the constant drive for novelty, made necessary by
the position of a successful entertainer in the big-time musical
world; the lack of time for the serious musical thinking which this
new material and its problems require; the insecurity of a bandsman's career, and the unwholesome conditions surrounding the
jazz performer's life; the night clubs, long hours, liquor and narcotics that became occupational diseases of. jazzi the demands of
agents and managers for repetition of successful mannerisms; it is
obvious that the strain must soon become overpowering.
Armstrong was always, as he is today, a master of the instrument. There is hardly an Armstrong performance without some
touch of musical distinction and interest. But solos inevitably
begin to sound much like previous ones, the tunes they are based
on being in themselves so poor and uninspiring. The performer
begins to lead a double musical life, and it is especially the least
creative that is put on records. Armstrong might have become a
much greater musician than he now is. The fault however lies
with the entertainment world in which he had to operate, one in
sings a chorus,
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which there was no living response between the artist and his
audience, Iitile real entertainment, little chance to grow.
Entertainment is a word with many meanings. In its truest
senser it means great art. The grreatest art is the most entertaining. It gives an audience the unforgettable excitement of unfolding a new idea and e:rperience, a fresh revelation of a human
personality, Such entertainment is possible, hourever, only when
an audience, itself, knows something of creation or is willing to
use its mind, to think, to enter into active collaboration with the
artist. Commercially created entertainment, in its monopoly
stage, is something guite different. It is the product of a factory
system which saps the people of their creative powers, deprives
them of their opportunity to produce a cultural life of their ovvn.
It offers them a "bought" entertainment, which they are to
absorb passively. That this entertainment is never entertaining is
seen in the frantic search of its producers, radio, moving picture
or music publishing, for "novelty," combined with a fear and
hatred of the true novelty of honest art production. Fresh creative figures who makes their way into this entertainment world
are not encouraged to grow, but rather to be "typed," to repeat
themselves. Such demands make growth itself a struggle against
overwhelming obstacles. Armstrong's music represents not a passive acceptance of this world of superficial entertainment, but a

struggle against the conditions it imposed, an attack upon its
material. He did not consciously plan his music as such an attack,
but being a musician of taste and independence, he transformed
werything he played. He did not take over a readymade commercial style, but created a new style of performing popular tunes.
His kidding vocals became taken up by many other singers, some
of them not knowing why they were doing what they did, but
only feeling that the audience responded better to a less cloying
sentiment. He explored the full powers of trumpet, so that players
like Henry Allen, Roy Eldridge, Joe Guy, John Gillespie, Hornrard
McGhee may be said to have walked in his tracks, technically.
He built up a new kind of solo, using the popular tune as a
bass line and creating a new counter melody, bolstered by broken
chords. This style had a powerful effect not only upon trumpet
performance but upon other instruments as well. Higginbotham
adapted similar ideas to the trombone, Hines to the piano. It is
wrong to speak glibly of direct "influences," since it is possible
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for different musicians to work out the same ideas independenily.
But Armstrong's solo work parallels much of modern saxophone
solo style. His chords did not move into the harmonic extremes of
bebop, but the method he used was basic to bebop and modern
jazz. His work underlined and carried to a high level of solution
the major new problem that faced the creative jazz musician from
the late twenties onward; that of making good music out of the
popular ballad and diatonic, major-minor harmonic system.
Many other jazzmen of grreat talent coped with this problem;
Thomas "Fats" Waller, James P. Johnson, Frank Newton, Earl
Hines, Jimmie Noone; all of them men with a complete grounding
in blues and rag music, and with grreat technical and inventive
polvers. Waller was the most prolific recorder among them and
the consistenily high level of his work is remarkable. As a pianist
he was not as brilliant in his suspended rhythms and right hand
figurations as Hines. I doubt whether any of his solo piano performances will live as the best of Hines'will. He had a powerful
left hand however, capable of providing, in itself, the futl rhythm
needed by a small band. With an engaging melodic invention as
well, he managed to give all of his performances a richly personal
flavor. As Armstrong did, but even more boisterously, he kidded
the songs that came his way, and made up his own witty pieces of
word and music. And, although his records have many fine solos
and instrumental spots contributed by his band members, his personality dominates. The material he works with being what it is,
the personality has to rise in spite of and in struggle against it.
The result is that, while the Waller records are a joy to hear, and

the music-making is on a consistently high level, it is hard to

choose some above others, or select any that are really impressive and lasting contributions to American music, as the finest of
jazz is, The best that can be said is that they entertain without
insult to the intelligence, and loom up high above the common
run of commercial musical tripe.
A great mass of hot jazz falls into a narror r? light entertainment category, making an authoritative selection of better or lasting works almost impossible. The line between good music and
bad becomes diffiqrlt to trace. The commercial music begins to

take on qualities of hot jazz, and even includes performers of
great talent. The hot music begins to take on something of the
character of the commercial, due to the conditions under which
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has to work, the langnrage it must use, the weak forms and
passive audiences. A grreat mass of jazz music is parily good'
of
lartty bad. Cliches which sound hot are mixed with passagesthe
genuine hot invention. And this situation is found not only in
Iarge "swing" bands but in the new small groups that take shape
for recording or night-club performances.
. This situition was not wholly bad. If hot jazz was apparently
merging with much of what was loosely termed "commerciali '
the level of commercial music was immeasurably raised. Due to
the irrepressible efforts of. jazzplayers, most of them Negror they
made aireative music out of popular song idiom, the grreat Amer'
ican public was hearing a music more interesting and distinctive
in initrumental texture' cleaner in melodic profile; a music of
stimulation and surprises that began to teach audiences hou' to
listen to music. And some of the groups that played it, both large
bands like Lunceford's and Berigan's, and small groups like those
formed about Teddy Wison, Benny Goodman, Billie Holiday, Art
Tatum, John Kirby, ''Red" Norvo, Lionel Hampton, were a kind of
experimental laboratory of the new hot iazz. Th.e results-of this
experimentation may be seen in the jazz taking shape today.Roughly parallel to the time when Armstrong was wrestling
with the solo style and the popular tune, the same problem was
being tackled by Leon "Bix" Beiderbecke. Bix did not get his
trumpet or cornet style out of thin air. He studied Oliver, Arm'
stron-g, Joe Smith, Bessie Smith, Nick La Rocca of the Original
Dixieland Five and PauI Mares of the New Orleans Rhythm Kings,
both from records and in live performances. But his solo choruses
on popular songs are most individual and personal creatio-ns. His
solution, like that of Armstrong, shows that the next step for creative jazz, because of the conditions under which it now operated, had to be the greater emergence of the individual.
This is not to say that Bix was an individualist. Nobody in jazz
history had more of a belief than he in collective and group cre'
ation. In fact, Iistening to the small'band Dixieland or semiDixieland records he made, we may regret the fact that Bix was so
self-effacing. There is more Bix music on records than is actually
played by him, and it is generally his music that we are hearing in
lhe melodic figurations and breaks of a Miff MoIe, BilI Rank, Don
Murray, Frankie Trumbauer, Lennie Hayton and others who
played with him. Bix ptayed one of the most perfect, stimulating'

it
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Dixieland style, melodic leads. Even in his performances on popular songs, Bix will often end a record with a drive to give the
entire ensemble a lift, as in "Sorry," "Singing the Blues," "Thou
Swell," "Royal Garden Blues," "Louisiana," "Old Man River." It is
only with such large groups as Paul Whiteman's that influencing
the entire performance becomes impossible, and Bix handles
only his own solo chorus or half chorus.
The individual sound of Bix's music has given rise to arguments as to whether he played "real" jazz. Such discussions must
always be fruitless, because they attempt to cut a living art down
to a mechanical formula. What formula can define "real" jazz? If
jazz is "pure blues," then the music that Bunk Johnson and Kid
Rena play on their records is often not "real jazz." If jazz is to
adhere strictly to what Bunk Johnson, Kid Rena and Joe Oliver
do, then the later Armstrong, Lester Young, Ellington are not jazz
performers. But theirs is a music that grew out of jazz, and resembles exactly no other music heard or written. Jazz can be defined,
but only in terms of a flexible, growing art, which changes as the
conditions under which it is performed change, and because
thinking individuals arise who, responding to new needs, add
something new to something old. The "something new" is to be
judged not by whether it is simply new or old, but by whether it
is a genuine addition to the music, an addition to its human content, technique and expressive breadth. When it is such an addition, it is "real jazz," precisely because it is different, and because
experiment and change are in the esence of. jazz,
Beiderbecke, as an individual creative mind, has about the
same relationship to the Original Dixieland Five music, out of
which he grew, as Armstrong has to New Orleans music and
Teschemacher to the Chicago version of Dixieland. And he
stands for a most important historical step in jazz; the emergence
of a creative, white man's jazz. This is not to say that jazz was
thereby improved, or in any respect "taken away" from the
Negro people. It is rather a testimony to the power of jazz music,
and the great debt that Americans of all national origins owe to
their Negro fellow citizens. Music is both a universal and national
language. It takes on many national differences, which in turn
develop and grow by learning from one another. And so it is one
of the great achievements of jazz that it gave so many people,
other than the Negro musicians, a chance to develop as musical
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creators. From Chicago days onwardr the Negrro musicians have
learned a great deal from white musicians, as they have learned
by beginning to assimilate the world body of composed music.
The main influence, of course' is still in the other direction. The
leaders in jazz progrress have been mainly the Negrro musicians,
and the white musicians have learned far more than'they have
taught. Yet this give and take is a healthy approach to the national
musical question in America; an approach that has yet to be made
in other aspects of our lives.
Bix was hampered as a jazz musician, as many of the Chicago
players were, by not knowing the blues as a living, flexible lan'
goug". What he knew of the blues was generally taken from
records, and some live performances. Thus many effects in his
music, Iike those in later Chicago performances, the iumpy
rhythmic pattern and off-beat flare-ups, are mannerisms, their
reason for being not seen in the music itself. And yet his place is
in the continuity of jazz and the blues. The rhythmic patterns of
his solos are those of rag music, with their delayed attack, off'
beat accents, slow phrases and sustained notes against a fast'
moving beat. His breaks are beautiful and blue, concentrated
sometimes dourn to a single "surprise" note, taking off from the
preceding chord. He uses the blue note, although the off'pitch
ieeling is achieved almost imperceptibly, by delicate tonal shad'
ing. His solos derive from the blues style, often hitting an interval
of a fourth when the ear expects a third, delighting the ear with
its strangeness and rightness, accenting the surprise note as if to
hint at a temporary transition to a distant key.
His Ianguage is not of the deep blues, as the Negro people of
the South sang them. He brought lo iazz music a partly fresh
language of his own. "Davenport Blues" (his record of which is
not particularly good), is an example of his melodic invention; a
tender lyricism just skirting the edge of sentimentality. One
misses the anger, bitterness, lament and proclamation of indepen'
dence of the basic blues, but his feeling is still genuine, very
much like the mid-West folk song that may also be heard iniazz
through some of the Kansas City and Ellingrton blues.
Bix made many records but is not well represented on them.
We get an idea of his powers by piecing sections of them together,
and imagining the music multiplied. But there is still much fine
music on them. His performances of Dixieland compositions,
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"At the Jazz Band Ball,' are
among the most beautiful in existence, although the tailgate
trombone is absent, as is a first-class clarinet line. His soloi on
popular tunes are almost wholly on the "chorus," as in the new
manner. The live verse-chorus relationship, a product of the rags
which gave New Orleans music so many interesting structural
possibilities, has disappeared, as it disappeared in the tin-panalley songs originally inspired by rags. But these solos are beautiful pieces of original, creative music, tearing up the old melody
to create out of its fragments a music of infinitely greater distinction. These solos, Iike those on "Way Down yonder in New
Orleans" "I'm Coming Virginia," "singing the Blues," "Crying all
Day," are full of strange touches and mix tender with strong, ioft
with staccato timbres. They are compact and rounded-out musical designs.
piano writing is a further stage of his development, out- Bix's
path that has become important to jazi, Handling
another
lidrg
the popular tunes meant handling the diatoniC major-minor
chords and key relationships implicitin them. These could not be
ignored, and so, to give his music freshness, the musician began
playing about with the chords themselves, expending them into
sevenths and ninths, adding chromatic notes, raising or lowering
the tones of traditional "sweet" chords, with the eventual result
that the popular tunes themselves vanished from the scene, the
musician creating an original music out of thet harmonic idiom.
The blues re-enter, although greatly transformed. This is the
character of "In a Mist" and some of the other Bix piano fragments. It hints at the piano playing of Thelonious Monk, Errol
Garner, and in fact much of bebop.
A charge freguently made about this music is that it derives
fromDebussy, or other "European borrowings." Similar charges
have been aimed at Ellington. This is anotherexample of narro\r
and illogical thinking. The easiest kind of criticiim is to find
resemblances and transform them into "influences." Actually
there are plenty of "Europeanisms" even in New Orleans musiC.
There is no musical purity. If some hot jazz seems to resemble
Debussy, it is because jazzmen were dealing with the same musical problems with which Debussy was dealing, and arrived at similar conclusions. Debussy, breaking away from strict diatonic
music, trfrng to introduce exotic and folk scales into his textures,
such as "Clarinet Marmalade" and
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evolved fresh harmonic practises and fresh uses of instrumental
timbre. lf. jazz, in its orrn development and its own language,
begins to parallel the musical invention of a genius like Debussy,
tna:t is a great compliment to jazz and testimony to its musical
vitality. T[e music, for all its real or fancied resemblance, is based
on a language that is unique to iazz'
Bix ias inother example of a musician who may have had the
genius to become a fine composer. He died of the occupational

di.eu.e of the jazz entertainment world, the unsettled life,

unhealthy hours, almost irrepressible need for stimulants; stimu'
Iants used not for musical needs, as some loose thinking puts it,
but to make up temporarily for other lacks in a jazz performer's
life, Stimulanti, when they actually affect the music, always hurt
it. Bix's music, however fragmentary, outlines as Armstrong does
in a fuller way many of the problems raised by jazz from its Chicago days to the Present.
The new music created by Louis and then Bix gives us a perspective from which to view [he achievements and limitations of
the "Chicago Style" musicians. A group of you19 players,.gath'
ering abouf the nucleus of the "Austin High School Boys," they
studled the great jazz being played in Chicago by the New
Orleans bandi and worked out, collectively' a jazz of- their own
based on these models. This "Chicago" jazz is not, as was once
thought, in any way comparable to New Orleans, for it did not
produce a new music of its own. It was, however, an important step
iorward in jazz,It produced some remarkable and sensitive crafts'
men of jazi, who made almost an analytic science of their art; the
trumpei of Jimmy McPariland, Bobby Hackett, Max Kaminsky'
"Wila" BilI Daviion and Billy Butterfield, the clarinet of Rod
Cless, "Mezz" Mezzrow and Benny Goodman; the piano of Joe
Sullivan and Jess Stacy; the drums of Dave Tough and George
Wettling; the valve trombone of Brad Gourans, the guitar of Eddie
Condoiand Carmen Mastren, the tenor sax of Bud Freeman, the
string bass of Jim Lannigan, Artie Shapiro, and Artie Bernstein'
Although it tended towards a precise, "on the beat" and harmon'
icaly jrveeL jazz, it also produced'some who offered a "gutty,'
rough-timbred, succinct and deeply f"ell jazz based on a genuine
feellng for blues line and timbre; the trumpet of Fra.ncis
"Muggiy" Spanier, the clarinet of Frank Teschemacher and "Pee
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Wee" Russell, the trombone of Floyd O'Brien, the piano of Art
Hodes,

We have to look at this "Chicago" jazz not as one thing but
many. First, it was a focal point of. jazz history, representing the
open meeting between Negro musicians and white musicians
eager to learn. Out of this meeting came a couple of experimental
offshoots towards new jazz, notably those of Teschemacher and

Goodman. And out of this meeting came the development of
what may be called a jazz scholarship, an almost scientific preservation of New Orleans and Dixieland qualities which the general forward movement of. jazz had seemed to leave high and dry.
This monastic devotion to "pure" jazz gave rise to a cultist
atmosphere among jazz followers which did little good to jazz and
much harm. Musicians however, are not to be blamed for their
disciples, critics and self-appointed theorizers. It was something
admirable for a group of players to rise who played a jazz so
consistenty musical, cleancut and self-effacing, and gained
adherents for hot as against commercial jazz.
These players also made piogress, although in a specialized
way. Except for Tesch they explored no new paths and created no
new music of. jazz, They saw great and important new developments arrive without taking part or showing much interest. But
they moved towards a gradual recovery of forgotten qualities of
the past. At first the music they played, after Teschemacher's
death, tended to be excessively sweet. The solos and ensemble
improvisations were bound within a handful of simple chords.
They had the erroneous idea that the "Dixieland" style could be
applied to any popular tunes, such as Gershwin's, by the simple
expedient of ignoring the tune and improvising Dixieland solos
over its chords; a practise which resulted in a still more saccharine music. They did not see that the handling of the pop tune
really required, for musical value, the groundbreaking and imaginative approach of an Armstrong, Beiderbecke and Teschema.
cher. They did not even understand Dixieland, or New Orleans
music; its interplay of solo and full band, its quality that I have
described as "duet" or "concerto" style, its antiphonal and blues
character. An exampie of the misreading of Dixieland music,
although within its own limits it has some good spots, is Jimmy
McPartland's performance of "Eccentric." A comparison to Span-
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ier's masterly performance, with Cless and Brunis, is a lesson in
true Dixieland style.
They learned, hornrever. Joe Sullivan embarked on a broaden'
ing study of blues and rag piano, and evolved a brilliant, concen'
trated solo chorus style of real distinction. Kaminsky increased
his expressive range so that, in latter years, he has been playing
an outstandingly vibrant and powerful trumpet. Jack Teagarden's
effortless outpouring of liquid blues melody was a grreat acces'
sion. Miff MoIe plays today a much more blue and expressive
trombone than in his Red Nichols recordings. The reappearance
of Spanier after a spell of illness, with a band including Cless on
clarinet and Brunis'genuine blues and tailgate trombone, during
the late thirties, was a revelation of the true character of Dixieland music. Brunig, of course, was a New Orleans native and
had been a member of the famous New Orleans Rhythm Kings,
with Paul Mares and Leon Rappolo.
The change in style can be traced by comparing the first
batch of records made by Condon's "Summa Cum Laude" band
for Decca and Commodore, mostly a dull music, to the more
recent, remarkable series on Commodore, built around Davison
and Brunis, with Condon, Russell and Wettling of the old group.
This is not mentioned to decry the talents of the older group, but
to point up the general, all around improvement in understanding
of the music. Another fine series was recorded by Blue Note with
Art Hodes, Cless and Kaminsky, including some beautiful slonr
blues. A great advance was made in bringing Negro and white
musicians together for performance. There has, as yet, not been
a permanent group of Negrro and white, hourever, the collaboration taking place in jam sessions and recording groups. This pro'
vided a more imaginative, humorous and poignant music. HRS
made a notable series of records with "Pee Wee" Russell, Max
Kaminsky, Zttlty Singleton, Dickie Wells and James P. Johnson,
and another fine series featuring Sidney Bechet, Muggsy Spanier,
Carmen Mastren on giuitar and Wellman Braud on bass. Kamin'
sky, Bechet and Vic Dickenson produced some remarkable performances together . Edmond HaII, Cecil Scott and Albert
Nicholas on clarinet, Sid Catlett on drums, were notable additions to many "Chicago," or what are now more properly
described as "Dixieland" performances. Mezzrow and Bechet
made a worthwhile series of records together.
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"Chicago-Dixieland" music lacks the firm base in a broad
audience, the excitement of fresh emotional experiences that
other modern jazz has attained. It is a music produced mostly for
record collectors, and heard in a few night clubs, such as Nicli,s in
New York, which have made a specialty of Chicago-style small
bands. Yet it has a basis for life in the fact that the "new,;i azz,for
all its exciting advances, tends to be one-sided. It gained aepth of
emotional expression, a fine probing of subtle and perional
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moods, a biting irony, a breathtaking brilliance and surprise, but

lost in relaxation, in breadth and solidity of form. This is not a
commentary on the musicians who produced the music, but on
the society which forced new creation to take place within such
personal terms; which forced jazz, by the very pressures put upon
it, into numerous, semiprivate specializations. The harm comes
when the problem is not seen correctly, and each path is
advanced as the "whole" of jazz, or of the musical art. ChicagoDixieland jazz offers nothing new, but preserves qualities of a
past music that deserve to be remembered and cherished. It
points the way to a time when our musical life will again provide,
on a much broader scale than existed in New Orleans, opportunities for jazz to enter into people's lives; to take on broad and
solid forms, with all the new richness of emotional expression
modern jazz has made possible.
Teschemacher was the most original musical thinker produced by the Chicago group. Like Bix, he played a self-effacing.
small-band, collective lazz,butmade his great contribution as an
individual personality, which impressed itself upon all the groups
with which he worked. He rarely played a slow blues. Yet as in the
case of Bix, his style would have been impossible without New
Orleans music and the blues. His clarinet timbre was reed| with
a deliberate avoidance of vibrato or any hint of sweetness. He
developed the "blue" note into a solo and ensemble style leaning
heavily upon off-pitch notes. These are not handled in the tantalizing New Orleans manner of sliding on and off the pitch' or
worrying a single note, but are struck solidly. In the ensembles he
does not spin a line of decorative figures over a trumpet lead but,
instead, strikes a blue note on the beat to give each chord a blue
feeling, or else spins a series of short staccato phrases which give
a feeling of being in another key from the melodic lead. His solo
melodic line wanders into strange keys without preparing the
Iistener's ear. Instead they tantalize the ear with a feeling of being
harmonically lost, but always return "home" in a satisfying way.
These solos, entirely different from those of Bix in their brilliant
and sardonic quality, are like Bix's tight, original, finely constructed, musical organisms, built up to a fine climax in which he
provides his or rn driving percussive lead and answering phrases.
There is an unrelaxed quality to Teschemacher's performances, and an unsatisfying all'over form. This is not due to any
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musical faiure on his part, but rather to the fact that the other
players were not thinking along his lines. The task he was coping
with,like Beiderbecke and Armstrong, was that of making a creative music out of the popular tune, and his solos were triumphant strides in this direction, negating the over-sweetness of the
pop tune with his soaring into the harmonic stratosphere.
Some commentators "explain" Tesch by claiming that he was
simply a bad clarinet player, and couldn't play in tune. This is as
foolish as the claim that Cezanne painted the way he did because
he was near-sighted. Tesch used off-pitch notes as some modern
composers use quarter-tones, to give the melodic line itself a
plangentstrange and insecure quality, His solos, such as those on

"There'Il Be Some Changes Made," "Shim-me-sha.wobble,"
"Nobody's Sweetheart," "I Found a New Baby," "Oh Baby" (the
latter employing alto sax and suffering from bad drumming),
"Wailing Blues"; his surprise entrances and brilliant ensembles
such as those in "China Boy"; all are the product of a calculating
musical intelligence.
Much of the falling-off in admiration for Tesch was due to the
unfruitful influence he had on others. This came about, however,
only because after his death, "Chicago Style" was built around
his work without understanding it. Tunes like "Nobody's Sweetheart," "Changes," "China Boy," were played as "Chicago" classics simply because Tesch had used them. Without his creative
thinking the clarinet style modelled after Tesch produced neither
good Dixieland nor good popular tune music. The blues were
avoided because Tesch never seemed to use them directly. Solos
became predominanily "on the beat" because that had been part
of Tesch style. And so it was a great improvement for small
Chicago-style outfits to rediscover the blues and real Dixieland
with the entrance of men like Hodes and Teagarden. We can see
in the clarinet work of Cless and Russell a gradual return to Dixieland line. It was actually not tovrards a clarinet style but towards
a tenor sax style that Teschemacher's work pointed.Bud Freeman,
of all the Chicago boys, kept closest to the Tesch tradition
although he never produced as original a music. "Wailing Blues"
and "Barrelhouse Stomp" show the Tesch influence, both on Bud
and on the roughness of Wingy Mannone's fine trumpet. There is
a close parallel between Tesch's work, as in "Shim-me-shawobble," and Coleman Hawkins' as in "Hello, Lola," and many
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solos in the Fletcher Henderson band. It is this writer's belief
that, had Tesch and Bix both lived and continued to advance, they
would have been playing music much like bebop. This is of course
sheer speculation. The fact remains however that Tesch's music,
although small in quantity and formal structure, is one of the
contributions of jazz to permanent music.
Fletcher Henderson arrived at a musical compromise, similar
to that of the Chicago groupsr but from an opposite direction.
Where the Chicago groups remained loyal to the small band,
Henderson built a large-band style. Where the Chicago groups
tended to minimize the actual musical content of Dixieland and
Nen' Orleans jazz, Henderson built up a repertory of rags, blues
and stomps. His music remained, however, like that of the Chicago boys, weak in all-over form. It rested for its chief interest on
the solos. Henderson, in his arrangements for large band,
encountered a fundamental law that one change in any element
of a musical texture, whether melody, harmony or instrumental
timbre, requires a change in all. If a piano work or song is orchestrated, the music sounds worse rather than better, unless the
orchestrator is daring enough to reconstruct the entire work in
terms of the new musical sound, which makes the work almost a
ne$, composition. If a folk song is harmonized, something of its
melodic character is lost, unless the musician really recreates the
song into something new and fresh. If work for a single piano is
played by two, four or six pianos, the resulting music is less rather
than more effective.
Similarly, when we hear a blues line in Henderson's music
played by two or three trumpets in unison instead of one, or by
four reeds in harmony, the spontaneity is lost and nothing of
importance, musically, is gained. The perfect economy of sound
that makes the great New Orleans performance so complete and
exciting a music in every detail is missing. Much of the character
of the blues is lost. The two-line, antiphonal music dwindles down
to one melodic line, often over-controlled and sweetened by the
accompanying harmonies. The solos, even though, individually,
each one is very fine, do not vat'y enough from one another and
tend to neutralize each other's effect. The gathering monotony of
a series of solos is intensified by the unchanging rhythmic pattern. The final climatic ensemble and ride-out is replaced by the
band stating the theme in unison, or by a drivingly repeated riff.
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HiUh guality remains. Henderson did not choose the big band

,,coinmer9rd91 to impress anybody, nor did he in any way
cialize" jazz music, a term sometimes loosely thrown about as if
it were a crime for a musician to seek a fair return for his work.
Henderson built a large band because such a band fitted the musical needs of the times. In his band he gave a host of fine musicians
a chance to continue to play, to explore their instruments and the
art of music, to make a living as musicians. His changing roster
included such sterling instrumentalists as Tommy Ganier, Joe
Smith, Rex Stewart, Bobby Stark, Coleman Hawkihs, Buster Bailey, Cha_rley Green, Jimmy Harrisson, J.C. Higgenbotham,
Claude Jones, Dickie Wells, Keg Johnson, Roy ftdriAge, Henry
Allen, Leon "Chu" BeIry John Kirby. Many of them ardplaying a
beautiful, small-band jazz today, as are other ,,graauatds,,-of
Basie, Lunceford and Luis Russell. And Henderson-began as well
to explore the exciting new possibilities of the large band as a
collective musical instrument.
He hld l-powerful influence on jazz, and for good. He
-brought
the blues, rags and stomps, even in less thai perfect
form, to the attention of a public that had never heard thii music
before. He influenced the creation of large swing bands, such as
lenny Goodman's, Bunny Berigan's, T6mmy iorsey,s, Harry
James', Charlie Barnett's and Woody Hermant, whichalso often
played a blues and stomp music. The music of none of these
makes a new contribution and has real permanence. But it is often
forgotten' in criticizing the swing bands, that the pubtic which
listened to them would otherwise have been listening to whiteman, Grof5, Kostelanetz and Kyser. The better swing bands introd-uced a
lew public to a music honesily orchestral, iompelling in
its sound, based on living folk material. "King portei Stomp,,,
"Sugarfoot Stomp," "One O'Clock Jump," t'In the Mood,,,
"Tuxedo Junction," were a far better music ihan the pretentions,
imitation-symphony pastry offered by the general run of large
dance bands, although they are not impressive to those who know
the far better music from which they derive. Goodman,s success
sent a new host of listeners off to explore jazz, And he played a
Henderson music, just as he, and the other bands, began alio to
play a.Basie, Ellington, and even, in Berigan's case, arr Armstrong
and Bix music.
There is, furthermore, some very fine and original music on

in
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the Henderson records, although it is a music of fragments, of one
or two startling solos in a performance. His great early groups
lost their impact on recording because the old acoustic records
couldn't begin to transmit the power of a twelve or fifteen piece
band. A performance by a Henderson band, in "the flesh," was a
far more thrilling experience than the records suggest..Yet, on the
records, there are remarkable passages to be heard from Ladnier,
Smith, Harrisson, Green, Stewart, and always Hawkins' rolling

tenor sax, with its brilliant rhythmic patterns and contrast of

long-drawn and staccato phrases,
The large band gave the Negro musician a new collective
instrument to handle, with new riches of instrumental color, and
dynamic contrasts. It provided the possibility for a new level of
emotional expression, suited to the needs of a community that
was living and thinking differently from that of New Orleans.
The large band, like the popular tune, brought to the musi'
cian a host of new problems; problems of chord sequences, of
melody, of instrumental timbre and its relation to harmony, of
musical form, of uniting on a higher level the individual contribution with the entire group. These problems had to be slowly
and painfully worked out. For this reason Henderson's music may
be called a transitional music. It is in Ellington's work that we can
begin to see these problems solved.
RECORD ILLUSTRATIONS- CHAPTER FIVE
LOUIS ARMSTRONG-SoIo Style
Knocking a Jug, Save it Pretty Mama, Squeeze Me (in Columbia
Album C:28) West End Blues, Tight Like This, Muggles (in Columbia
Album C-73) Stardust, Wrap Your Troubles in Dreams (Columbia Reis'
sue) I Can't Give You Anything But Love (Columbia 38052) That's My
Home (Victor 40-0102)

BIx BEIDERBECKE

Louisiana, Thou Swell, Goose Pimples, Old Man River (in Columbia
Album C-29) Way Down Yonder in New Orleans, Clarinet Marmalade,
Singing the Blues (in Columbia Album C-144) I'm Coming Virginia
(Columbia 36280)

FRANK TESCHEMACHER
China Boy, Nobody's Sweetheart, Shim-me-sha-wobble, Oh Baby (in
Columbia Album C-43) There'Il Be Some Changes Made, I Found A
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New Baby, lvl/ailing Blues, Barrelhouse Stomp (in Brunswick Album
B-1017)
THOMAS "FAIS'' WALLER
Everybody Loves My Baby, Sgueeze Me fVictor 20-2217) You're Not
Lh-q O"ty 9yqtq.-i" the Stew (Victor 20-2218) The Meanest Thing
fV_ictor ?9-?49) Honeysuckle Rose, Blues (A Jam Session at Victoi)
(Victor 25559)
FLETCHER HENDERSON
Money Blues, Stampede, Hop Off, Coming and Going, New King Porter Stomp, Snag It (in Columbia Album C-30)

Examples of the small Negro-white rccording grcups and of the
Chicago-Dixieland music ane not listed herc, because outstanding
examples have aheady been listed under other headings in previous chapterc. They include the HRS rccords of "Pee Wee" Russell's
Rhythmakers, the Bechet-Spanier Big Four, the Rex Stewart Big
Seven and Jack Teagarden Big Eight; the Commodore seiles
including "Wild" BillDavison, George Brunis, Eddie Condon, "Pee
Wee" Russell, Max Kaminsky, "Edmond HaJl, Albert Nicho/os,
George Wettling and others; the vailous grcups gotten together by
Blue Note, including Art Hodes, Rod C/ess, Sidney Bechet, Vic
Dickenson, James P, Johnson, Max Kaminsky and otherc.
Fine Teagafien may be heard in the Brunswick Red Nicho/s
album (Vol. I, B 1001) and Columbia's "Comes Jazz" (C-40),
although the surrounding pefiormances ore less insp fued. He has a
special filair Iot the nostalgic, semi-sweet blues song, such as'Aunt
Hagar's Blues," "Yellow Dog Blues," Basin Sfieet Blues" (his fiine
rccording of this with the Louisiana Rhythm Kings should be reissued), "St. James Intilmary." His own original blues style
("Making Filends," Columbia 36010) is in similu charucter.
Most oI the outstanding Bix soJos ore Iound on available
recotds, but there should be some method of concentrating on a
few rccords the fine little choruses ond hall choruses scattercd
thtough many otherwise worlh.less records, Tbsch l's almost completely represented on available rccords.
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6. THE EXPERIMENTAL IJ\BORATORY
AND THE NEW JAZZ. ..
O t was Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington who
established jazz in the mind of every serious
music student as an important music in its own
right, needing no "popular" qualifications.
After his work became knovyn, jazz became
impossible to ignore. In its handling of instrumental
sound, in its power of melody, in its
-

O rightness of irarmony and interweaving of

melodic lines, it met every specification of good music within its
small scope, and made many products of the conservatories seem,
by comparison, mechanical and bloodless. Jazz was music, and
the fact that it was also music of dance and song, that it was of the
people in idiom and form, only opened up new and challenging
ideas as to horr good music really came into being.
This does not mean that Ellington's music was better than any
jazz that had come before, or was even the best jazz of its time. It
does not even mean that Ellington was wholly understood by
those who praised him. Ellington's music was not "better" than
New Orleans music. It was good for Ellington's time as New
Orleans had been for its or,rrn time. Ellington used musical materials that were familiar to concert trained ears, making jazz music
more listenable to them. These however do not account for his
real quality. He even did some harm to jazz, although not of any
permanent nature, by falling into the subtle self-deprecation
forced upon members of a minority people who rise in the commercial entertainment world. We have already seen this happening in some of Armstrong's performances. Thus the 'Jungle"
124
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titles Ellington gave to some of his earlier works fostered a wrong
characterization of both himself and jazz. The works so described
were generally mixtures of blues and sweet, mountain folk song,
like the beautiful "Echoes of the Jungle." Ellington of course has
fought his way out of this kind of publicity, and so a later blues
work of his, very much like "Echoes of the Jungle," is given the
far more meaningful title, "Across the Track."
Ellington's work is in the main line of. jazz, Comparisons of
"better" or "worse," between works of one period and those of
another, are meaningless and confusing. The struggle in art is to
remain good. The world movesi and art must change. The problem of the creative artist is to do for his ourn time, for his own
audiences, what the best achievements of the past did for their
ourn times. This means the avoidance of meaningless repetitions
of old patterns that have served their purpose. It means a constant
awareness of new human and musical problems and a struggle to
solve them.
This is Ellington's achievement.In his work all the elements of
the old music may be found, but each completely changed,
because it had to be changed. He may be calted a kind of Haydn
of. jazz, reconstructing all the old materials of" jazz in terms oflhe
new sound demanded by his times, as Haydn brought together
elements from folk song, comic opera, serenade and street music
and infused them into the budding symphony.
His records, taken singly, are not obviously better than other
single performances of the time. He produced, however, the most
consistent stream of first-rate jazz over a period of more than
fifteen years; and this was due to his ability to restore, in terms of
the new conditions he had to face, something of the social character of New Orleans music. He gave jazz, in a limited way, a kind
of permanent home, in which it could enjoy a degree of iecurity
and still continue to experiment. He prorrid-ed, atieast within the
confines of his own band, an opportunity for communal music
making, and on a higher technical level than had been possible in
the past. At the same time, owning a keen musical curiosity and
a deep personal integrity, he insisted on the right to change his
music whenever he saw fit, regardless of commercial demands. It
was an achievement for him to build up so phenomenal a band as
he did, and hold its core together over so long a period of time. It
was an achievement for him to avoid the morass of tin-pan-alley
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song plugging, or the blind alley of a successful "style" and
remaining holed up in it. Thus he grrew as a musician, and gave his
fine, creative instrumentalists likewise a chance to girow.
Ellington's accomplishment was to solve the problem of form
and content for the large band. He did it not by trying to play a
pure New Orleans blues and stomp music, rearranged for large
band, as Henderson did, but by recreating all the elements of New
Orleans music in new instrumental and harmonic terms. \Mhat
emerged was a music that could be traced back to the old roots
and yet sounded fresh and new. Many jazz commentators, noticing how different Ellington's music sounded from the old jazz,
concluded that he had made a complete break with it. The truth
is the opposite. It was because he was faithful to the essential
character of the old music that his music sounded different.
Experiment is, itself, a characteristic of the old jazz. If present day
Dixieland performances reproduce beautifully the actual sound
of the old music, Ellington continues its defiance of set patterns,
its constant welcoming and absorption of new ideas, its unpredictable twists and turns.
He made the large band, of three trumpets, three trombones,
four or five reeds and a four-man rhythm section as flexible, subUe and strong a music instrument as the old seven piece band,
capable of the most delicate shades of tone and the most blasting
povrer. This was an achievement not of mechanical instrumental
knowledge, but a knowledge of harmony, and mastery of the
musical problem of the relation of harmony to instrumental timbre. What is unigue in Ellington's instrumental sense, compared
to that of other large band arrangers, is his realization that instrumental timbre is itself a part of harmony, and harmony must be
understood in terms of timbre. Such an appreciation of harmony
takes into consideration not only the tones directly produced by
the instruments, but also the overtones. These overtones, the
faintly heard tones that mix with the struck tone to produce the
characteristic color or timbre of an instrument, are real tones
that have their place in the musical scale. Ellington built his
chords on the understanding that when two or three instruments
perform together, their oveitones also combine, along witfr tne
notes directly played, and either strengthen or muddy the resulting harmony. In other words, a chord played by clarinet, trumpet
and trombone togethel as in "Mood lndigo," is guite different
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from the same chord sounded on the piano. In "Mood Indigo"
Ellingrton even added to his conscious musical thinking the micro-

phone tone produced by the three combined instruments. Among
his recent orperiments in timbre has been the use of Kay Davis'
wordless singing, in "Minnehaha," and "On a Turquoise Cloud."

Ellington's use of rich chord and sound effects has been

assailed by jazz purists as imitating romantic or impressionist
composed music. There is something laughable in their easy
slinging about of names like Debussy, or Delius, as if comparison
to such masters were insulting. There would be some point to the
criticism if Ellington had merely borrowed from these composers,
as is sometimes done by tin-pan-alley arrangers and song manufacturers. The proof of Ellington's quality lies in the force of the
music itself. It sounds exactly like no music written in Europe or
anywhere else, It speaks a language of its or,vn. It has been imitated, even by European composers, far more than it has imitated
anybody. The real parallel is that Ellington was working independently, and within the harrowing limitations placed upon a band

leader in the cut-throat, busiriess entertainment world, upon

problems similar to those being worked upon by European composers. His achievements in orchestral sound, timbre and harmonic relations, are an addition to musical knowledge.
Ellington created not only a new sound for the large band, but
also a new idiom for iU an idiom drawn partly out of the blues,
partly out of popular ballad. The blues are generally the familiar,
basic twelve-bar blues, but harmonically more adventurous, adding new; "dissonant" intervals to the familiar, basic, blues chords,
and new chromatic notes, but giving the improvising musician
the same conceptrated, emotional phrases, the same ability to
build a musical structure out of them, the same freedom to soar
without regard for traditional diatonic harmony, as in the past. In
other words, Ellington preserved the harmonic character of the
blues, but developed them melodically. What he did with the popular ballad idiom was just as right, and exactly the opposite. He
dropped the melodic line, which was generally meaningless, and

developed the diatonic and chromatic harmonies that had

entered jazz with the popular ballad, creating his oriyn far more
sinuous and interesting melody.
The blues can be traced throughout Ellington's music. They
are sometimes over-sweet, as in "Bundle of Blues," but also often
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wilder, accenting blue and non-diatonic notes more forcefully.
Typical of Ellingrton's use of the blues are the following, taken
from most of his recording career: "The Moochei' "Saratoga
Swingi ' "Baby When You Ain't There," "Clarinet Lament,"
"Echoes of Harlem," "Mobile Bay," "Things Ain't What They
Used To Be," "A Portrait of Bert Williams," "Jack the Bear,"
"Across the Track," "Cotton TaiI," "Carnegie Blues" (from
"Black, Brown and Beige"). These are an education in the manner
in which the blues can be made the germ for the greatest variety
of melodic patterns, each with its ourn mood.
New Orleans music, as I have shown, was not a pure blues
music but boasted a variety of musical languages, achieving its
finest music in an interplay of blues with one or another idiom,
"hot" and "sweet." This became a basic characteristic of Ellington's music. "Black and Tan Fantasy" for example was based on a
New Orleanstune muchlike Oliver's "ChimesBlues" and "Canal
Street Blues," with a touch of Chopin's funeral march. "East St.
Louis Toodle-oo" is based on a minor-key lament like "St. James
Infirmary" or Armstrong's "Tight Like This." He often used many
of the sweeter and mountain inspired folk songs, such as those
which open "Rocky Mountain Blues," "Big House Bluesi' "Saturday Night Function," "Echoes of the Jungle," "Saratoga
Swing." He used chromatic, Spanish, mock-oriental and Cuban
melodic lines, as in "Mood Indigo," "Boy Meets Horn," "The
Mooch," "Caravan," "Rocking in Rhythm," "Ifuko" and "Conga
Brava," playing these idioms in all cases against a straight blues.
Not only did Ellington preserve the melodic curve of the
blues, but he also preserved the antiphonal, two-voiced character
of the blues, so important in preventing their degeneration into
over-sweetness. One rarely hears in his music a single, sustained,
melodic line, or a simple, unbroken series of riffs. There is always
the antiphony, the statement and answer, found in the interplay
of the solo instrument against the fult band, of one instrument in
dialognre with another, of brass choir against reeds. Even when
the solo instrument holds the scene for a series of choruses, its
solo lines are of the two-voiced character. Bigard and Hodges are
masters at this kind of blues line. Ellington's style and method of
construction are generally based on the antiphonal contrast,
duet, or "concerto" style, starting within the basic themes them'
selves and characterizing the entire performance.
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This method has enabled Eilington to make the fullest use of
the creative talents of his performers, allowing them to grow as
individual masters of their instruments and as iomposerslElington's music is fundamentally his own, shaped by his taste and
musical. thinking. Yet, within these bounds,lhe complete performance is a kind of collective creation restoring, wifhin the narror,r, confines of a single band, the social cLaracter of New
Orleans music. Other large bands depended heavily upon solo
improvisations. The Duke, however, evolved a most subile and
inventive musical style, which could set the character of an entire
performance, give the soloist short phrases upon which to improvise' and provide a most inventive harmonic and instrumehtal
backing to bring out the best in the solo. The soloist finds complete freedom to develop the possibilities of his instrument, and
his creative musical ideas. The performance is relaxed, the soloist
only_speaking when he has something to say.
- Thu_s Ellington's music has remained his own, and yet
changed its character with the entrance or departure of outstanding soloists. The soloists profit by learning from one another,
t9ki1q off from another's style and developing their own, as
9{en
"cootie" williams absorbed Miley. There is a oouut6 line of development to the music, that of Ellington and that of the character
brought by the outstanding instrumentalist. ,,Bubber', Miley's
growl and "wa-wa" tones on the early records, like .,Black and
Tan," "Got Everything But You," "Jubilee Stomp,,,are legendary,
as_
as his poignant blues and minor key, melodic tines.
-well
williams
went even further in transforming this roughness into
the most sensuous beauty, as in "Echoes of Harlem; or ,,De1ta
M9od" and expanding it to the full range of the instrument, as in
"Concerto for Cootie." Rex Stewart miied together plunger, hatfvalve, muted tones, open-horn tones heavity blued, ind the
"Boy Meets Hoin,., ,,Bragging in
cloudy.l91v9r registgr, a9
ll
"Mobile
Brass,"
Bay" and "Dusk."
When the clarinet tended to die out elsewhere as a major
large band instrument, Ellington made a most consistenily effective use of the instrument. He was aided, of course, by having a
man like Barney Bigard, so deeply rooted in the bluesidiom and
yet so inventive in fresh melodic lines and so masterly in techni{ue. Examples run-through all of Ellington's work, a iew being
"Saratoga Swing," "Clarinetlament," "Jick the Bear,,, the joyous
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interestingly varied, the statement the same but the solo an$ver
different. "B" is a contrasting middle section, freguenily the section where the blues enter, often treated as a series of solos or
duets. Then "A' returns, but always on a new harmonic twist, a
cadence or instrumental reply, rounding out the performance like
the classical "coda."
The old stomp, rag and slow-blues forms often return wifhin
this framework, although so changed that they are apparent only
as the skeleton of the music. "Bragging in Brass," for example, is
a brilliant take-off on "Tiger Rag." The riff is an important element in this form, and never repeated to the point of monotony. It
sometimes forms the opening band phrases, answered by the solo
instrument; sometimes the band accompaniment to the solos;
sometimes the means through which the orchestra re-enters after
a solo chorus. Some of the most interesting examples of the use of
the riff are "East St. Louis Toodle-oo," "Diminuendo in BIue,"
"Good GaI Blues," "Just a Settin' and a Rockin'," "Concerto for
Cootie." An important factor in the Duke's progress has been the
experimentation often carried oIr in smaller band units. Some of
his most beautiful records are those made under the names of his
bandsmen, such as Barney Bigard, "Cootie" Williams, Rex Stewart, and Sonny Greer.In these records his new musical ideas are
distilled dovyn to the smallest gnoup of instrumentalists that can
handle them, often resembling the old New Orleans combinations. During the period when the sweeter, more "symphonic"
records were considered the hall-mark of his style, the Duke
addressed these hotter, small-group records to a more knowing,
proletarian audience.
Although the records employing singers and popular songs
are among the less interesting, even these have great distinction
compared to the work of the other, song-plugging bands of the
time. The vocal sections are not merely a sung chorus, but part of
a vocal-instrumental form that has a beginning, middle and end,
and an interesting, constantly changing timbre. More often the
Duke has made up his ovyn songs, replacing the over-sweet, harmonically confined, tin-pan-alley ballad with a chromatic and sinuously moving melodic line; and he has made this kind of melodic
line the basis as well for a number of large-band compositions.
Frequently this diatonic and chromatic melodic line will combine
with the blues, to produce a polytonal music of two different keys
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tions to jazz and American music. Over and above this contribution, Ellington's career is that of a man who has been an educative
force in all of American music. Typical of the contributions that
jazz has continually made to American life, this has been the
product of a self-educated musician, struggling with some of the
most abstruse problems of music under the most prohibitive conditions.
Ellington's latest move has been into the concert field, with
works such as "Black, Brown and Beige" and "Liberia Suite."
These will be discussed in the next chapter. However, it can be
said here that they mark another advanie. If this step is not carried forward to is completion, it will not be Ellington's fault.
Rather it will be a result of the same contradiction that has
plagued jazz from its New Orleans beginnings; the awareness by
jazz musicians of solutions to new problems, which the miserable
cultural life in which they have to work prevents them from realizing.
BilI Basie, called the "Count," brought to jazz a style and
body of music less varied than Ellington's but one deeply rooted
in folk art, powerful in its influence on jazz up to and including
bebop. Much of the power of his band and of its influence camer
of course, from its individual performers. These included, at various times, such outstanding musicians as Shad Collins, Harry
Edison and Buck Clayton on trumpet, Hershel Evans, Lester
Young and Tab Smith on sax, Dickie Wells and Bennie Morton on
trombone, a phenomenal rhythm section consisting of Basiehimself on piano, Jo Jones on drums, Walter Page on bass and Freddie
Green on guitar. Each of the above is a remarkable performer,
both in his handling of the instrument and the solid quality of his
musical ideas.
The music offered by the Basie band was founded on blues of
the sweeter, mellow and folkish kind, reminiscent of old spirituals, and mountain dances, often in or suggesting a minor key, This
kind of melody defines, as well as anything, the essential character of Kansas CIty jazz, for it is heard not only in Basie but in the
fine piano pieces and arrangements of Mary Lou Williams, and in
the blues piano of Pete Johnson. His forms were based on the riff,
which he usedwith the greatest subtlety. Unlike some later, largeband mechanizations of the riff, the Basie performances used the
riff, and its solo reply or obbligato, in a manner based on old
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Pete

Johnson's "You Don't Know My Mindi ' "Pete's Blues," "Kaycee
on My Mind." This music has its emotional limitations. It cannot

represent the whole of. jazz, But it belongs with the most fullthroafed, singing music in jazz, an imperishable addition to the
knowledge we have of our riches of folk song, Like New Orleans
music, it proves that jazz is not a style, but a music from which the
style derives. "Kansas City Jazz" is such a music.
Like every other style derived f.rom jazz music, Kansas City
and the Basie style have become mannerisms of commercial and
semi-commercial music. A great mass of the large, swing-band
music drew upon the Basie use of riffs, solos, and jump beat. The
riffs provided an easy solution of structural or "composition"
problems. The improvisation within the chords, suggested by the
riffs, provided an easy way of playing "hot." The jump beat, a
four-to-the-bar pattern with two sharply accented, and slightly
delayed off-beats, actually two diametrically opposed rhythmic
patterns, gives each bar a frenetic excitement which leaves an
impression of something very stirring going on. But there is a
great difference between the best Basie music and the swing band
repetitions of it.
Basie's use of the riff is sensitively musical. "One O'Clock
Jump'l is an example, starting with Basie's piano and Morton's
trombone, then building up to its full band, riff climaz. It is a fine
piece of music, although it has been dinned into our ears so much
by every large band that it has become hard to listen to with
unbiased mind. "Taxi War Dance," "Jump for Me," "Swinging the
Blues," " Panassie Stomp," are other good riff compositions.
Another characteristic of Basie is that the riffs are varied
throughout the performances; still another that they are, in
themselves, melodies of great beauty. The riffs of "One O'Clock
Jump," "Jump for Me," "Swinging the Blues," have become part
of the folk lore of swing music.
As for the jump beat, it was handled by the Basie band with
the utmost elasticity, so that solos are not in the least bound by it,
but rather supported, as a bdse from which to soar. This is not the
case with mechanical jump music, where the initial excitement
given by the beat soon passes into monotony.
Lastly the solos themselves are no bare "noodling" of a
chord, but are themselves melodic lines of real and lasting por rer.
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Lester Young has made the outstanding contribution to this kind
of solo music, but it is noticeable that in the Basie performances,
he rarely overbalances the others. There seems to be a fine interchange of ideas between him and Edison, Wells, Clayton, Collins,
and Evans, so that all the solos stand up as music and all sound
born out of the same musical source.
Of Basie's band music, as of many other jazz contributors, it is
possible to say that the grreatest work is the early work. Sometimes this attitude is an indication only of critical laziness-praise
of the music most familiar to us. In many cases, however, there is
a real falling off. The reason is again the business-run, unmusical
atmosphere of our entertainment world. Good music cannot be a
short order product. It has a slour germination; an achievement

should be respected and preserved until it is superseded by
another work egually good. In the world Basie entered, however,
any new contribution was immediately taken up and often so vulgarized as to become trite. The drive for continual novelty, without providing the conditions or.the desire for the really new;
resulted in superficiality. Works like the two-part "Miss Thing,"
and the accompaniment to Paul Robeson singing "King Joe," indicate how solid a large-band music Basie might have developed.
Such a contribution, however, depends not only on a Basie, but on
the conditions under which he has to work. If a band such as
Ellington's or Basie's were made a national or local concern, given
a steady, relaxed existence, removed from the terrible insecurity
and homelessness that afflicts a band musician's life, and encouraged to develop its own music, the results would be astounding.
The story of. jazz is not only the history of a great created music,
but also the tragedy of a potentially grreat, never-created music.
If Basie's influence upon large.band jazz was a fruitful one, his
influence upon small-band jazz was even more far-reaching. It is
unwise, in discussions of jazz, to trace direct influences from one
figure to another. Such relationships are easy to draw on paper,
but don't generally correspond to the more complex facts. yet
Basie's music was certainly one of the chief factors in the formation of the new kind of small-band music, wholly different from
New Orleans and Dixieland style.
Basie's own piano style indicates the base for this music. It
employs the full piano, but uses rich chords and full sounds sparingly, to punctuate and support the solo melodic lines. His large-
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radio and recording chains. The large jazz band is also bound to
the increasingly monopolized, musical entertainment system.
The small group remains the place where the musician can work
out his most sincere ideas; but the price he pays for this limited
freedom is bare living, insecurity, and isolation from the public
for whom he should be working.
It is this isolation that dominates the production of most modern jazz, It is a small-band music created mainly for musicians.
This does not mean that the players disdain a larger audience, or
that large audiences, when they get to know the music, do not
enjoy it. There are no real operating relations, however, between
the musician and the public. The public is limited in its choice to
what radio and record company offer. The musician does not face
a public he can respond to. The "public" to him is represented by
the band manager, the agent who negotiates the recording date,
the company official, the publicity man; everybody but the actual
people for whom he should be playing.
This isolation has had its psychological effect upon jazz. It
has given rise to cults. It has caused performers, sometimes, to
turn to stimulants and narcotics, with their eventual ruin as musicians. In some modern jazz it has caused an experiment for experiment's sake, a personal probing of new chord constructions and
sequences, as a rebellion against the music that the prevalent
practise forces upon the musician. These provide some ideas for
new music, but they cannot be the new music itself.
With the exception of Ellington's music, most modern jazz has
evolved in an experimental laboratory consisting mainly of
grroups of players from large bands who worked out new ideas in
privacy. Many experimental players found a home, long-term or
temporary, in Jimmy Lunceford's band, Cab Calloway's, Earl
Hines', Woody Herman's and Billy Eckstein's. Some small groups,
like John Kirby's band or the King Cole trio, have been commercially successful but not with their best music. Many players
today perform in "sweet" style in public life, and in fine hot style
with small jam session groups. An example is the fine work of
"King" Cole, on piano, and Les Paul, on guitar, in volumes four
and seven of. "Jazz at the Philharmonic."
Small groups which served as the experimental laboratories
were Jimmie Noone's Apex Club band, with Earl Hines, back in
the late '20's; the Benny Goodman trio, quartet, quintet and sex-
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Records have helped bring musicians and public partly
together, for the record-boyers are generally more discriminating
thin heterogeneous theatie audiences. Particularly the smaller
record compinies, some of them operating oI a sho-e--string, have
t i"O to take up *irere the large companies leave off, and record
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the better music that the musicians can play but the public can
rarely hear. But this is no adequate solution. The small companies
must also make money, and produce records that are strictly or
semi-commercial, in performances often haphazard and insufficiently rehearsed.
Some record producers operate on the "genius" theory of
jazz, according to which jazz is the creation of individual
"geniuses" who mysteriously think up a "new music"; and so a
great performance is to be achieved simply by throwing a group
of these "geniuses" together. Or at the other extreme, the record
sponsor thinks of himself as a "genius," or at least an Ellington,
and ruins the music with his own interferenc€. Nothing is further
from the truth. Jazz is predominantly a social music. The jazz
performer doesn't want to be knor,rrn as a "genius," but wants
mainly to play the music that satisfies him, to find an audience
interested in listening, to get a decent wage for performing it, and
a decent home life and security. He does his best work with others, and for interested people.
To make good records is not easy. The sponsor must represent
the audience and provide, in his own appreciation of the best
music, the contagion of a living audience. He must select men
who work well together; he must use musical ideas that the men
have worked over, or feel they can work with. He must be interested in good music, rather than publicizing himself. He must
provide time for rehearsal, or for some working out of the best
possible use of the ideas.
To find good, live performances is also not easy. Except for
such progressive steps as Norman Granz's "Jazz at the Philharmonic" series, and some of the jam sessions, jazz club and Town
HalI concerts in New York, jazz is heard either as part of a pretentious stage show in a movie house, or in a night club, where it
remains, as Eddie Condon calls it, a "poor man's music that only
the rich can afford."
The characteristics of modern jazz, including bebop, are the
use of forms based on riffs, with solo elaborations on the chords
implied in the riffs; the development of the jam session, encouraging the soloist to build his or,vn musical structure out of a series
of choruses; the intensification of rhythm; the absorption of the
popular tune, and the development of its diatonic idiom into
"strange" chords such as ninths and elevenths, familiar chords
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diminished or augmented, the use of chromatic notes, and free
and continual chinge of key; the exploration of the extreme reg'
isters of the solo initrument; the reappearance of the blues, as a
part of the new harmonic writing.

^ThelineoutofKansasCitymusiccanbeeasilytracedina

series of records. We can start with Basie's "Topsy," a work that
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made with a small
same kind of musicbnward. Gillespie's "Good Bait" is a workable
cross between straight Kansas City and bebop m-usic' Finally
Gillespie's "One Basi Hit" and "Emmanon" carry the same procedure directly into the harmonic and rhythmic stratosphere of
ULUop. Even "Things to Come" is of the same pattern, although
the Kansas City roots are heavily covered over'
The expanJion of instrumenfal tone and technique took two
forms; theiefinement of collective tone, and the elaboration of
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the solo instrument. Both advanced together. In the Benny Goodman small-band records, from the first trio performances,
through "Vibraphone Blues" with Lionel Hampton and the sextet's ""Air MaiI Special," and "As Long as I Live" we may see the
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in
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A
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of
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jazz, isthe tenor saxophone. Coleman Hawkins and "Chu" Berry
i"O i" giving the instiument a solid, unsentimental tone capable
of tn" it.oit refinement and the most impressive power, using it
for subtle inflections of a melodic line and brilliant, rapid and
staccato figurations. Illinois Jacquet is another tenor sax powerhouse, maling a mannerism of the lor,nest honking tones and the
higheit screairing ones, but also capable of handling its middle
sax an
,elirt"t. with mistery. Charlie lultgt made the alto expresinitrument of blinding technical brilliance, sometimes
sively sweet in tone bu1 never saccharine, weaving melodic lines
futl of musical as well as technical surprises'
on trumpet and trombone the instrumental advances are less
impressirre, mainty due to the fact that New Orleans music' and
its'Oerivations, had exploited these instruments so fully. After
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Louis Armstrong, Lee Collins, "Cootie" Williams, Rex Stewart,
"Kid" Ory, J. C. Higginbotham, Vic Dickenson, Sandy Williams,
Jack Teagarden, Lawrence Brown, it is hard to see what more can
be done with these instruments. The movement on trumpet was
mainly towards the higher reaches of the instrument, partly for
virtuoso display but also because the saxes filled in so much of
the middle registers of the music. Henry Allen and Roy Eldridge
worked out of Armstrong's style into an exploitation of high
notes and fast runs, dominated by a jump beat. Charlie Shavers
and Hor,vard McGhee developed brilliant melodic styles using the
higher notes, and Gillespie, of course, set himself the challenge
of playing faster than anybody had ever done before. The trombone took itself a more modest tonal and technical role, the
"new" style in the hands of "Trummy" lbung and J.J. Johnson
being one of fluid movement into strange intervals and modulations.
Art Tatum on the piano brought concert-hall technique to
jazz. Earl Hines' brilliant suspended rhythms and harmonic curiosity fitted directly into the neld' jazz. On guitar the main innovation was the use of the electric instrument, which could cut
through the noise of a dance floor and command a solo drum
style based on sustained tones. The jazz use of this instrument, by
men like Floyd Smith and Charlie Christian, shours again how
sensitive and expressive a music jazz men can make out of an
instrument that concert artists would consider a lour in vulgarity.
The string bass developed a more independent solo and melodic
role, with John Kirby and Israel Crosby leading, and perhaps the
greatest influence of all being Ellington's Jimmy Blanton.
The intensification of rhythm took place with the increase of
the four-to-the-bar jump beat to the eigtrt-to-ttre-bar "boogiewoogie" beat and that to the sixteen-to-the-bar bebop beat. The
basic beat, of course, was still t}re 4/4, and these intensifications
control the melodic lines, which run counter to the basic beat,
entering and leaving on off-beats and accenting the off-beats. AII
of these rhythmic intensifications could become sheer powerhouse effects. In bebop, however, there is some extraordinary
new rhythmic work which can be at the same time genuinely
musical. The solos enter and leave at any point within the sixteenth note divisions of the bar. They spin phrases of varying
Iength, seemingly at random and yet satisfyingly controlled. The
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drums are handled more freely in supporting the solos and-producing brilliant drum breaks and surprise clusters of beats. Max
Roach-, especially, has built up an amazing drum style, employing
what seeris to be a steady siiteen-note beat on the cymbals as his
foundation, and moving about freely in rhythmic patterns with
the bass drum and snares.
one of the most important achievements was the solution of
the popular ballad pro-blem, out of which came the harmonic
exptbration and freedom of modern jazz' This was done inmany
ways. The phrases of the ballad melody could be adorned with
tittie chromatic figures, or broken chords, and modulated into
iurprising and distint keys. Coteman Hawkins' "Body and Soul"
Its phrases could be rhythmically transformed,
ir i"
"*ple.
iurned intoiiffs, ani separated by blues phrases. In this treatment
ferier young is tfre moit extraordinary master. His solos, such as
thor" or, "f"aOy Be Good" with Basie, and on the BiIIie Holiday
records, educa'ted modern tenor sax men in the handling of their
instrument and the "blue" treatment of the popular song idiom.
There is never any straining for effect, or any obvio-us harmonic
iniellectualism, as there often is in Hawkins'work. Young's playing is completely relaxed, and often gives the tune a wholly new
misicat diitinction with the most economical touches, sometimes
ieaucing it to a poignantly repeated note or riff. There is always
in his soios a suggestion of the two-voice, antiphonal quality basic
io the great jazi'solo and a product of the blues. His solos are in
ure gr6at ja2z tine, not simply playing about with the melody
ir"pr:o"irutionally, but creating a new melodic structure of inter'
est and beautY.
Another tibatment of the popular tune used it as a bass line,
over which a new melody was eliborated as a countervoice' disguising the real theme. Many pre-bebop experiments and bebop
based on counterf,ertorinances start with such arrangements
ioices to popular tunes, with the original tunes themselves never
heard by it e ti*terrer. Hawkins' "Battle of the Saxes," for example'
"How. High
seems tb Ue "Ctrina Boy," Parker's "Ornithology" is
"Dynamo-A"
are
and
"Dizzy
Atmosphere"
the Moon," Gillespie's
;.I
Cof Rfrythm" his (Tempo iazz Men;, "Round About Midnight"
adds to the blues u ioo"h of "Louise." Partly out of this kind of
handling of the popular tune came a polytonal music, the definite
use of tio t<eys at bnce, of which Giliespie's "I Can't Get Started"
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and "Things to Come," Parker's "Bttzzy" and the end of "Lover
Man" are examples. Original themes are invented, serving as
opening and closing riffs; themes of great interest and emotional
poyrer, and non-diatonic, in that they do not fall completely into
any diatonic key. Many of these themes are based,like Ellington's
fine "Cotton Tail" theme, on the blues, although so rhythrnically
and melodically free that the original blues e:rists only in the
performer's mind.
In its varied progress, jazz has made a full turn of the wheel,
and come back to certain qualities with which it started, but on a
new level. A wonderful characteristic of the old jazz had been its
feeling of melodic freedom, of harmonic freshness, of speaking
its own human and disturbing melodic language. This quality
returns in modern jazz.
There are differences between old and new, and important
ones. On the one hand, the present langmage involves and has
consciously absorbed the system of diatonic music, the "concert
hall" and ballad music, to its immense enrichment; in fact, its
possibilities are far richer than the uses that have been so far
made of it. On the other hand, the old New Orleans musician
made no distinction between his "public" and "private" music.
The present day musician suffers from a divided mind, from
thinking in terms of two different musical worlds.
There is today, as in the past, the conscious interplay of different musical languages in one work, with fascinating results;
the mixture of blues, or of chromatic counter melodies, with popular ballads; the momentary quotation of sweet melodies, often
semi-classical fragments, like "Souvenir," "Anitra's Dance," or, as
in an unrecorded Parker and Davis performance, an old hymn
tune. Sometimes the effect of the mixed languages is atonal, as if
key sense were completely absent; sometimes polytonal, with
melodies in two distinct keys moving against each other.
A sign of the freedom won by modern jazz, and yet its return
to qualities of the old music on a higher level, is the comeback of
the blues, bringing, as they did in the past, the most haunting,
expressive, personal and collective emotions. But the modern
blues are enriched and transformed. The old phrases can be recognized, but with more chromatic twists, richer harmonies, more
fluid and varied melodic movement. The change in attitude to the
blues has been a steady movement throughout the history of. jazz,
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and a necessary one. An old folk langiuage' no matter how pow'
erful it first was, can become misinterpreted, and over-sweet, in
ievivat. The spirituals, if their true human meaning is not sharply
insisted on, cin become today an "Uncle Tom" music' of sweet
The blues, nornr that they are taken up by a variety of

can really be said is that bebop has worked out a conscious, sometimes rigid, system from the new elements, Its starting themes are
definitely atonal, polytonal or chromatic (the choice of the word
depending on the system of analysis one uses). At any rate, these
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"r"up".
can likewise take on a nostalgic, escapist quality,
folklorists,
unless their human symbolism is sharply brought forward'
And so lt'ie jazz musicians, particularly the Negro, changed
their attitude towards the blues, with their changing conditions
and role in society. The blues have taken on more subtle changes
of personal mood, and also a more embittered, sardonic charac'
"St. James Infirter. Examples are Bechet's recent performance of
playilg of $ex
blues
White,-the
'
Josh
of
singing
ilurri oi tfr"
"The
Blues My
Newton's
"Sotid
Frankie
Rock,"
in
as
ite#art,
Baby Gave to Me," The trumpet playing of Joe Guy, the trombone
blues of Dickie wells. Lester Young is saturated in blues idiom'
e*i*pf". being his work in "LesterLeaps In," "Dickie's Dream,"
"Lestir Leaps Again," "Slow Drag/' and his blues transformations
oi popular bala[s. Thelonious Monk's "Round About Midnight"
is utues in structure and feeling. Blues phrases account for the
quality of Gillespie's trumpet f1W1es as in "One Bass
haunting;Round
About Midnight," where he begins by reversing
Hit" or
the blues into an upward' soaring line, itself suggested by his
improvisation on "I Can't Get Started."
charlie Parker is almost wholly a blues performer, as moving
in his own way as Johnny Dodds in the old music' "Billie's
extraordinary of his blues.solos,
Bounce', is periraps
-gtuesJ' the most
"Relaxing at Camarillo's" and "Btzzy" very
with "CooI
fine. His use of the blues "break" in "Billie's Bounce" and the Red
Norvo "Congo Blues" is a revelation. "The Chase," with Dexter
Gordon and-wardell Gray, starts with a haunting blues melody'
and then moves into a pittern based on the traditional clarinet
solo in "High Society." Certainly the ne-w jazz, like the old, is in
greit patt i nationai music of the American Negro pegple, 1nd
6xpreisea in it are not only the old experiences of exploitation'
Uut tfre new ones; the jim-trow army, in the last war; the rising
sharpness of the struggle for full citizenship'
wnutqualitiesm-a-kebebopdifferfromothermodernand

experimentaliazz, such as that of Ellington' Teddy Wilson,.Lester
ioii"g, Mary Lou Williams? There is no sharp cleavage' All that
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themes seem to start in one key and move immediately into
another. Intervals such as seconds, fourths, diminished sevenths,
ninths, flattened fifths are consistently used. The soloists consciously work out their performance in terms of these harmonies,
both in supporting one another and playing against one another.
The sixteenth note bar divisions are consistently used in solos
and beat. Performances are based on counter-voices to melodies
that are never heard "straight."
Bebop comes close to composed music, in that worked-out
performances are highly prized, and repeated many times almost
note for note. A fine melodic theme is an achievement, and used
as the basis for different performances, as the themes of "The
Chase," of. "Duzy Atmosphere" ("Dynamo A'), and "Hothouse."
Bebop brings Negro and white musicians working together in
closer unity, and matching of ideas, than ever before. To mention
"outstanding" names in jazz is always a task to be hesitantly
approached. Jazz remains a social music, the product of many
musicians and minds. The very commercial, publicity-run nature
of the world in which it moves causes some names to rise to prominence, others who made an equal contribution to be ignored.
However, just as Parker, Garner, Gillespie, Monk and Dameron
can be definitely said to have made a solid contribution, as composers as well as performers, so the pianist Dodo Mamorosa, the
tenor saxophonists Charlie Ventura and Allen Eager may be
named among white musicians who have contributed fine technical and musical ideas.
Gillespie, Garner and Ventura exhibit the wit and kidding
which are a joyous part of bebop. Parker, who is best in small band
music, is the most "blue," introspective and emotionally harrowing. Monk sees always the strange chord, often at the price of an
unorganized piece of music. Gillespie, who also invented the term
"bebop," organized the most exciting, e:rperimental large band
music, aided by composer-arrangers like GiI Fuller and John
Lewis.

A full appraisal of modern jazz and bebop is a forbidding task,
considering the sheer quantity of the records that have been
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pouring out, under a variety of labels, and the amount of live
il:usic ifrut is being heard, iome of it more exciting than the
records. However, bebop is going through the same trials-that
a11 the other hchievments of. iazz, including blues,
uifn"t"a
;;boogie-*oogie," New Orleans music, jump mrrsic, B-ix styles'
.,Chiiago', stlle and the rest. There is the main line of creative,
genuin6 and iuccessful music making; there is the experimental
a mechan'
iing, in which one often finds a half-successful music,"different";
be
to
simply
chords
and
icdtse of strange notes
there is the commercialization, the uncritical publicizing of bad
inh good, mostly bad' together, the taking over of t!e. n9w
achidvement for innumerable imita6ons that only serve to bring
bewilderment to listeners.
The modern experimental jazz, a term better than bebop for
ttre new jazz musifheard today, is a bundle of contradictions. It
works *itn trre basic method of folk art, improvisaion, but
the
demands the utmost harmonic education and sensitivity from
of
bec.ause
but
composition,
into
boldly
It
advances
i*pro"iror..
the conditions under which i[ must work out its ideas, it often
,o""ar ur." a magnificent opening to a musical work not follolred
by any developlient. It brings together Negro and white musi'
i1 a tiglrter unity and musical collaboration than everIt
"iarrr
before in the-history of.jazz. But it also has aspects of faddism.
dabbles with the superfitld philosophical lingo of existentitt*,
unique stytes of speech and dress, as if it were a cutt. It
u"a
",itr,
iitiu"G many of th'e most thoughtful musicians in jaz2, and_also
suffers from nerve-strain, and the drink and narcotic by-products
oi tfr" insecurity of jazz life. It produces genial records like "A
NEha in Tumsia," "io.rgo Blues," and ".Dizzy Atmosphere," and
a1s6 haunting records Iike "The Chase," or Parker's sick, nerve'
,,Loier Man," made when he was at the point of colla-pse.
wracked
It is a music full of melody, although this melody, made up of the
blues or of countervoices lo popular tunes, takes keen listening to
follow its strange twists and turns. Yet it also prodrrces.a yholly
unmelodic music, which in its mechanical use of "new" chords'
modulations and instrumental timbres only sounds like the less
inspired music created by modern European composers' Some of
iidetongr with the most iasting and beautiful music of jazz. Some
oiit it irerety light and witty entertainment, and only gets by
with its audiencei because thby are not familiar with the better
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"classical" composed music exploiting similar harmonies and
timbres. Most of Stan Kenton's music seems to this writer to con.
sist of this kind of entertainment. But the presence and popularity
even of this music has its commentary to make on the idiocy of
our present division between the "classical" and "popular"
worlds of music. For the follovyers of this "popular" music are
actually enjoying a harmonic, rhythmic and instrumental idiom
that still seems "advanced" and hard to take to many patrons of
the concert halls.
Bebop and modern jazz have by no means settled the problems of jazz. In fact, they raise the contradictions inherent in jazz
from its beginnings, to their highest level. These contradictions
within a music are directly a product of the contradictions in our
social life, predominantly rising out of the place of the Negro
people in American life.
By this I do not mean that jazz is exclusively a music of the
Negro people, or a problem of the Negro people. I mean that the
culture of an entire people, like its democracy, cannot be understood or put on a healthy footing without solving the problem of
the culture, and political freedom, of the minority peoples who
together make up its great majority. The largest and most
exploited minority is the Negrro people. I have already taken up,
in the first chapter, some of the reasons for the predominance of
the Negrro people in jazz. This was not due to any physical characteristics, "African" or otherwise. The Negro people in America
have a tradition of achievement and struggle which goes all the
way back to Africa, but have no longer a direct line of physical
ancestry to Africa. They are thoroughly mixed in heritage, as are
all of us. The Negro born in a Northern city environment is as
likely to find the blues and spirituals strange to him, or to be as
clumsy on a dance floor, as his white fellor.rr citizen. On the other
hand white city dwellers can discover and master rhythm, love
and use the blues, when they feel the living need for these forms
of art and life. The Negro and white have exactly the same potentialities either f.or jazz or for conducting a Schubert symphony.
The predominance of the Negro people in jazzis due tb sociat
and cultural reasons; the need of the Negrro communities to make
their own entertainment, the place that song and dance held in
the life of Negro children, the special social and emotional content that entered the music created by the Negro people. What
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theyhadtosaycouldnotbedirectlyexpressedotherwiseexcept

in rial and sharp struggle, such as aicompanied the development
jazz to
;i i;;r.There id a air6it line of development from theofold
quali'
old
statiCpreservation
not
of
thJ;;*, ;iinoot change,
as
not'
expression
musical
social
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and
a
hriman
t
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jazz
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Southern
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war,
using
world
first
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Modern
life.
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given
it
by
forms
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Negro performers' well-equipped as some of them are'
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the broad musical life possible in our times.
Thus the creative imagination of the Negro musician has
been poured largely into the narro\ / frame of dance and light
entertainment music, often stretching the boundaries of this
form to the very limit. The results have benefited American song
and dance music by immeasurably raising its musical guality and
emotional content. They have permitted great fortunes to be
earned, less often by the creative musician than by the merchandiser able to cash in on the latest"novelty"he could make out of
some innovation by a Negro musician. It is because so much talent and genius have been poured into jazz music, old and new,
that this music has its present quality.
But modern jazz, f.or this very reason, is not a completely
satisfactory music. There is too great a disparity between the
musical ideas, the inventiveness applied to them, the emotions
demanding expression, and the narrow forms, Some modern jazz
sounds overweighted harmonically and overelaborate in instrumental texture, without the melodic line and structure to carry
the ideas forward. The reason is that there is a horizontal as well
as vertical character to music, and the two must be proportionate.
Some musical problems, like those facing a painter and writer,
require space to work themselves out. A Michelangelo couldn't
put his Sistine Chapel conceptions on a postcard; a Tolstoi
couldn't put the emotions of "Anna Karenina" into a magazine
short-short; a Beethoven couldn't put the emotions of the
"Appassionata" into a scherzo.
Jazz has reached a kind of impasse, a peak beyond which it
can go no further within the forms in which it exists today. There
may be slight innovations, such as the use of new rhythms, new
instruments, larger orchestras. But these are minor changes.
Jazz, f.or its next step forward, calls for a change as radical and
sweeping as that which took place when it moved up the Mississippi River. It is knocking at the door of musical composition, in
more ambitious forms, and must enter.
This thought may bring violent protest from those who cannot see anything new, or who say that composed music is classical
music, "for whites only" (disguising this jim-crow by all kinds of
praise for the wonderful Negro "folk," and all kinds of epithets
directed against the "degenerate" practise of composing music);
jazzis pure improvisation, and never the twain shall meet. It may
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bring serious questions from those who prize the improvisational
character of jazz, and feel that it thus adds something unigue to
our musical culture which should not be taken away.
Horarever, we have seen that there is no absolute division
between improvised and composed music. They are different, but
not hermetically sealed from one another. The difference is not
between two different worlds of music, but between two different
uses of music. Improvisation is an amateur, folk and peoples'way
of making music, immensely important for its genuine entertain'
ment, its development of fresh musical ideas, its making music a
part of personal and social life. Larger forms of music demand
composition, the working out of music to embody more complex
problems of human conflict and emotionr more subtle portrayals
of the proc€sses of human thought. Composed music does not
negate improvised. Modern civilization requires the musical
expression to be found in the more ambitious forms and structures, just as it needs the amateur spirit, the participation in
music of large masses of people, the influx of new language materials that can only come from widespread folk and musical improvisation. The two can be of the greatest musical assistance. It is
when the composed forms are most accessible to people, and
advance most freely, that improvisation also advances and
spreads enormously. Similarly, we can say that if we had a nationwide theater, a living stage in every sizeable community, not only
would the writing of fine plays be multiplied but in the progrress of
amateur and semi-professional dramatic life among the people
would advance equally. Modern jazz is a living music, but even
morer has within it a new music, clamoring to be born.
The problem of the next step forward, however, is a social as
well as a musical problem. The Negro people have not been content to be treated as second-:class citizens, discriminated against,
made the butt of insult. They have fought for equality in pay,
equal opportunities for jobs, votes and education with all other
American people. This struggle, carried on in the political and
economic fields, has also been carried on in music. It is reflected
in the kind of advances that took place in jazz during the 'thirties
and 'forties. It is also reflected in the increasing struggle of Negro
people for a musical education and a foothold in the concert and
opera world.
The next step calls for a democratic change in our entire

musical culture. It involves the breakdown of the last vestiges of
snobbery towards folk, amateur and popular art productioi; the
broadening of the classical musical picture, so that musical education is more widespread, providing more opportunities for
American composers to reach American audien&i, and a healthier spirit in composed music; the breakdown of the barriers which
grevelt- the minority peoples, and especially the Negro people,
from taking an active part in musical production on eve* tevet,
from the most immediately popularlorms of art to thl most
advanced and ambitious structures. In other words the next step
f.or jazz is bound up with the breakdown of discrimination wherever it is found in our social and cultural life.
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While Ellington is well reprcsented on available rccords, there
arc a grcat many outstanding pefiormances out of pilnt, including
some of as recent vintage as Victor's "Ko Ko," "Conga Brava," and
"Mobile Bay" @ex Stewail). Victor o/so has in ils fiies some of the
Iine early pefiormances, sucft as "Jubilee Stomp," "Got Everything

But You," "Saratoga Swing," "Black Beauty;' Columbia shou/d
rcstorc such old c/ossics as "Ducky Wucky," "Rocky Mountain
Blues," "Boy Meets Horn," and a healthy selection of the line small
grcup rccords made undet the name oI Bigard, Williams, Grcet
and Hodges, such as "Canavan," "Delta Mood," "Minuet in Blues,"
"Saturday Night Function," "Echoes of Harlem," "Dooji Wooji."
At least twenty out-of-print Bosie sides shouldbe made available,Irom the Decca and Columbia tiles, including "Swinging the
Blues," both "Lady Be Good" pertormances, "Taxi Wan Dance,"
"Twelfth St. Rag," "Jump for Me," "Topsyi' "Lester Leaps In,"
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"Dickie's Dream," "Sent For You YesterdaY;' A selection oI the
Teddy Wilson small gtoup rccordings, and the Holiday-Young collaborutions, such as "Back in Your Own Back Yatd" and "The Matt
I Love" would also be woilh having about.
The credit tor rccording the modern expeilmental iazz goes
mainly to the smalt rccord companies, generclly guided by enthu'
siosts who arc willing to Iollow in the tracks oI the growing music
itselfl, instead of setting up standard routines tot the musicians to tit,
Smoll companies too, of course, can produce bad iazz. The records
listed above, however, all contain, in thl's wilter's opinioi, music oI
lasting quality, and vafied enough in maod and personnel fo show
the wide Krnge oI modem iazz.
7. THE FUTURE OF

JIZZ

ny theories regarding the relation of. jazz to
musical composition must start by rejecting
the major part of what has passed up to now for
composed jazz.

To approach the problem correctly, we

must remember that jazz is a great and powerful music in its own right, within the forms of
song and dance that it has made its own. Any
composed music using jazz must have at least equal power. Some
qualities will necessarily be lost, such as the unpredictable flights

of imagination, the contagious relationship between a musical
creator and a responsive audience, in an improvised performance. The composed music will have to make up for this lack in

other ways.
The greater amount of. jazz tone poems, jazz concertos, symphonic jazz and jazz operas, however, while offered as an
"improvement" on jazz, do not come anlrwhere near the musical
taste, inventiveness, and beauty of. jazz itself. In fact the greater
part of serious composed music in America, whether or not it has
touches of. jazz, does not come anywhere near jazz f.or musical
vitality and emotional power. It is little wonder that most people
who love jazz look upon attempts at jazz composition as compounded of pretentiousness, publicity-seeking novelty, and sheer
ignorance of any but the most superficial characteristics of. jazz
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music. Most attempts at composed jazz have been exactly of this

long before jazz performers were talking about ninth chords and
critics were discussing Duke Ellington in Iearned musical terms;
long before Paul Whiteman introduced the "Rhapsody in Blue" to
a concert audience and George Gershwin began thinking of writing an "opera." Jazz composition is practically as old as jazz itself.
It rose in New Orleans. Scott Joplin, one of the most celebrated
figmres in early jazzr was known as a composer of piano rags, and
wrote an operetta dealing with Negro history and using rag
music. Ferdinand Morton was a composer. His assertion that he
"invented jazz" is not literally true, but expresses his justified
resentment at being considered a clown or puryeyor of light
entertainment, his demand to be recognized as a musical creator.
His piano rags, especially those in his Library of Congress
records, issued by Circle, stand up as musical compositions; some
of them elaborate ones, like the musical depiction of a New
Orleans funeral, also recorded in condensed form on a band
record called "Oh Didn't He Ramble." If we compare the several
existing records of "The Pearls," both piano and band, we will
find much the same fixed musical conception in all of them.
And so, in the very birth of. jazz, the process started,
unpretentiously and generally with higher quality, that has norar
reached a climaxwith jazz concertos and tone poems galore, Stan
Kenton and others producing works with titles like "Fugue for
Percussion," jazz arrangers studying Stravinsky, Schoenberg and
the Schillinger system. The latter is most popular, for, perhaps
unintended by its creatol it teaches how seemingly new melodies
can be made out of old ones by stretching or contracting the
intervals and rhythms according to mathematical principles; a
perfect system for producing the mock-human music demanded
by tin-pan-alley. The question today is no longer whether jazz is
to be composed, but whether its composition is to be put on a
musically sincere and productive track.
And this is a problem of American composed music as well as
of. jazz. American composition is calling for the qualities that jazz
can give. It needs a language, fresh, flexible and communicative,
with recognizable human images so that it can make contact with
its listeners. Nothing is more indicative of the unsolved problem
of idiom than the fact that American composers go to Stravinsky,
Schoenberg, medieval music, Chinese music, Balinese music and
everywhere else for ideas except to the musical langruage which
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nature.
The problem is not to be solved only by a new method' or by
a new approach to the writing of music. New musical forms are
not invenled in books. They come about through new methods of
presenting music to people. And so, while some approaches.can
Le sketched out here, their success depends upon a re-orientation
of much of our musical culture; the opening of new avenues
through which composer, performer and audience can come
togetlier. American music, whether jazz or concert-hall, has long
been crying for such an orientation.
Anyprogram for the use of jazz in musical composition must
not nega[e oi displace the amateur, folk and improvisational spirit
in jazz-and American music. However, jazz has Iong since stopped
being exclusively a folk art, although it uses folk material lavishly. Trre current revival of New orleans jazz does not restore a
folk art to America. It brings back a beautiful music no longer
creative because its social environment no longer exists.
Although this music originally grew through improvisation, it is
no lonjer performed with any real amount of improvisation-, but
followi cloiely fixed, remembered patterns. If the great qualities
of New Orleans music are to be revived, they must get a new life
on the basis of new social conditions, which will enable the music
again to become living, experimental and changing. This means
that the music itself will be different.
The blues, sung and performed on whatever instruments people find at hand, are still potent American folk music. Their con'
iinuation rests, holyever, not on what happens lo jazz but on what
happens to the American people, on how mugh they are permitted io create their own music, to invent and inspire their ourn
entertainment. It is important to continue the folk art of America,
which is rapidly retreating under the impact of packaged and
manufactureo syntnetic culture. But if the blues are given a new
lease on life, they will change, just as the blues themselves rose
out of and alongside the spirituals. What new folk music will
come is as unpredictable as what new experiences people will
encounter, and what words and music they wiII invent to describe
them.
The problem of iazz composition is a pressing one because
jazz itseli has raisedthis question. And the question was raised
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exists under their noses. This is the contradiction of present-day

little rather than too much that he falls into bombast and plati-

American music. The jazz men who want to expand their art, to
take on new emotional and structural problems, and who have
the richest material at their fingertips, are not sure of where to
turn, of what lessons to study. The composer who has mastered
the knou,-how, who has absorbed the long traditions of music, is
at a loss for a language.
The attempts made up to now to compose music using jazz are
valuable mainly ag gvampl€s of what not to do. The most prominent of such composers was George Gershwin. Gershwin was
one of the gneat creative talents, a genius or near genius, of
American popular music. And the word popular is used not as a
limiting expression, but only to describe the circle in which he
moved.
He was a jazz figure, although he lacked many of the gualities
of hot jazz. His songs were made possible by jazz, "It Ain't Necessarily So" and "I Got Plenty of Nothin"' are jazz-doctored spirituals; "Summertime" and "The Man I Love" are unthinkable
without the blues; "I Got Rhythm," "Swanee," "Lady Be Good,"
"Embraceable You," are born of rag music. These songs, fashioned out of the collective body of jazz, still have his orrn unigue
personality and melodic invention, and were in turn welcomed by
jazz. Yet as songs they have deficiencies, which can be seen by
measuring Gershwin alongside of the "classical" songwriting
genius, Franz Schubert.
Schubert was by no means "highbrow." Writing in the early
1800's, he used themes and styles from Austrian folk songs, the
rhythms and melodic curves of the popular marches, waltzes, and
landler, the precursor of the waltz. His music in fact was severely
taken to task by the more narro$rminded critics of the time
because it seemed to them to be too popular, or "vulgar" in idiom.
But in handling this idiom, he studied the most advanced and best
masters of musical composition of his time, and the immediate
past, such as Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. This does not mean
that he used what he learned from them to put his melodic ideas
into fanry dress, which has come to be the modern arranger's
idea of using classical music. He learned rather how to put his
ideas into the most succinct, econornical and powerful form, how
to sgueeze the water out of his compositions. He learned his craft
thoroughly, and it is always when a musician's knowledge is too

tudes.

He set his songs to poems that, while easy to understand,
were genuinely poetic and meaningful; some of them by
Shakespeare, Goethe, and Heine. His songs took different forms
suggested by the emotions and structure of the poems. His piano

accompaniments were as inventive as the vocal lines.
By all these standards Gershwin fell short. Because of the
erwironment in which he worked, he never mastered a workable
musical craft. His tunes were not allowed to deviate in form, bar
pattern, stanza, climax, from the standard sheet-music straight
jacket. The words were the meaningless variations on the inane
themes of Broadway lyric writing, in his case somewhat sharp-

ened in rhyme scheme and wit, but still drastically limited in
human content. His harmonization was based on a few cliches
and the orchestration, as well as much of the harmonization, was
often provided by somebody else, according to the BroadwayHollywood ultra-specialization,. so destructive to quality, by
which one man writes a melody, another harmonizes it, a third
orchestrates it. The scope of the Broadway musical show for
which he wrote was similarly narrow and uninspiring, lacking
good sense and acceptable human characterization. Gershwin's
songs are a tragic example of a partially successful art, of a fine
talent which never found a mature and effective means of expression.
Realizing this lack and trying to acquire better musical forms
and tools, Gershwin took a step forward which landed him in the
overblovrrn tradition of nineteenth century opera, overture, rhapsody and concerto. It is easy to see wfry tfril music should have
seemed to him to be the summit of the "classical" art, for it permeated the concert world of his as of our own times. But the
musical tools he got from this study were already outworn.
There is music of real quality in the "Rhapsody in Blue,"
"Concerto in F," "An American in Paris." They have dancing melodies of tender and sprightly feeling, rhythms which as in real
jazz laugh at bar lines, a touch of the jazz instrument. These are
mixed with meaningless elements; modulations used simply to
vary the tonality, repetitions brought in simply to conform to
"classical" structure. Anyone who knours real jazz becomes painfully aware of the absence in these works of the wonderful qual-
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ities jazz could have added, qualities for which it cries out; the
poweifut rock of a hot jazz rhythm section' the clean instrumen'
[ation of clarinet, trumpet, trombone and sax, economically
used; blues intonations, and free jazz polyphony. Yet because
there is a thread of real music in these works, they have been
exciting to hear, with a live, songful idiom at their heart which
raises [hem far above more perfectly worked out but barren
works coming from the conservatories.
The trouble is the same with "Of Thee I Sing" and "Porgy and
Bess." The satiric honesty of the first show made it a work of
quality. Yet to supply the musical and structural ideas for this new
.iuge io.-, Gers-liwin fell back on the weak props of Gilbert and
Sullivan. "Porgy and Bess" was written as an attempt to portray
the Negro peopie with sympathy, but had little realism and understandirig. The ientral faitor in an understanding oJ the reallife of
the Nefro people of the South, their relation to white people and
a white economy, was little touched on, and so his "Catfish Row"
took on the aspect of a sentimental fairy tale, a childishness, a
slumming expedition. The music likewise sentimentalized the
melodic gerrns it took from spirituals and jazz, dressing them up
in a pseudo'symPhonic fabric.
These works had an impact for good' since the live human
and musical elements they contained exposed the idiocy of the
average Broadway musical show. They reaffirmed the truth that
comniercial producers will never recognize, that the public pre'
fers art of human quality to trash. Good music and good sense,
given an equal chairce to reach the public, will always drive out
ftre UaA. Tlie Gershwin compositions proved that the jazz idiom
had real vitality as part of a concert piece, for all its dilution. The
Gershwin shows raised the level of the Broadway musical, so that
the new plots were tempered with some seRse. But nobody took
the next step of clearing up Gershwin's contradictions, and his
weaknesses were as much repeated as his strong points' Sym'
phonic jazz and jazz concertos of the past years have all the-cliLher, *ithout fhe freshness, of the Gershwin pieces. The
Broadway musicals, even the touted Rodgers-Hammerstein series,
call themselves operas and lift some practises out of Puccini, but
are less exciting and more pretentious than the Gershwin efforts.
Eltington's ambitious jazz compositions, such as "Black,
Brown and neige" and "Liberia Suite," are a step above Gersh'

win's in that they have more real jazz qualities. They are live and
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exciting in melody, rhythm and instrumental timbre. But they
also suffer from incomplete theory and knowledge. The good
parts, and they are many, have quality in the sense that the best
of Ellington's dance pieces have quality. But the qualities that
made Ellington's shorter works completely successful are inadequate for so ambitious a step forward in psychological, historical
and dramatic content. The music Ellington composes to knit the
dance and song sections of these works together are often simple,
repeated rhythmic patterns with dissonant chords, less moving
than his dance music instead of more. He has not evolved enough
of a new craft to match his new and exciting ideas. These works,
however, are transitional ones. Their very production was made
possible by a personal struggle against the circumscribed routine
in which a band leader must move. Our musical life does not
make it economically possible for so phenomenal a band as
Ellington built up to be permanently held together, nor does it
make it economically possible for Ellington to spend the time
necessary to work out a music that could be so valuable an addition to our culture.
Out of Ellington's work have likewise come a number of
efforts at composing music for jazz band, by such arrangers as
Eddie Sauter and Pete Rugulo, the latter working out most of Kenton's pieces. But these works add nothing to what Ellington has
done, and are on a lourer musical level, chiefly in exactly that
department in which jazz should be strong, its instrumental
sound. The solo sections are in the jazz traditions, but the
emerged sounds are muddy, lacking in the finesse of combined
harmony and timbre that the Duke displays in all of his work.
If the attempts of jazz men to compose music are weak, the
attempts of learned composers to write using jazz are equally
weak, but for different reasons. Examples are Igor Stravinsky's
"Ragtime" and parts of his "Histoire du Soldat"; Darius Milhaud's
ballet "La Cr6ation du Monde"; Maurice Ravel's two piano concertos and violin sonata; Arthur Honegger's concertino for piano
and sections of his cantata "Joan of Arc"; Ernst Krenek's opera
"Johnny Spielt Auf"; Kurt Weill's light operasr from "Threepenny Opera" to "Street Scene"; the work of some Americans
such as Aaron Copland and Marc Blitzstein.
Most of these works were composed in the experimental
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'twenties, or in a style that was then given shape. The choice of
idiom was suggested by the revulsion against the industrial world'
and the disillusionment that follorared the First World War. The
arts took flight from all sentimentalities, and also from all forth'
right, positive emotions. They sought influences in the medieval,
in the Asiatic, in the folk, any place but the mainstream of Euro'
pean culture. Such a movement in the arts had been germinating
ever since the 1890's, with Gaugnrin's brilliant paintings of the
South Seas; Debussy's experiment with folk, Asiatic and nondiatonic musical scale; Satie's mocking piano pieces, apparently
music-hall in idiom but polished in every note; Picasso's painting
inspired by African sculpture; Stravinsky's mechanistic handling
of melodic and rhythmic germs taken from folk lore. These ten'
dencies reached a climax in the 'twenties.
Jazz was taken up as another exotic and primitivistic idiom.
Needless to say its true qualities, its wealth of folk melody, its
many strong and solid forms, its polyphonic subtlety, its warmth,
tenderness and humor, were ignored. For one reason, they were
not knourn. For another, the tendenry,loudly proclaimed as "anti'
bourgeois," was also against any real appreciation of the common
people and their art. The intellectual really turned to his private
misconception of the common manr in the mood of one who,
seemingly sick of civilization, decides to live among "savages."
Much of this music was quite beautiful. The composers who
created it were knowing and finished craftsmen, with a fine command of harmony and orchestral sound, and an ability to create a
pleasing musical texture about idioms of any description from
jazzto Spanish music, Hungarian, Indian, Balinese, satiric distortions of Viennese Waltzes and Mendelssohn's Wedding March,
and anything else they fancied. Typical is the Ravel piano conc€rto, with hints of ragtime in its opening movement, a slow
movement in three-quarter time reminding one of Satie, with a
shimmering, impressionist accompaniment, and a last movement
with brass glissandos and loud drum beats seemingly meant to
depict "Le Jazz Hot." His Piano Concerto for the Left Hand offers
as jazz mechanistic, Stravinskian rhythms really foretgn to iazz,
Milhaud's "La Creation du Mondei'using lush saxophone tim'
bres, is a little more sensuous. Stravinsky's few measures of ragtime in his "Histoire du Soldat," which rubs elbows with a tango,
waltz and march, are amazing in the economy with which the
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composer catches the feeling of. a jazz band, although one seen
through a glass darkly. The work has elements which make it a
te:rtbook in instrumental timbre and musical pessimism, but lacks
the humanity of. jazz.
The German works such as Weill's and Krenek's are different
from the French in their approach to jazz but even poorer. There
is no search for the exotic, the "primitive," the pseudo folk.
Rather jazz is accepted as a "bourgeois" music, and the tawdriness of the torch song, the blaring insensitivity of the imitation
ragtime, are exaggerated with expressionistic irony. The feeling
is that of dancing on a grave, like the caricatures drawn by
George Grosz.

The Americans, strangely enough, use jazz in somewhat the
same manner as the Europeans. Copland, in his Jazz Piano concerto, "Music for the Theatre" and "El Salon Mexico," is close to
Stravinsky and the French; Blitzstein, in his "The Cradle Will
Rock," clgse to the German.It may seem queer to people of other
countries who have come to knou, and Iove jazz that talented
American composers should not'know their own folk music, but
such ignorance is typical of our cultural life. The great research
into jazz was carried on not by musicians or musicologists but by
amateurs who loved the music, and hardly regarded themselves
in any other respect as students of music. It was natural for seri'
ous composers brought up with academic training, to regard jazz
as nothing by vulgarism. Then, when they went abroad or were
influenced by the harmony, the anti-academicism, the new and
exciting musical systems that came from abroad, they "rediscovered" jazz as the European experimenter saw it.
In the blaring brass and thumping drums of the Copland
piano concerto there is no hint of the real beauty of a trumpet
solo by Joe Smith, or the subtle weaving of rhythmic patterns by
a Baby Dodds or Cozy Cole. His piano writing hints at simple
percussive ragtime or torch-song blues, without approaching the
charm of a Morton piano, the rhythmic brilliance of a Hines, the
rich sonorities and fine registration of a Yancey. Still the music
well expresses Copland's own feelings, his lament and violent agitation. Within its limits it is a successful work, its instrumental
writing economical, its harmonies interesting. It has only superficial resemblance, however, to jazz,
Marc Blitzstein, in his "The Cradle Will Rock," does not go
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deeply into jazz. What he has drawn upon mostly is the torch'
song imitation of the blues, the ragtime syncopation, the crooner
sacCharinity, the twang of a Hawaiian gnritar. He handles these
elements with sharp humor and musical invention. The torchsong idiom portrays movingly the pathos of the Moll, in "The
Nickel Under Your Foot"; the crooner lingo becomes a fine satiric
tool, as in the "Honolulu" song; jump music also become's satire,
as in the "Freedom of the Press" and the Minister scene. These
are accomplishments which justify this work being called the
best Broadway musical show, the first great step forward after
Gershwin, and one of the best operas produced in America from
the standpoint of the unity of words and music, and the high level
of both. But the comparative weaknesses of the music, its thin
positive emotions as compared to the finesse of its pathos and
iatire, are exactly the weaknesses of Blitzstein's approach to jazz'
It is this positive emotion which the great jazz has and the commercial dilutions lack; real tenderness, protest, exuberant joy in
Iife, the assertion of the power of human beings to triumph over
the conditions that would grind them dovrn.
The very fact that Blitzstein did so much with so small a range
of musical idiom shows what can be done with jazz in the larger
musical forms. "The Cradle Will Rock" opens up new paths, and
necessary ones for jazz, lt created a popular dramatic and song
art honest in words, true and clear in human images, related to
the problems people met in their daily lives. It had both anger and
laughter, free of the self-pity, sentimentality and sense of defeat
tha[ usually attends the false, "slice-of{ife" kind of realism, and
makes audiences cry for "escape." It combined a completely sing'
able musical line with a full composer's craft knowledge. The
songs could have been popular hits, had not the undercover censorship of the music distribution industry given them the brushoff. At the same time these songs had profile, varied structure, a
matching of vocal line with fine piano and instrumental texture'
sensitive harmonization, freedom from padding. The music
proved the truth that a composer's craft is best shor'vn when the
ludience is unconscious of its existence, and only knows that the
music itself lives.
This work and a handful of others, such as Earl Robinson's
"Ballad for Americans" and "The Lonesome Train," the firstwrit'
ten with John La Touche and the second with Millard Lampell,
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show how much new quality popular and folk music, whether

jazz, spirituals, blues or cowboy song, can take on when the form,
the words, the relation to life and people's needs, give the com'
poser some elbow room. They hint at what could be accomplished
by a music drama created by Negro composersr performers, poets
and playwrights, with full freedom to explore the realities of life
and American history. There were times when Broadway did feel
the need to use some living iazz, and even the work of Negro

musicians, as in the "Shuffle Along," "Gold Digger" and
"Running WiId" shornrs, and the more recent "Beggar's Holiday"
with music by Ellington. But these shows were, of necessity, a
compromise with the standardized manner of Broadway entertainment. The lyric writers and composers had little elbow room,
little real inspiration to expand their musical ideas. The shows as
a whole had to obey the prevalent snob conception of how the
Negro must appear on a stage. Such works, in their final form,
were a mockery of what a true national music and dramatic art
could be.
Jazz can be a fit idiom for a great music, but this does not
mean that the folk song or jazz writer can rush brashly into the
job of creating an opera, symphony or concerto. Music,like every
other art, requires accumulated knowledge and practised craftsmanship. In New Orleans, where performers reached great
heights with limited study, the lack was made up for by the traditions handed down from one performer to another, and the
wealth of forms that rose out of the integration of music with the
community life. But this music, like all of the great folk cultures,
was

limited.

'

The larger musical forms, like opera, cantata, concerto and
symphony, rose out of the need to handle more profound and
subtle problems of emotional conflict, human characterization
and drama. These forms do not replace the forms of dance and
song, any more than the invention of the automobile replaces the
need for walking. The larger forms serve new purposes, and they
interrelate most tighily with song and dance. It was from song and
dance that great composers of the past got the language' the
union of musical patterns with human images, that they used in
their symphonic and operatic works.
Today, great numbers of the Negro people are struggling for
a foothold in the concert world, as singers, instrumental perform-
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itary band would relax in a jam session. It can be a means through
which new popular languages will slowly form, through which
the musical performer can give his work a creative and personal
character, tlrough which the composer can work out new ideas.
It is worth remembering that the eighteenth century, when
improvistion was so prolific, was also a great century for composition, with both often carried on by the same men.
During the past century, there was a great revival of folk
music, and of composition based on it, in such countries as Bohemia, Poland, Italy, Russia, the Scandinavian countries, and others,
where some musicians resented the snobbish importation of a
seemingly "advanced" culture to the detriment of the cultural
life that had to be built at home. Out of such "national" movements came an appreciation of the wealth of folk music, but also
a host of showy and shallow rhapsodies, fantasies and concert
pieces based on folk songs, adding little or nothing to the folk
music itself. The weakness of much of this music was due to the
fact that the national movements themselves, which the art
reflected, did not base themselves on the democratic needs and
progress of all the people. The music became, like the national

ers, composers. They are kept oqt of this world not only by outright discrimination, but by the roundabout discrimination which
praises their "folk art," and asks that they stay within its limits.
The Negro people rightly feel, hovlever, that they are not only
entitled to share in all the cultural forms and tools that the
progress of life has brought into being, but need them for their
or,rrn cultural progress. In these new and broader forms all the
qualities of the older art can return, necessarily transformed but
stillpowerful. Andwhen musical composition is thus free to move
into many different channels, improvisation will again return in
full force to our song and dance forms. Improvisation will become
what it should be; a means for musical enjoyment, as during the
last war when groups of soldiers would gather about anyone who
had a gruitar, fiddle or harmonica, and the members of every mil-

movements themselves, wrapped up in sentimental folksiness and
longing for the "good old past," behind which the leaders of the
one country only sought to duplicate at home the exploiting practises which they resented in the "advanced" countries. Instead of
looking at a national culture, Iike national freedom, as a goal to
which all peoples could move together, in friendly collaboration,

the "national" culture was upheld in opposition to any tools for

progress that could be gathered elsewhere, with the result that
the homegrourn culture took on the same shoddy quality as the

worst importation.

In our own country bitter experience has taught us that
national freedom is inseparable from the democratic struggle,
and the future of one people is wrapped up with the future of all.
At the same time composers have provided us with a wealth of
new material in the use of folk material for musical composition.
Some of these composers are Claude Debussy, Leos Janacek, Jan
Sibelius, Ralph Vaughan Williams, Bela Bartok, Serge Prokofiev,
Dmitri Shostakovich, Manuel de Falla, Charles Ives. The lessons
taught by these composers are wrapped up in their works, and are
not to be lifted out mechanically. And some of these composers,
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struggling for art to fit the needs of their own generation, shotr
Iimitations in regard to the needs of our o'urn times. But in general
they worked along the lines of exploring the new harmonic impli
cations of folk melody; restoring polyphonic music, based on
melodic line, as against an over lush use of harmonic color; using
new instrumental combinations, clean and fresh in texture and
often based on folk instrumental timbres; combining the best of
the symphonic and operatic tradition with the new traditions of
folk music, so that the psychological advances of the one are'not
lost in the exploration of the new human and emotional images of
the other.
Debussy is the most fragile and introspective of these composers, lacking in broad and positive emotions, But his analysis of
the harmonic problem broke ground for a new generation of
musical thinkers. Sibelius, whose music has great strength and
beauty, tended to limit himself nostalgically to the past of folklore
and legend. Vaughan Williams throughout his career achieved
most successfully the union of English folklore, and contemporary popular themes, to the symphonic tradition. Shostakovich is
notable for the boisterous humor of his music, as in the last movement of his Sixth Symphony which resembles a New Orleans
street march, and for such works as the Leningrad symphony, in
which he makes the epic form as gripping as a four-act contemporary drama. Prokofiev has many lessons to teach in the adaptation of music to many different uses, with the greatest finesse,
humor and tenderness, as in his concertos, his "Peter and the
Wolf" and piano pieces for children, his music for the moving
picture "Alexander Nevsky," his ballet "Romeo and Julieti ' his
stirring Fifth Symphony alive with memories of the past war. Such
works in their handling of folk and popular material, are full of
valuable lessons to the jazz composer.
Ives' folk material has a strong New England character, consisting of barn dances, street band music, hymn tunes, the songs
that were sung during and after the Civil War. He is a most inventive composer in almost every form, such as song, chamber music
and symphony. His works have the remarkable character of being
constructed with absolute classic soundness, and yet dealing in
the most ingratiating way with such specific programs as Ameri'
can democratic history and traditions, Fourth of JuIy celebrations, Sunday picnics. It is that characteristic of his which most
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baffles concert performers, his rhythmic inventiveness leaping
over bar lines and entering into dazzling combinations, that
should most interest the jazzman, for many a jazz performance
would look equally baffling if written down on paper exactly as
played. A work of his that uses ragtime piano themes, "A Night in
Central Park," has a tonal rightness and taste that puts to shame
most attempts to write iazz of a decade later'
Bartok is one of those composers using folk material whose
work represents a milepost in the history of music. It is beautiful
as music and an encyclopedia of folk style, analyzing the differences between the roots of folk music and the sweetened dilutions of its language. His compositions range from volumes of
free settings of folk songs for voice, piano and violin, to sonatas
which exploit the timbres and improvisational style of the folk
musician, powerfully built concertos polyphonic in style, and the
deeply introspective string quartets, some of which portray the
angruish he felt at the first world war and the rise of fascism. It is
a revealing fact that the three composers of our century who
have had the most to teach regaiding the creative, contemporary
use of folklore, Vaughan Williams, Ives and Bartok, should have
been among the least studied and publicized.
If it is plain th atiazz composers have not begun to explore the
technical possibilities they have before them, what are the possi'
ble musical forms in which jazz may be used? They may seem to
be few, if we scan the average concert hall program. They are
many, however, if we look at the whole art of music. Jazz is an art
of song, and the history of music is full of composed song; some of
it, Iike the songs of Purcell, Mozart, Schubert, Mussorgsky,
Chaikowsky, very close in pattern and line to the folk and popular
songs these composers knew. Jazz is an art of dance, and the
composition of music in dance forms has an honored place in
history from the suites of Bach, Handel and Rameau up through
the ballet scores which are found in the work of almost every
contemporary composer.
The symphony, while not a dance form, is not divorced from
the dance. The symphonies of Haydn are full of dance patterns,
not only in their minuets and brilIiant finales, but often in the
dramatic opening movements and tender slow movements' Dance
patterns are found in the Beethoven symphonies, such as the
Fourth, Sixth, Seventh and Eighth, as well as the symphonies of
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Schubert, Dvorak, Chaikoursky, Sibelius and many contemporary
composers. The concerto is an interesting form for jazz composers to use, especially if they study the light-textured, improvisational form of the eighteenth century and earliet instead of the
more elaborate and heavy-handed romantic concerto.
Most important of all, because it takes in so many of the other
musical forms, is opera. Opera is actually nothing more than a
drama with music. The music may take on many different styles,
from the symphonic fabric of Wagmer and Berg, which is at the
opposite pole from jazz, to the lighter textured song-speech and
song form of Monteverdi, Purcell, Mozart, Verdi, and Mussorgsky,
which has many parallels to jazz. So great a work as Mozart's
"The Magic Flute" was, for example, almost a kind of popular

Along with the grrowing, but painfully slow local sponsorshiF
of symphony orchestras-left still too much to private philanthropy, with the accompanying snobbery and petty politics-there is no reason why each community should not sponsor a
permanent large jazz band. A band can easily be put together of
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vaudeville.
Thus jazz has almost limitless possibilities for use in larger
forms of musical composition. The composition must be done,
however, by men who both know the idiom itself thoroughly, and
know the craft of composition. The failure of most composition
up to now using jazz is due to the fact that the composers either
did not know jazz, or that they did not know the various tools the
history of music had fashioned, and the purposes of those tools,
and so fell back upon the nearest, most pretentious platitudes.
What conditions are necessary f.or jazz to take this new and
most important step?
One would be to raise musical instruction in the schools to a
more intelligent level. The meaningless and destructive division
between "classical" and "popular," born out of snobbery, should
be throvrn into the ashcan, like the practise of teaching students
how to write the English language of today through a study of
eighteenth century oratory.
The music schools, conservatories and music departments of
the universities must undertake the task of analyzing and
appraising the great modern composers and composing systems.
They should undertake a systematic study of American music,
particularly folk and jazz. There is no reason why young artists
should study "tympani," for example, solely in terms of its use in
a Berlioz symphony, when jazz has so many and new examples of
the fine art of using the drums. Composers of the greatest talent
should be encouraged to write songs for the American people,
instead of leaving it to plagiarists and hacks.
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men capable of turning out a finished performance of Dixieland
and New Orleans classics, of Ellington works, modern jazz jumps,
and any new composition that comes along in jazz idiom. The
one-sidedness and specialization that characterized jazz in the
past has long broken down, and the modern jazz performer can
enter with good taste into the styles of many periods of. jazz.
The presence of such permanent organizations would remove
much of the unwholesome atmosphere that now afflicts jazzithe
exhausting travel, the one night stands, the night club madness,
the financial insecurity, the long hours, the unsetUed home life. It

would encourage young composers to write for these bands, and
to write a better music than the present "symphonic" jazz, a
product of the mixture of movie palace and concert hall. Such
bands could play for dances, break up into small Nerr Orleans and
jam session groups, give full-dress concerts, perform many different roles in the community life.
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There is no doubt that such bands in one section of the country woutd sound different from those in another' which would be

nizations and community theatres sponsored by the government
or by the people of a locality would be received in some quarters
with outcries of horror.
Yet if the methods and principles of factory production of
culture were all-conquering, both jazz and the art of musical composition in America would have Iong ago given up the ghost. Jazz
players have fought for the right to create music as it pleased
them to create, have gone hungry for it. This has meant the difference between manhood and serfdom, between the power of
creation and the idiocy of mechanization.
Jazz shows the scars of this battle. It is often onesided, narrow
in its stock of emotions, suffering in isolation from its proper audiencesr often embittered and deliberately shocking. But it is alive
and creative. And it has audiences, people who have tasted the
pleasure of music as it issues alive from men's minds and hands,
and will no longer accept a counterfeit. Other composers have
struggled to maintain the great traditions of the musical art, to
give America a music it apparentty didn't want. They too have
suffered, but in a different way; from the fact that concert and
opera have become not a means to bring composers and audiences together, but business networks designed to offer for sale
the cultural commodities of a past that have mellowed with time.
The commercial music enterprises can never supply a living
music to America, whether "classical" or "popular," except by
chance, because they know only how to buy, revise, borrow and
imitate the past, dressing it in eye-catching clothing.
The task ahead is a difficult one, and the results will be limited for a while to individual, Iocal achievements; the rise of a new
and exciting jazz group, here and there, or the emergence of a
composer too powerful to shout down or ignore; or the experiments of a ground-breaking new music school; the formation in
one locality or another of a people's sponsored cultural project.
Most important of all will be the gathering strength of the struggle against jim-crow and all forms of discrimination, the realization of how deeply this form of reaction eats into our cultural life
as well as into every other aspect of our daily lives. A country
doesn't e:rist apart from its people, and an American musical life
worthy of the name must be built on the music of its people, all of
them. There can be no American national culture except as the
result of the flowering of all the potential cultures of the peoples
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ati to the good. They would take on the character of the regional
folk art, so that the music of New Orleans, Kansas City, New York,
Dallas, the far West and the Northwest would be revitalized. Our
rich, wild folk lore, imperishable and yet now almost driven into
the ground by the destructive centralization of Hollywood, radio

and tin-pan-ittey, would again have room to grow; and all
refreshed by an interchange of ideas and musical creations from
one center to another.
Lyric theatres could well be sponsored by communities. The
sponsorship of local theatres, with music, would provide the
ground onwhich a live operatic art could grow in America, one in
wnicn blues, jazz, all of American folk art would flower and take
on contemporary themes, in which the art of creating honest
music for the people could be brought back to life. The "bush
leagues" could be recreated through which new talent could rise
and stretch its wingis.
Fundamental to all of these plans is the abolition of all forms
of discrimination against minority peoples, as devastating to our
music and cultural life as it is to our economic life and democracy.
The achievements of. jazz prove not only how deep rooted in peo'
ple is the desire and ability to create, but how America has been
iobbed of the music of potentially great Negro composers, who

never had a chance to produce the music of which they were
capable. Nor does this loss involve only the Negro people. Jew'
ish, Italian, Irish, and other peoples who came to these shores
with a cultural heritage that could have added much to American
life, were discouraged from using this heritage and instead given
not a better culture, but the phony contrived and synthetic "popular" culture that is good business but bad art. They have nevertheless mad.e a contribution. The creative gift of the Negro
people to our popular music is of course paralnoun-t, but the Irish
ind-Jewish song writers provided some of the best loved melodies
of the past halfcentury, in the days when, comparatively speaking, some genuine willingness to experiment existed in the music
industry.
Comparing these projects with the present scener they may
seem U[opian. The commercial music networks are well
entrenched, and any suggestions of music education, music orga'
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who together make up America. Music and the arts are too necessary to people to remain the monopoly of a mechanical system
of production, subject to the whims of agents, managers, adver'
tisers, publicists, book-keepers and investment bankers.
Jazz is the living embodiment of the creative po$rers of the
people. It is especially the product, and gift to America, of the
most poverty-stricken, hounded and exploited of the country, the
Negro people. In it we can find the growing consciousness of the
Negrro people of their ourn solidarity as a people, a sense of
national traditions, history and culture, born not out of Africa
but out of their struggles against slavery, and out of the part they
took in every struggle for the progress of American democrary
from the War of Independence onward.
Jazz is the product of labor, in that the musician today is
largely a kind of laborer. The free, creative and humanly expres'
sive music that is hot jazz is the sign of the constant desire of the
laborer to break out of the chains of mechanical production, to
create a product that is worthy of him, one that bears the stamp of
his mind and personality. Through the work of the musician it
becomes the expression of the people from whom he comes and
for whom he creates. Jazz holds within itself a precious emotional
realism. Its content is of the life of those who are in the front line
of the struggle to conquer natule, who work with hands and bodies, who live out every day of their lives the hardships and trials
which every day brings up to all but a favored few. It is one of
America's most precious cultural possessions, and its continued
life is bound up with our life as a free people.
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